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1
Abstract
Symbolic trajectory evaluation (STE) is not sufficient to handle verification of circuits
with large number of state holding elements such as memories. It is also the case that
memory based circuits have plenty of symmetry, which can be exploited for comput-
ing reductions for STE model checking. This dissertation addresses the problem of
symmetry reduction for STE model checking.
There are two main challenges involved in achieving an efficient solution to the prob-
lem of symmetry reduction. First is the discovery of symmetry in the circuit, and second,
a methodology of computing reductions in the size of the STE model checking run.
To address the problem of finding symmetries in circuits, we propose a method of
designing circuit models, so that symmetries in the structure of the circuit, can be
recorded at the time of design. We propose a framework that allows us to model circuits
using special functions, and a type system is provided to enforce discipline on the usage
of these functions. A type soundness theorem then guarantees that circuits constructed
using these functions have symmetry.
The other main contribution of our work is the design of a reduction methodology.
This is centered around the use of novel STE inference rules, and a symmetry soundness
theorem. Inference rules are used to decompose the original property into a set of
smaller properties, which is then clustered into several equivalence classes based on the
symmetry of circuit model. One representative property is chosen from each equivalence
class and verified using an STE simulator, and then using the symmetry soundness
theorem correctness of the entire class of equivalent properties is deduced. Inference
rules are then used to compose the overall statement of correctness given by the original
property.
We demonstrate the strength of our approach on several examples and case studies.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In spite of the huge success of STE model checking in large scale hardware verification,
there has been little work done on using model specific information such as symmetries
to perform property reduction. This dissertation explores the problem of symmetry
reduction for STE model checking, and provides a methodology that shows how to make
use of symmetries in circuit designs to compute reductions in the size of verification runs
using STE model checking.
1.1 Conventional verification
Simulation has been the classic way of validating circuit designs prior to fabrication.
It relies on testing a circuit design on a large set of test patterns, and this may help
the designer in discovering bugs in the design. However, simulation is a time intensive
process which only shows the presence of bugs, but cannot guarantee their absence [49].
An alternative to simulation is the use of formal verification for determining hardware
correctness. Formal verification is, in a sense, a mathematical proof [41, 54, 66]. Just
as a theorem holds for a particular set of values from a fixed domain, correctness of a
formally verified hardware design, holds for all the values from a given domain. Hence
one does not need to test the circuit on all or some of the data patterns in the domain,
one can rather infer the correctness property from the proof of the theorem.
Formal verification methods, in addition to being theoretically sound, have been
demonstrated to be practically effective in industry. In a news article at EETimes.com [79],
the world’s leading chip manufacturer Intel reported that by using formal verification
they found more than 100 “high-quality” logic bugs that would not have been uncovered
in any other way. In another recent study, Wolfsthal et al. [111] reviewed the benefits
of formal verification by studying its usage in IBM over a period of 12 months. They
discovered several hundred bugs using formal methods, and found that corner case bugs
were most difficult to find even with carefully planned simulation environments devel-
oped with advanced tools.
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1.2 Formal hardware verification
A formal hardware verification problem can be understood to consist of establishing,
by mathematical proof, that an implementation satisfies a specification. The term im-
plementation (Imp) refers to the hardware design that is to be verified. This can be
a description of the circuit design at any level of abstraction for example a high-level
VHDL program, or a gate-level netlist in Blif. A specification(Spec) refers to the prop-
erty with respect to which correctness is to be determined. It can be expressed in
a variety of ways, for example as a behavioural description, or an abstract structural
description.
In formal hardware verification, we do not address the problem of specification val-
idation [41]. Specification validation determines whether the specification means what
it says, whether it really expresses the property one desires to verify, whether it com-
pletely characterizes the correct operation. It can be indirectly formulated in terms of
the formal verification framework described above, in the following way.
A specification for a particular verification problem can itself be made the object
of scrutiny [54], by serving as an implementation for another verification problem at a
conceptually higher level. The purpose of the latter problem is to test if the meaning
of the original specification is as intended, its meaning thus serving as a specification at
the next higher level. A key thing to observe here is that this principle of scaling the
problem to the next higher level does imply that at some level specifications are held to
be infallible, a necessary characteristic of any mechanism for formal representation.
Similarly, at the other end of the spectrum, we do not specifically address the problem
of model validation in formal hardware verification, i.e. whether the model used to
represent the implementation is consistent, valid and correct. It is assumed that the
quality of verification can only be as good as the quality of the models used.
1.2.1 Implementation
An implementation consists of a description of the hardware design that is to be verified.
There are several ways and levels of abstraction hierarchy at which a design can be
described. Some of these are:
1. Register transfer level — high level, includes structure and behaviour, generally
written in VHDL, Verilog.
2. Gate level — schematic view with gates as building blocks, written in EDIF, Exlif,
Blif.
3. Switch level — schematic view using transistors and other circuit components such
as resistance, capacitance, inductance.
4. Layout — final design used to create the masks for fabricating the chip.
Some of the issues that a design description needs to address are: whether or not a
certain switch level description models analogue behaviour, can a gate level description
support model composition, hierarchy, and gate delays, and if a register transfer level
description can model non-determinism, concurrency, and composition.
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Depending on which choice we make for the description, we shall limit the class of
circuits we can verify. For example, an approach that uses the switch level may be too
fine grained for circuits involving latches, gates or pipelined components. On the other
hand an approach that uses a pure “binary” switch level model may not be able to catch
errors that result from analog effects such as leakage capacitances.
Similarly a representation that doesn’t support hierarchical designs may not be able to
describe large modular designs. We will show later how the choice of an implementation
level affects the complexity of a verification task.
1.2.2 Specification
A specification is a description of the intended or required behaviour of a hardware
design. Various formalisms have been used to represent specification. Some of the well
known formalisms are:
logic: propositional logic [27], first-order logic [24], higher-order logic [52, 74], tem-
poral logic [35, 90], mu-calculus [10, 28].
automata/language theory: finite state automata [67], trace structures [57].
The goal of these specifications is to be able to express correctness properties. Some of
the desired properties are:
functional correctness properties – e.g. a given adder circuit does indeed perform
addition of the input values.
safety and liveness properties – e.g. in a mutual exclusion system with two proces-
sors A and B, a safety property can express the fact that no two processors should
have simultaneous access to the memory. A liveness property can express the fact
that eventually each processor will be able to access the memory.
timing property – access to the memory shall be granted within say 5ms of a
processor making a request.
For each type of property to be verified it is the case that some formalisms are more
suited for specification than others. For example for specifying liveness properties a
logic that reasons explicitly about time, e.g. temporal logic would be more suitable
than for example first-order logic. Another issue is the level of abstraction a formalism
supports. More will be said on abstraction later, but for the time being, abstraction can
be understood as the process of hiding irrelevant information from the description.
We use the language of STE [96], for property specification. We will show examples
of doing this in Chapter 3.
1.2.3 Satisfaction
Formal verification involves proving that an implementation satisfies a specification.
Some of the commonly encountered forms for establishing the formal relationship are:
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theorem proving — relation between a specification and an implementation is
regarded as a theorem in logic, to be proved within the context of a proof calculus,
where the implementation provides axioms and assumptions that the proof can
draw upon.
model checking — in many cases, specification is in the form of a temporal logic
formula, the truth of which is determined with respect to a model provided by
an implementation. There are however model checking techniques that do not
use temporal logic formulas for specifying properties, for example CSP [25] based
model checking.
equivalence checking — equivalence of a specification and an implementation is
checked, e.g. equivalence of functions or finite state automata.
language containment — the formal language representing an implementation is
shown to be contained in the formal language representing a specification.
1.3 STE model checking
Symbolic trajectory evaluation [96] – STE in short, is a model checking technique that
combines the ideas of ternary modelling with symbolic simulation.
Ternary modelling is simulation over a three valued logic. The binary set of values
{0, 1} is extended with a third value X. This third value is meant to capture those states
in simulation where it is not known for certain whether the value is 0 or 1. By enforcing
that the circuit models are monotonic, one can ensure that any binary value that results
when simulating patterns containing X’s would also result when the X’s are replaced by
any combination of 0’s and 1’s. Thus the number of patterns that must be simulated
to verify a circuit can be dramatically reduced by representing many different operating
conditions by patterns containing X’s. By extending the circuit model of the circuit to
one over the expanded state set, one can verify circuit behaviour for a set of different
operating conditions containing only 0’s and 1’s, with a single simulation run containing
some X’s. Though ternary modelling allows us to cover many conditions with a single
simulation run, it lacks the power required for complete verification, except for a small
class of circuits such as memories [26].
It was shown in [20] that by combining ternary modelling with symbolic simulation,
one can model even more complex sets of behaviours with a single simulation run. With
ternary symbolic simulation, we go a step further and extend the ternary set of scalar
values {0, 1, X} by a set of symbolic values. Each symbolic value indicates the value
of a signal for many different operating conditions, parameterised in terms of a set of
Boolean variables. Ternary symbolic simulation allows us to combine multiple ternary
simulation sequences into a single symbolic sequence.
STE weds the idea of ternary symbolic simulation with the notion of specifying and
verifying system behaviour over time.
Specifications take the form of what are known as symbolic trajectory formulas . By
mixing the vocabulary of Boolean expressions with a next-time operator which expresses
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temporal behaviour, we get a symbolic trajectory formula. The advantage of using a
Boolean expression is in specifying conveniently many different operating conditions in
a compact form.
Verification takes place by testing the validity of an assertion of the form [A ⇒ C],
where both A and C are trajectory formulas. Intuitively the assertion is valid iff every
state sequence that satisfies Amust also satisfy C. This is done by generating a symbolic
state sequence that satisfies the consequent. In fact there is a unique weakest symbolic
sequence satisfying the antecedent.
Some of the important properties of the STE based algorithm is that it requires a
small amount of simulation and symbolic manipulation to verify an assertion, when
compared to other temporal logic based model checkers. The symbolic manipulation
involves only variables explicitly mentioned in the assertion. We do not need to intro-
duce extra variables denoting the initial circuit state or possible primary inputs. It is
efficient because the length of simulation sequence depends only on the depth of nest-
ing of temporal next-time operators in the assertion, and it achieves a cone-of-influence
reduction [38], by simulating only the cone for those nodes that are mentioned in the
consequent of the STE property.
1.4 Symmetry reduction for STE model checking
In this section we will outline the problem of symmetry reduction for STE model check-
ing, and explain our motivation. STE has been successfully applied in several large
scale circuit verification tasks [4, 8, 97], due to efficiency reasons explained in the pre-
vious section. But for verifying big circuit designs involving a large number of state
holding elements like memories [82, 83], it cannot cope well. It is also the case however
that circuits like memories intrinsically have structural symmetry and intuition suggests
that this could be important for computing reductions of circuit models and properties
that have to be verified. The challenge involved in using symmetry for computing the
reductions of the circuit models and properties, rests on finding symmetry in circuits.
One significant piece of research done in this area is Manish Pandey’s [82, 83] work on
using symmetries for reduction in STE model checking. One of the lessons learnt from
his work serves as a prime motivation for our work. The lesson learnt is that the diffi-
culty in a symmetry reduction approach is the discovery of symmetry, and proving that
the symmetry found is indeed sound.
Depending on how we address this phase of the solution, it could have an impact
on the size of the circuits we can verify, and on verification reuse. For example if we
represent circuit models as graphs then finding symmetries in those graphs relies on
finding appropriate heuristics. For each fresh circuit model that one tries to verify, one
may have to come up with a new set of heuristics and, for growing sizes of a given circuit
model, the amount of time and space grows accordingly [82].
The next-state function in STE that denotes the circuit model is totally flat . This
means that it operates on each node in the circuit and gives the next state of the circuit
but completely ignores any useful structural information that might have been specified
in the design phase.
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We wanted to investigate connections between structured models having symmetry
and the theory of STE. We believe that finding the right link between them will enable us
to use STE theory for property verification of symmetric models, and also use symmetry
based arguments for computing property reductions.
However we also felt that inventing a whole new theory of STE that relates to a
structured model may not be such a good idea. A significant proportion of the industrial
community that uses STE for verification knows and understands the existing theory,
and there are tools such as Forte [97] and other reduction techniques like symbolic
indexing [20, 78, 84, 85] and parametric representation [5, 60], that work with the present
theory. So we wanted to design a minimally invasive solution that can act as a plug-in
to the existing theory, methods and tools thereby providing a seamless solution to the
problem of symmetry reduction for STE model checking.
Thus in a nut shell our motivation is to address the problem of symmetry reduction by
finding a link between structured (symmetric) models and the STE theory in a manner
that is minimally invasive to existing design and verification flows.
In the next section we will highlight the important aspects of our proposed solution
to the problem of symmetry reduction.
1.4.1 Positioning of this thesis
As stated in the previous section, our intention is to develop a framework whereby we
can connect structured models with the logic of STE and do symmetry based problem
reductions. To be able to do this we need to have a way to express structured mod-
els, discover what attributes of structure we want to capture in our models, and what
significance those attributes have in capturing symmetry in the models.
We want to capture the symmetric attributes of a structured circuit model. So we
set out from the very beginning focussing on that. We believe that symmetry, captured
explicitly in the structure of models, can have a significant impact on STE property
verification.
The notion of symmetry is formalised. We are interested in structural symmetry –
symmetry that arises from the way replicated components in the circuit are used, giving
rise to a circuit behaviour that remains independent under uniform permutations of its
inputs and outputs. Whenever we say symmetry we mean structural symmetry.
We propose a language for structured models that can capture symmetry by defining
a type of structured model and then presenting combinators that are used to construct
structured models from other structured models. The choice of these combinators is
influenced by our motivation to record symmetric aspects of the circuit. We then define
a type system that imposes discipline on the syntax of the models constructed, allowing
only those constructions that preserve symmetry. The implementation of the language
and the type system was challenging, since we not only wanted to model circuits using
the new language but also reason about it.
Reasoning is an important aspect in this approach because we would like to be able to
say that if the structured models have been modelled using our language constructs and
if they respect the type system of our language then they exhibit structural symmetries.
This way we also prove that our type system is sound and by type checking infer that
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circuits have symmetry. This reduces the problem of symmetry discovery to the problem
of type checking.
We deliberately design our type system based on simple type theory, to ensure that
type checking is decidable.
We choose to design our language by shallowly embedding it in the language of a
formal logic; our logic of choice is the higher-order logic since there has been ample
evidence [33, 52, 74] to suggest that higher-order logic is well suited for modelling and
reasoning about hardware. We use the interactive theorem prover HOL 4 [3] for our
implementation framework. We commonly refer to this as HOL in our presentation.
Once we determine a language for structured models, the next step is to make a
connection to the theory of STE logic. We make this connection by giving functions that
derive flat STE models from the structured models and proving lemmas that guarantee
that if the structured models have symmetry, then the corresponding derived flat STE
model will have symmetry as well.
We then make a link that states what we can do with STE property verification once
a given flat model has symmetry. This is done by proving a theorem that states that
if a given STE model has symmetry then verifying a given property against this model
is the same as verifying another property which is a permutation of the given property.
This has a deep impact, because this helps cut down the effort of verifying all the STE
properties (using an STE simulator) that belong to the same equivalence class modulo
permutation to verifying just one – the representative of the equivalence class.
In order to do symmetry based reasoning we need to obtain smaller properties that
are symmetric to one another. This means we need to decompose a given STE property
withmany symbolic variables to smaller properties with fewer symbolic variables in each
one. Decomposing a given STE property into smaller properties relies on employing a
suitable set of sound inference rules . We provide such a set of inference rules. Through
a tactical (backward) use of these rules, properties can be decomposed into smaller
properties and once we have determined that all reduced properties have been verified
using STE and the symmetry argument, we can use the rules in the forward direction
to construct the overall statement of correctness. This approach combines aspects of
theorem proving with STE model checking.
Major steps involved in verifying a property by exploiting symmetries in circuit mod-
els are summarised below:
1. Discover symmetry in circuit model by performing type checking on circuit models.
2. Compute a set of reduced properties applying inference rules in the backward
manner, to the original property.
3. Cluster the reduced properties into several equivalence classes, using the symmetry
specific knowledge derived from circuit models.
4. Run an STE simulator to verify a representative property from each equivalence
class.
5. Conclude, by means of a soundness theorem, that all the other properties in the
same equivalence class have been verified.
6. Repeat Steps 4 and 5 until properties in all the clusters have been verified.
7
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7. Use inference rules in the forward direction to compose the overall statement of
correctness given by the original property.
1.4.2 Contributions
We have designed and developed a framework to address the problem of symmetry
reduction in STE model checking. We show in this dissertation how we can cut down
the size of an STE verification task significantly by exploiting symmetry that is captured
in circuit models. The framework is designed to target symmetry-based reduction of
circuit models and STE properties in a way that enables us to understand the connection
between the world of structured models and the theory of STE.
We propose capturing symmetries in circuit models by recording it in the structure
of the circuit at the time of modelling, using a language that we have designed. Key
contributions in the design of our language have been in the choice of a data type of
structured models, combinators that can be used to construct these structured models,
and a new set of type inference rules that can be used for type checking of these models.
We also prove a type soundness lemma that ensures that every circuit validated by our
type checking rules has structural symmetry.
Designing the language was just one component in our framework. We need to derive
flat models out of these structured models so that we can do STE simulation of these. We
provide a method to do this, and ensure that the flat models have symmetry, whenever
the structured model has.
The second main contribution of our work is the design of a reduction methodology.
This strategy is centered around the use of inference rules, and a theorem that says that
if a circuit model has symmetry then verifying a given STE property against that model
is equivalent to verifying another one that is symmetric to the given property. Thus
by using this theorem we verify one representative from each equivalence class of STE
properties and deduce that all the others from the same equivalence class have been
verified as well.
We also show several example circuits and case studies to illustrate our methodology
and compare it to existing work.
Our work is designed in an open framework. All our results are available as HOL
theories or scripts in Moscow ML [89] and Forte [2]. The underlying proof for every
lemma and theorem shown in the thesis is a formal proof. It is formal since everything
has been derived by way of using smaller properties, definitions, lemmas and theorems
using the deductive calculus of higher order logic. Although the proofs have been ma-
chine checked with HOL, they were not auto-generated by it, HOL is very much like
a programming environment - more so than other popular theorem provers such as
PVS [98] or ACL2 [65]. We write proof-scripts in ML that when executed enact the
strictly formal proof we have in mind. These scripts use tactics and conversions - tech-
nical constructs in HOL that are not very meaningful to readers who are not familiar
to HOL. Because of this, we have chosen not to provide the HOL source code for the
proofs in the thesis, but to give an informal outline of the formal proof itself. If one
wants to explore such a proof, one can re-run it interactively to see what it is doing.
On the other hand, because all the proofs are strictly formal, every tiny detail (even
8
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if it appears natural and obvious) has to be present explicitly at the time of doing the
proofs. In particular, all assumptions about variables have to be explicitly present in
the statement of the theorems. A lot of theorems in HOL, therefore, are in the form
of an implication - assumptions implies result. As the reader may note, some of the
proofs presented in the thesis are often quite simple. However, the main value in a full
presentation of the kind we have given is to show the full development, showing all the
definitions and assumptions involved, and how the lemmas fit together.
The work on structured model design has been presented recently at the 13th Work-
shop on Automated Reasoning (ARW 2006), and in the International Symmetry Con-
ference (ISC 2007). The work on reduction methodology has been presented in the
conference on Formal Methods in Computer Aided Design (FMCAD 2006).
1.5 Thesis outline
In the next chapter we shall present an overview of research done in abstraction and its
application to formal hardware verification. We feel it is useful to see our research goals
from an abstraction point of view.
Chapter 3 presents an introduction to the theory of STE. This chapter provides
a useful background to understand the problem with the STE model checking, and
appreciate the need to use symmetries.
The essentials of symmetry theory are presented in Chapter 4. We will examine
the components of symmetry theory that are applicable to our research setting, and
present important related work done in exploiting symmetry for other model checking
techniques.
In Chapter 5, we present an overview of the problem of symmetry reduction, and
highlight the various components of our solution. We explain the details of each com-
ponent of our solution, in subsequent chapters.
Chapter 6 presents the structured type of circuit models and the type system for
disciplining structured circuit model design. We present the definition of symmetry and
prove the type soundness lemma. Several small examples are shown to illustrate the use
of combinators in a type safe manner. This chapter also explains how to interpret the
run-time behaviour of the structured models.
In Chapter 7, we provide methods to obtain flat STE models from structured models
for simulation purposes. We explain the notion of equivalence between different mod-
elling components in our framework and relate the concept of symmetry in structured
models to symmetry in flat STE models.
Once the symmetry has been identified through type checking of structured models,
the next step is to use symmetry arguments to do justify reduction of STE properties.
We shall provide the theoretical details of how we do this in Chapter 8.
Chapter 9 shows examples and case studies to illustrate our solution, and compares
our results with the best known in the field.
Chapter 10 summarises and concludes, and also points to future work.
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Role of Abstraction in Verification
Abstraction [35–37, 44, 45, 67, 93, 94] is the key idea for reduction in any model checking
based verification. Often the challenges involved in any formal verification effort lie in
addressing the problem of abstraction — computing the abstractions and ensuring that
they are sound and complete. In this chapter we present different kinds of abstraction
techniques widely studied and used in different verification settings.
2.1 Abstraction
In this section we review the standard abstraction techniques and their application to
model checking. This will enable us to present our work in perspective of existing work,
and motivate the need to discover abstraction and problem reduction techniques for
STE model checking.
2.1.1 Classical abstraction
Abstraction is a technique of reducing the size of a model by hiding its irrelevant details.
If we denote the original concrete model by C and an abstract one by A then when one
says A is an abstraction of C, it means that observable behaviours of A contain the ob-
servable behaviours of C relative to some abstraction mapping that converts behaviours
of C into behaviours of A.
A general framework of abstraction usually consists of the following:
1. choice of a logic for describing the system and expressing properties.
2. a method for obtaining abstract models.
3. a method of relating abstract and concrete models.
In most research the choice of the logic for specifying the properties has been a
temporal logic such as CTL∗ [35] or LTL [90]. To describe the system model, one can
use a variety of techniques. One can use an automata [9, 108], or a Kripke structure [35]
or a labelled transition system (LTS), to describe the model in terms of its state space.
Alternatively one can use a high level language [32, 40] as means of expressing the model,
or even use very low level formulations like gate level or transistor level netlists [82,
10
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83]. Netlists are however only used for describing hardware models, whereas the state
space approaches and the high-level language descriptions are both capable of describing
hardware and software. People have also used higher order logic [74] and the language
of modal µ-calculus [46] for specifying a system and its properties.
As we shall show in Chapter 3, we use a restricted form of temporal logic in STE for
specifying properties. System models are written in transistor level netlists, as a flat
FSM [97] or in higher-order logic [47].
The approaches for relating abstract and concrete models generally fall into the follow-
ing categories depending on whether they use a function or a relation. Homomorphism
uses a function mapping to relate the concrete and abstract models, while simulation
and bisimulation uses relations to relate the concrete and abstract models. Both ho-
momorphism and simulation are defined as a one way mapping from a concrete to an
abstract model, the assumption being that in order to get from the abstract to the con-
crete world, one can use the inverse of the mapping, as it is the case with bisimulation.
While this is reasonable, it is not necessary, valid abstractions can be defined via two
mappings, one from the concrete model to the abstract model and another from the
abstract to the concrete - this exactly is the case with Galois connection - a classical
abstraction technique [45].
We will review these abstraction techniques, and their application to model checking
in more detail, in the subsequent sections. We will examine the abstraction inherent in
STE model checking when we introduce STE in Chapter 3.
2.1.2 Homomorphism
Informally a homomorphism is a mapping from one mathematical object to another such
that all relevant structures of the objects are preserved. Homomorphisms or generally
morphisms have been extensively studied in several areas of mathematics notably in
universal algebra [29], group theory [13] and category theory [71].
We define a base set also known as the universe, and then define a set of n-ary
operators that operate on this universe. Together the universe and the set of operators,
constitute an algebraic structure. The set of operators belong to a set of operation
symbols that characterise the language or type of the algebra. Homomorphism then is
a structure preserving mapping from one algebraic structure to another.
Definition 2.1. A language or a type of an algebra is a set L of operation symbols such
that a non-negative integer n is assigned to each member op ∈ L.
This integer is called the arity of op; and op is said to be an n-ary operator. An operator
is finitary if the arity of the operator is some non-negative integer n.
Definition 2.2. An algebra denoted by A is defined on a language L by an ordered pair
(A, O) where A is a nonempty set and O is a family of finitary operations on A such
that corresponding to each n-ary operator op in L there is an n-ary operation opA on A.
Definition 2.3. Suppose A and B are two algebras of the same type L. A mapping
H : A → B is called a homomorphism from A to B if
H opA(a1, . . . , an) = opB(H a1, . . . ,H an) (2.1)
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for each n-ary op in L and for all a1, . . . , an in A.
If in addition, the mapping H is onto then B is said to be a homomorphic image of
A, and H is called an epimorphism.
The definition of homomorphism we presented above is very generic as usually found
in the books of algebra [29]. However, in the usual discourse on abstraction in model
checking, it is common to specialise the definition to the application setting. For example
in the application of homomorphisms to abstraction in model checking [37], it is common
to define the structure as a transition system, and the set of operators is given by an
n-ary transition relation on the universe of the set of states of the system. We will
present the details of this work in the next section.
An isomorphism can be defined as a homomorphism that is injective and surjective.
If the mapping is defined from a set onto itself, then a homomorphism is referred to
as an endomorphism. An automorphism is defined as an endomorphism that is also an
isomorphism.
Homomorphism is a more general and very useful concept in formalising the notion
of abstraction, since it enforces fewer restrictions on the mapping. This is not to say
that specialised concepts of isomorphism and automorphism are not useful for abstrac-
tion purposes. In fact, automorphisms are a natural way to formalise the concept of
symmetry, which we will present in detail in Chapter 4.
2.1.3 Galois connection
Galois connections are a classical abstraction framework [44, 45]. Before we describe
this in detail, we recall some basic essential preliminaries.
A poset (S,
∼v) is a partial order ∼v on a set S. A complete lattice S(∼v, ⊥, >, unionsq, u)
is a poset (S,
∼v) such that any subset X of S has a least upper bound (lub ) which is
denoted by unionsqX and a greatest lower bound (glb) which is denoted by uX. The smallest
element of P is ⊥, and > is the greatest. Let (C, ∼v) and (A,), be two posets, where
C and A are sets of concrete states and abstract states respectively, and ∼v and  are
orderings on the concrete set and the abstract set respectively.
A Galois connection is a pair of maps (α, γ):
α ∈ C → A
γ ∈ A → C
such that they obey the following condition:
∀c ∈ C .∀a ∈ A. α(c)  a ≡ c ∼v γ(a) (2.2)
The idea is that for a concrete set of states c there could be two abstract representa-
tions e.g., let c1 be any concrete set of state, and a1 and a2 be any two abstract sets of
states. If a1 = α(c1) and if a1 a2 then a1 and a2 are both abstractions of c1, however
since a1 is lower in ordering than a2, we say that a1 is more precise than a2. This can
be expressed generally for any c ∈ C and a ∈ A as:
α(c)  a (2.3)
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Similarly, if c1 = γ(a1) and c2
∼v c1, then the set a1 is an abstraction of c2, and
this concrete state c2 provides more precise information than c1. This can be expressed
generally for any c ∈ C and a ∈ A as:
c
∼v γ(a) (2.4)
When (2.3) and (2.4) are equivalent, we get the condition shown in (2.2).
In [45], P. Cousot and R. Cousot elucidate several properties of Galois connections.
The key properties that capture the concept of abstraction are the following:
∀c ∈ C . c ∼v (γ ◦ α)(c) (2.5)
∀a ∈ A . (α ◦ γ)(a)  a (2.6)
Each function in the pair (α, γ) uniquely determines the other.
∀x ∈ C. α(x) = u{y ∈ A | x ∼v γ(y)} (2.7)
∀y ∈ A. γ(y) = unionsq{x ∈ C | α(x)  y} (2.8)
The mappings α and γ preserve the least and the greatest elements of the concrete
and abstract lattices. Formally this means:
α(⊥C) = ⊥A (2.9)
γ(>A) = >C (2.10)
Both α and γ are monotonic.
In the presentation above we have always referred to Galois connections on sets of
states. One should note here, that during application of the Galois connection to model
checking, it has been found useful to consider these sets as sets built over sets, i.e. a
power set on the domain on state configurations.
2.1.4 Bisimulation and simulation
Bisimulation and simulation are both very useful abstraction techniques. Bisimulations
were introduced by Park [86], and have been used in areas of model checking [59] and
games [106].
Bisimulation
LetM = (P , S,R, S0, L), andM′ = (P , S ′,R′, S0′, L′) be two mathematical structures
with the same set of atomic propositions P . The set of states are denoted by S and S ′
respectively for the two structures, and S0 and S0′ are the initial states of M, and M′.
The transition relation for the two structures is given by R ⊆ S ×S, and R′ ⊆ S ′×S ′,
and L and L′ are labelling functions for the two structures respectively. A bisimulation
relation B ⊆ S × S ′, is defined between M and M′ if and only if for all s ∈ S and
s′ ∈ S ′, if B(s, s′), then the following conditions hold:
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1. L(s) = L′(s′).
2. For every state s1, such that R(s, s1), there exists another state s′1 such that
R′(s′, s′1) and B(s1, s′1).
3. For every state s′1, such that R′(s′, s′1), there exists another state s1 such that
R(s, s1) and B(s1, s′1).
The structures M, and M′ are bisimulation equivalent if there exists a bisimulation
relation B such that for every initial state s0 ∈ S0, there is an initial state s′0 ∈ S0′ in
M′, such that B(s0, s′0). In addition, for every initial state s′0 ∈ S0′ in M′ there is an
initial state s0 ∈ S0 in M such that B(s0, s′0).
The concept of bisimulation is closely related to the concept of symmetry. In fact,
if models are represented as state transition system, then the relation induced by the
symmetry group is a bisimulation on the state transition system. This was observed by
Somesh Jha in his Ph.D. thesis [59], and we will explain this a bit more in Section 4.4.
Simulation
Simulation is closely related to bisimulation. Bisimulation guarantees that two struc-
tures have the same behaviours, whereas simulation relates a structure to an abstraction
of the structure. Since abstraction typically hides some of the details of the original
structure, the abstracted structure might have a smaller set of atomic propositions.
The simulation guarantees that every behaviour of a structure is also a behaviour of its
abstraction. However, the abstraction may have behaviours, that are not possible in the
original structure. Given two structures M, and M′ shown above, with the difference
that the set of atomic propositions in M′ is P ′, and P ′ ⊆ P , a relation T ⊆ S × S ′
between M and M′ is a simulation relation if and only if for all s ∈ S, and s′ ∈ S ′, if
T (s, s′), then the following conditions hold:
1. L(s) ∩ P ′ = L′(s′).
2. For every state s1 such that R(s, s1), there is a state s′1, with the property that
R′(s′, s′1) and T (s1, s′1).
We say that M simulatesM′ if there exists a simulation relation T such that for every
initial state s0 in M, there is an initial state s′0 in M′ for which T (s0, s′0).
Schmidt and Steffen in [94] use simulation relations to reason about preservation of
program models from abstract to concrete domains. They use simulation relation as the
basis of safe abstraction of a program model. They also note that the notion of a safe
approximation via a Galois connection corresponds to the notion of simulation.
2.1.5 Predicate abstraction
Graf and Saidi [93] proposed a technique for constructing abstractions automatically
for an infinite state system. Given a system and a partition of the state space induced
by n predicates φ1, . . . , φn on the concrete program variables which defines an abstract
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state graph starting in the abstract initial state. The possible successors of a state are
computed using the PVS theorem prover by verifying for each index i if φi or ¬φi is a
postcondition of it. The reason it is called predicate abstraction is because the abstract
states have only Boolean variables, and an abstract transition system is formalised by a
predicate over these Boolean variables, to capture non-determinism. The abstract state
graph is defined in terms of a Galois connection. This approach was used to verify a
bounded retransmission protocol developed by Philips. This protocol is an extension
of the alternating bit protocol where instead of single messages, message packets are
transmitted and the number of possible retransmissions per message is bounded by
some upper bound.
2.1.6 Other forms of abstraction
Melham [74], identified the following basic abstraction techniques for hardware specifi-
cation:
• Structural abstractions: these involve suppression of internal structural details,
providing an externally observable view of the implementation. These kind of
abstractions are very useful in modelling circuit components. For example, a
simple inverter can be modelled by a not function at the gate-level, or can be
modelled by using CMOS transistors, an example of which can be found in [74].
The impact of structural abstractions on our work is significant, and will become
evident when we discuss our work in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 of our thesis.
• Data abstractions: these change the representation of data between models. We
will show later in Chapter 3, examples of data abstraction in STE, via X’s and
symbolic indexing.
• Behavioural abstractions: these suppress behaviours between models, e.g. by
hiding certain modes of operation. This kind of abstraction becomes useful in
many complex designs, where one would typically hide a certain non-interesting
mode of operation of a device to check properties for other more relevant parts.
• Temporal abstractions: these change the time scale between the models, for ex-
ample the rise times, setup and hold times in a rising-edge latch can be abstracted
and the latch can be modelled as a unit-delay device. In our work, we have used
this abstraction model for latches, and flip-flops. Also we will see later that the
combinational elements are modelled by zero delays, again a temporal abstraction
of the real behaviour of the combinational element.
2.2 Abstraction in model checking
2.2.1 Homomorphism based abstraction
Clarke, Grumberg and Long [37] present a collection of abstraction techniques that can
be used for model checking. They use homomorphisms as a central tool to compute
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abstractions of program models directly from the text of the program, without ever
having to examine the unabstracted model.
Programs are modelled as transition systems; the logic for specifying properties and
model checking is the propositional temporal logic CTL∗. Instead of finding out whether
or not a given CTL∗ formula is satisfied by a given program model, the solution relies on
finding out if the same CTL∗ formula is satisfied by an abstraction of the given program
model. The abstraction method is based on the idea of homomorphisms.
We will commonly refer to the original program model as the concrete model and the
abstraction of the program model as the abstract model. A state of a program is defined
by an assignment of values from a given domain to the program variables occurring in
the program.
If we denote the set of all program states in the concrete model by C then a concrete
model denoted by MC is defined by a triple
MC = (C, IC, RC)
where C is the set of all concrete states, IC is the set of initial states, and RC ⊆ C × C
is the transition relation.
To perform an abstraction we need to define the notion of an abstract state. An
abstract state is an assignment of abstract values to program variables. This of course
assumes that we have a domain of abstract values from which we can make such assign-
ments. If we denote the set of all abstract states by A, then an abstract program model
is given by a triple
MA = (A, IA, RA)
where A is the set of all abstract states, IA is the set of initial abstract states, and
MA ⊆ A × A is the abstract transition relation. Homomorphisms are used to relate
the concrete and abstract models. The concrete modelMC is abstracted by the abstract
model MA when the following conditions are met:
IA(a) ≡ ∃c.(H(c) = a ∧ IC(c))
RA(a1, a2) ≡ ∃c1∃c2. (H(c1) = a1) ∧ (H(c2) = a2) ∧RC(c1, c2)
Homomorphisms as shown above are referred to as exact homomorphisms and the
abstraction they lead to (MA) is known as the canonical or exact abstraction of MC.
Computing this canonical abstraction is expensive since it requires computing a relation
over abstract states that involves existential quantifications over concrete states. The
authors propose to work around this problem by pushing the existential quantifications
inside of the conjuncts thereby yielding an approximation of the canonical abstraction.
Approximation however leads one to only check for a weak preservation of the properties;
one can only check a subset of CTL∗ namely ∀CTL∗. A canonical abstraction allows
one to check for a stronger preservation of the property namely the full CTL∗.
Homomorphisms induce equivalence relations on the set of concrete program states.
If two states map to the same abstract state then they are in the same equivalence
class. The approximate abstraction can be exact if the homomorphisms that relate
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the concrete and abstract model induce an equivalence relation that is congruent with
respect to the operations used in the program.
The method of Clarke et al. has several contributions. First they advocate attacking
the syntax of the program directly to compute the abstractions. Second they show
that not every kind of property can be verified against the abstract model and then
they present results that show which fragment of CTL is preserved by which kind of
abstraction. Moreover they also provide in the second half of their paper [37] other
kinds of useful abstractions that can be used like single bit and product abstractions,
congruence modulo n abstraction and symbolic abstractions.
Clarke et al. were not the first to use homomorphisms in performing abstractions.
Kurshan [67] also used homomorphisms to relate the concrete and abstract models. He
phrased the correctness criterion as an ω-language containment problem rather than
model checking using a temporal logic. In his framework both the transition system
and the properties to be verified are modelled as automata. Verification is done by
checking containment of the language of a system in the language of the property.
In Kurshan’s approach the user specifies the homomorphisms and they are used to
ensure that the relation of the concrete and the abstract model is sound. The user
supplied homomorphisms are checked automatically by exploring the state space of the
concrete model. This idea of automation also points out an important deficiency –
what if the original model is too big to explore tractably. In this respect Clarke et al’s
approach is superior since they can handle relatively large models because they do not
rely on constructing the original concrete state space of the model.
2.2.2 Counterexample based abstraction refinement
In more recent work, Clarke et al. [36], propose an extension of [37]. In [37], once the
abstract transition relation has been constructed, a traditional model checker is invoked
to determine whether a given property expressed in ∀CTL∗ is satisfied by the abstract
model. If the answer is yes, then the concrete model also satisfies the property, and
if the answer is no, then the model checker generates a counterexample. Since the ab-
stract model is approximate, it can have possibly more behaviours than the concrete
one, and therefore the counterexample generated may not be a correct one. In [36], the
authors propose an automatic technique of refining abstractions, using the information
from the spurious counterexamples. The key idea in doing the abstraction refinement
here is to obtain the coarsest refinement which eliminates the counterexample. The
coarsest abstraction gives the smallest abstract model. The resulting abstract model is
used to verify the property, and if the spurious counterexamples are not ruled out, the
refinement process continues. The authors note that the problem of finding the coarsest
abstraction is NP-hard so they devise heuristics to tackle the computation of refinements
in polynomial time. The result is a methodology that is complete for the fragment of
∀CTL∗. The computation of initial abstraction and refinement steps is entirely auto-
matic and algorithms used are all symbolic. Another advantage of this approach, is that
the abstraction refinement is of much finer granularity, and is guaranteed to eliminate
spurious counterexamples, while keeping the model small.
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2.2.3 Automatic predicate abstraction of C programs
As a part of the SLAM project at Microsoft [18, 19], there has been recent advances [15]
in the application of abstraction techniques to model check Windows device drivers,
written in the C programming language. The key idea is in automatic abstraction [16]
of C programs, which is based on predicate abstraction [93] and includes a purpose built
model checking tool [17] designed for checking the abstract programs, and a tool that
does abstraction refinement [18].
2.3 Summary
In this chapter we reviewed some basic forms of abstraction and their application in
model checking. In the next chapter we present the theory of STE, and we shall see
how abstraction is done in STE model checking.
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Chapter 3
Essentials of STE Theory
In this chapter we present an introduction to Symbolic Trajectory Evaluation. We
present the syntax, semantics and the main artifacts of STE model checking, highlighting
its strengths and limitations.
3.1 Symbolic trajectory evaluation
Symbolic Trajectory Evaluation [96], or STE for short, combines the ideas of ternary
modelling [26] and symbolic simulation. In ternary modelling the binary set of values {0,
1} is extended with a third value X that indicates an unknown or indeterminate logic
value. Assuming a monotonicity property of the simulation algorithm one can ensure
that any binary value resulting when simulating patterns containing X’s would also result
when each X is replaced by either a 0 or a 1. Thus the number of patterns that must
be simulated to verify a circuit can often be reduced dramatically by representing many
different operating conditions by patterns containing X’s. With ternary simulation, a
state with some nodes set to X covers those circuit states obtained by replacing the
X values with 0’s and 1’s. The state with all nodes set to X thus covers all possible
actual circuit states. By extending the next-state function of the circuit to one over
the expanded state set, we can verify circuit behaviour for a set of different operating
conditions with a single simulation run.
Although ternary modelling allows us to cover many conditions with a single simu-
lation run, it lacks the power required for complete verification, except for a small class
of circuits such as memories [26]. Symbolic trajectory evaluation goes one step further
from the idea of ternary symbolic simulation [20]. It extends the notion of ternary sym-
bolic simulation to include the means of specifying and verifying system behaviour over
time.
3.2 The four valued lattice
Symbolic trajectory evaluation employs a ternary circuit state model, in which the usual
binary values 0 and 1 are augmented with a third value X that stands for an unknown.
To represent this mathematically, we introduce a partial order relation v, with X v 0
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and X v 1. The relation orders values by information content: X stands for a value
about which we know nothing, and so is ordered below the specific values 0 and 1.
We can turn the set of ternary values into a complete lattice where every element
has a join or a least-upper bound, and a meet or a greatest-lower bound, by adding an
artificial element - > (called ‘top’) to get the set of circuit node values D = {0, 1, X,>}.
We use the dual-rail encoding [95], to define the four lattice values in the STE logic.
The idea of dual-rail encoding is to use the Boolean set B of values to denote the four
lattice values, by having the concept of a high-rail and a low rail. Whenever a lattice
value is 1 the high rail will take on a Boolean T and the low rail a Boolean F . If the
lattice value is 0 the high and low rail are just the inverse of the case for 1. Similarly
the other lattice values defined as shown below.
Definition 3.1. Lattice values
> 4= (F, F )
1
4
= (T, F )
0
4
= (F, T )
X
4
= (T, T )
Every pair of lattice values has a least upper bound that is defined as follows.
Definition 3.2. Least upper bound
(a, b) unionsq (c, d) 4= (a ∧ c, b ∧ d)
The information ordering (v) is formally defined as
Definition 3.3. Information ordering
a v b 4= (b = a unionsq b)
Lemma 3.1. Information ordering is reflexive
` ∀a. a v a
Proof: The proof follows trivially from the definition of information ordering (v), defi-
nition of least upper bound (unionsq) and the fact that ∧ is idempotent.
Lemma 3.2. Information ordering is transitive
` ∀a c. (∃b. a v b ∧ b v c) ⊃ (a v c)
Proof: Case analysis on a and c followed by a case analysis on b, and using the definition
of v and unionsq to simplify.
Important properties about least upper bound
In this section we show some of the important properties of least upper bound. All
these properties are used in the proofs (Section 3.7) involving trajectory formulas that
we will introduce in Section 3.4.
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Lemma 3.3. unionsq is idempotent
` ∀a. a = (a unionsq a)
Proof: Follows by case analysis on a and by unfolding the definition of unionsq.
Lemma 3.4. unionsq is commutative
` ∀a b. (a unionsq b) = (b unionsq a)
Proof: By using the definition of unionsq and using the commutativity property of the logical
and ∧.
Least upper bound is monotonic
Lemma 3.5. unionsq is monotonic
` ∀a b. a v (a unionsq b)
Proof: By a case analysis on a and b and then applying the definition of v and unionsq for
simplification.
The following three lemmas are special cases exhibiting the monotonicity of the least
upper bound that we need in the proofs in Section 3.7.
Lemma 3.6. unionsq is monotonic
` ∀a b c d. ((a v c) ∧ (b v d)) ⊃ ((a unionsq b) v (c unionsq d))
Proof: By case analysis on all the quantified variables followed by simplification using
the definitions of v and unionsq.
Lemma 3.7. unionsq is monotonic
` ∀a b c. (a v b) ⊃ (a v (b unionsq c))
Proof: By case analysis on all the quantified variables followed by simplification using
the definitions of v and unionsq.
Lemma 3.8. unionsq is monotonic
` ∀a b c d. (a v (c unionsq d)) ∧ (b v d) ⊃ ((a unionsq b) v (c unionsq d))
Proof: By case analysis on all the quantified variables followed by simplification using
the definitions of v and unionsq.
We suppose there is a set of circuit nodes naming observable points in circuits. Since
nodes are just names, nodes can be attributed the type of string. A state is then an
instantaneous snapshot of circuit behaviour given by an assignment of lattice values to
nodes. If bool denotes the type of Booleans, then formally, a state is represented by a
function
s : string → bool × bool
that maps each node name to a lattice value. Note the use of dual-rail encoding that
we explained in the previous section. To model dynamic behaviour, we represent time
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by the natural numbers num. A sequence of states that the circuit passes through as it
evolves over time is then represented by a function from time to states:
σ : num → string→ bool × bool
One convenient operation, which will be used below in stating the semantics of STE,
is taking the ith suffix of a sequence and is defined as follows.
Definition 3.4. Suffix of a sequence
σi
4
= λ t n. σ (t+ i)n
The suffix function shifts the sequence σ forward i points in time, ignoring the states at
the first i time units.
We extend the ordering v point-wise to get lattices of states and sequences:
Definition 3.5. Information ordering on states
s1 vs s2 4= ∀n : string . s1 n v s2 n
Definition 3.6. Information ordering on sequences
σ1 vσ σ2 4= ∀t : num.∀n : string . σ1 t n v σ2 t n
These inherit the information-content ordering from the basic four-valued lattice. If
σ1 vσ σ2, then σ1 has ‘less information’ about node values than σ2, i.e. it has X’s in
place of some 0’s and 1′s. We say that σ1 is ‘weaker than’ σ2.
3.3 Circuit models
In STE circuit models are represented by a next-state function from states to states.
This is also known as an excitation function and is formally given by a function:
M : (string → bool × bool)→ (string → bool × bool)
A requirement for trajectory evaluation is that the next-state function be monotonic.
The notion of monotonicity is closely related to the information ordering on lattice values
v. The next-state function cannot gain any information by reducing the information
content of the present state. Thus if we changed the present state from a lattice 1 to X,
then the next state will either remain unchanged or result in an X as well. Monotonicity
for circuit models can be defined as:
Definition 3.7. Monotonicity of circuit models
Monotonic M 4= ∀s s′. (s vs s′) ⊃ ((M s) vs (M s′))
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A sequence σ is said to be a trajectory of circuit if the set of behaviours that the
sequence represents is a subset of the behaviours that the circuit can exhibit. Formally,
the set T (M), is defined as:
T (M) 4= {σ | ∀t.M(σ t) vs σ(t+ 1)}
This means that the result of applying M to a state at any time in the sequence σ,
must be no more specified with respect to the information ordering (v), than the state
at the next moment of time in σ.
Specifications in STE take the form of what are known as symbolic trajectory formu-
las . Trajectory formulas are written by using atomic propositions about nodes in the
circuit, a temporal next-time operator (used to write properties which reason about the
circuit behaviour over time), and propositional logic formulas, which help us in defining
constraints (on circuit node values) under which a given trajectory formula will be true.
3.4 Syntax of STE
Formally, we define the syntax of formulas [76] as follows.
Definition 3.8. Syntax of STE formulas
f
4
= n is 0 - node n has value 0
| n is 1 - node n has value 1
| f and g - conjunction of formulas
| f when P - f is asserted only when P is true
| Nf - f holds in the next time step
where f and g range over formulas, n ∈ string ranges over the nodes of the circuit, and
P is a propositional formula over Boolean variables (i.e. a Boolean ‘function’) called
a guard. The advantage of using a Boolean expression is in specifying conveniently
many different operating conditions in a compact form. The various guards that occur
in a trajectory formula can have variables in common, so this mechanism gives STE
the expressive power needed to represent interdependencies among node values. For
example consider the following formula:
((“a” is 1) when va) and ((“a” is 0) when ∼va)
which expresses the property that the node “a” has the Boolean value va at time point
0. This can be succinctly expressed as:
“a” is va
STE formulas are often implemented as a list of ‘5-tuples’, where the five elements of
each tuple are the guard, a node name, a Boolean value (which may be a variable), a
natural number for start time and another natural number for end-time. The outcome
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of this implementation is a set of infix functions (is, and, when, N), that enable us to
express the trajectory formulas. The definitions are shown below:
n is v
4
= [(T, n, v, 0, 1)]
f and g
4
= f append g
f when p
4
= map(λ(q, n, v, t0, t1).(p ∧ q, n, v, t0, t1)) f
Nf
4
= map(λ(g, n, v, t0, t1).(g, n, v, t0 + 1, t1 + 1)) f
where append is an append on lists.
If we wish to express the fact that the node “a” has a Boolean value va at present
time point, and upto (and including) time point 2, using the above infix functions, it
can be stated as
(“a” is va) and N(“a” is va) and N(N(“a” is va))
This is clearly cumbersome to express using iterations of the N operator. Thus two
convenient functions from and to are defined. Using the tuple-representation we can
define them as:
f from t0 = map(λ(g, n, v, z, t1).(g, n, v, t0, t1)) f
f to t1 = map(λ(g, n, v, t0, z).(g, n, v, t0, t1)) f
Thus the formula stated above can be written conveniently as
(“a” is va) from 0 to 3
and it can be parsed for use with STE implementations, using the above 5-tuple defini-
tions.
3.5 Semantics of STE
We now define when a sequence σ satisfies a trajectory formula f . Satisfaction is defined
with respect to an assignment φ of Boolean truth-values to the variables that appear in
the guards of the formula:
(φ, σ) |= n is 0 4= 0 v σ 0 n
(φ, σ) |= n is 1 4= 1 v σ 0 n
(φ, σ) |= f and g 4= (φ, σ) |= f ∧ (φ, σ) |= g
(φ, σ) |= f when P 4= (φ |= P ) ⊃ (φ, σ) |= f
(φ, σ) |= Nf 4= (φ, σ1) |= f
where φ |= P means the assignment of truth-values given by φ satisfies the formula
P . Logical “and” is denoted by ∧ and “implication” by ⊃. We write φ |= P to mean
that the propositional formula P is true under the valuation φ. Note that |= here is
overloaded.
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Verification takes place by testing the validity of an assertion of the form A ⇒ C,
where both A and C are trajectory formulas. The intuition is that the antecedent A
provides stimuli to the circuit nodes, and the consequent C specifies the expected values
at circuit nodes. Informally, the assertion is valid iff every state sequence that satisfies
A must also satisfy C.
A trajectory assertion is true for a given assignment φ of Boolean values to the
variables in its guards exactly when every trajectory of the circuit that satisfies the
antecedent also satisfies the consequent. For a given circuit model M, we define φ |=
A ⇒ C to mean that for all σ ∈ T (M), if (φ, σ) |= A then (φ, σ) |= C. The notation
|= A⇒ C means that φ |= A⇒ C holds for all φ.
3.6 STE verification engine
The key feature of this logic is that for any trajectory formula f and assignment φ, there
exists a unique weakest sequence that satisfies f . This sequence is called the defining
sequence for f and is written [f ]φ. It is defined recursively as follows:
Definition 3.9. Defining Sequence
[m is 0]φ t n
4
= 0 if m=n and t=0, otherwise X
[m is 1]φ t n
4
= 1 if m=n and t=0, otherwise X
[f and g]φ t n
4
= ([f ]φ t n) unionsq ([g]φ t n)
[f when P ]φ t n
4
= [f ]φ t n if φ |= P, otherwise X
[Nf ]φ t n
4
= [f ]φ (t−1) n if t6=0, otherwise X
For any φ and σ, we have that (φ, σ) |= f if and only if [f ]φ v σ. The proof can
be done by inducting on f and unfolding the definition of the STE semantics (|=) and
that of the defining sequence. Note that defining sequence for a trajectory formula can
return the lattice value >, if the trajectory formula expresses an inconsistent property
— for example consider a property that expresses that a node is wired to the Boolean
high Vcc and the Boolean low Gnd .
Generally, inconsistencies can also be a result of a faulty implementation given by a
circuit’s model or an inconsistent specification (antecedent or a consequent) given by
an STE property. The inconsistencies in the consequent of the specification for a given
property is captured at the time of computing the defining sequence, while inconsistency
in the antecedent or in the circuit’s model is discovered at the time of computing what
is called a defining trajectory of the antecedent of the STE property. These checks for
inconsistencies are sufficient to detect bugs in models or specifications because of the
way STE model checking is implemented, see Theorem 3.1 below.
Defining trajectory of a formula is its defining sequence with the added constraints
on state transitions imposed by the circuit model M.
Definition 3.10. Defining Trajectory
[[ f ]] φ M 0 n 4= [f ]φ 0 n
[[ f ]] φ M t n 4= [f ]φ t n unionsq M ( [[ f ]] φ M (t−1)) n
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It can be shown that for any φ and σ, we have that (φ, σ) |= f , and σ ∈ T (M), if
and only if [[ f ]] φMv σ. The fundamental theorem of trajectory evaluation [96] follows
immediately from the previously-stated properties of [f ]φ and [[ f ]] φ.
Theorem 3.1. STE Implementation
M |= A ⇒ C 4= ∀t n. [C]φ t n v [[A ]] φ M t n
For a detailed proof please refer to [48, 96]. The result of comparing the defining se-
quence and defining trajectory values is a Boolean expression, encoded as a BDD for
efficiency reasons. The intuition is that the sequence characterising the consequent must
be ‘included in’ the weakest sequence satisfying the antecedent, that is also consistent
with the circuit.
This theorem gives a model-checking algorithm for trajectory assertions: to see if
φ |= A⇒ C holds for a given φ, just compute [C]φ and [[A ]] φ and compare them point-
wise for every circuit node and point in time. This works because both A and C will
have only a finite number of nested next-time operators N, and so only finite initial
segments of the defining trajectory and defining sequence need to be calculated and
compared.
In practice, the defining trajectory of A and the defining sequence of C are computed
iteratively, and each state is checked against the ordering requirement as it is generated.
Each state of the defining trajectory is computed from the previous state by simulation
of a netlist description of the circuit, in which circuit nodes take on values in {0, 1, X}.
The STE implementation algorithm is very efficient because it does not need to represent
the whole state transition system explicitly, or encode it symbolically.
Several implementations of STE exist, most notably Intel’s Forte [61, 97], which
evolved from Seger’s Voss system [95]. This industrial version of Forte integrates model
checking, BDDs, circuit model manipulating functions, and a theorem prover all of
which is built around a custom general purpose functional language FL [6, 61]. FL is a
strongly typed language with the distinguishing feature that Booleans are represented
as BDDs that are built into the language as first-class objects. FL provides an easy
interface for invoking STE model checking runs, and serves as an extensible platform
for expressing specifications. Note however, that the public release of Forte does not
include a theorem prover.
We implemented an STE simulator [47], by deeply embedding [91] the STE theory,
within the logic of the theorem prover HOL 4 [3]. HOL 4 has evolved from the theorem
prover HOL88 [53], and is based on the classical higher-order logic. HOL is implemented
in the functional programming language ML. Terms in HOL, have the abstract ML type
term, and theorems (of ML type thm) are constructed by the application of core axioms
and inference rules only, i.e. by proof.
The advantage of having a deep embedding based, STE implementation in HOL is
that we could reason about the STE logic, extend the STE model checking by adding
deductive inference rules, and use theorem proving support in HOL. However, since each
execution step in the STE model checking run only happens via a proof-step in HOL,
the speed of the simulation is very slow.
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3.7 Properties about trajectory formulas
The syntactic sugar of STE is very limited, as we have seen above, but there are many
useful properties that STE formulas have, and in this section, we shall explain them.
These properties enable the STE model checking results to be lifted as theorems and
used as inference rules in a theorem proving environment [4, 6, 48, 55, 56, 96]. Inference
rules provide an effective property decomposition strategy that is used to break the
original STE model checking run into smaller runs: use the STE model checker to check
the validity of these smaller runs; and then combine the smaller results into a theorem
in the theorem proving environment, that represents the result of the overall model
checking run. This spirit of combining model checking and theorem proving has drawn
considerable attention in other kinds of model checking as well [10, 11, 64, 73, 99, 107].
We present these properties and their proofs here, and, in Chapter 8, when we present
an extension of the STE inference rules, we will use many of these properties in the proofs
of the new STE inference rules.
Lemma 3.9. Defining sequence less than or equal to defining trajectory
` ∀M φ A. ([A]φ vσ [[A ]] φ M)
Proof: Unfolding the definition of vσ we need to prove the following:
∀M φ A. ∀t n. ([A]φ t n v [[A ]] φ M t n)
We will prove this by induction on t. For any arbitrary M, antecedent A, and
valuation φ, we show the following two cases:
Base: We show for any n that
[A]φ 0 n v [[A ]] φ M 0 n
≡ [A]φ 0 n v [A]φ 0 n - using Definition 3.10 and Lemma 3.13
Hence the base is proved.
Step: We prove for any n that
[A]φ (t+ 1) n v [[A ]] φ M (t+ 1) n
≡ [A]φ (t+ 1) n v ([A]φ (t+ 1) n) unionsq (M ([[A ]] φ M t) n) - Definition 3.10
≡ [A]φ (t+ 1) n v ([A]φ (t+ 1) n) unionsq (M ([[A ]] φ M t) n) - true from Lemma 3.5
Hence the step is proved.
Lemma 3.10. Defining trajectory preserves information ordering
` ∀M. MonotonicM ⊃
∀A B φ. ([B]φ vσ [[A ]] φ M) ⊃ ([[B ]] φ M vσ [[A ]] φ M)
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Proof: Unfolding the definition of vσ we need to prove the following:
∀M. MonotonicM ⊃
∀A B φ. (∀t n. [B]φ t n v [[A ]] φ M t n) ⊃
(∀t n. [[B ]] φ M t n v [[A ]] φ M t n)
The proof takes place by induction on t, for any arbitrary M, A, B and φ, by
assuming the following:
1. Monotonic M
2. (∀t n. [B]φ t n v [[A ]] φ M t n)
we prove:
Base: (∀n. [[B ]] φ M 0 n v [[A ]] φ M 0 n)
Step: (∀n. [[B ]] φ M t n v [[A ]] φ M t n)
⊃
(∀n. [[B ]] φ M (t+ 1) n v [[A ]] φ M (t+ 1) n)
Base: For any φ and n, we show that
[[B ]] φ M 0 n v [[A ]] φ M 0 n
≡ [B]φ 0 n v [[A ]] φ M 0 n - follows from assumptions
But from assumption (2), we know that for all t and n,
[B]φ t n v [[A ]] φ M t n
so it will be true for t = 0. This proves the base case.
Step: We prove for any φ and n that
[[B ]] φ M (t+ 1) n v [[A ]] φ M (t+ 1) n
3. ∀n. [[B ]] φ M t n v [[A ]] φ M t n - ind. hypothesis
4. ∀s s′. (s vs s′) ⊃ ((M s) vs (M s′)) - 1 and Definition 3.7
5. ([[B ]] φ M t vs [[A ]] φ M t)
⊃ (M ( [[B ]] φ M t) vs M ( [[A ]] φ M t)) - holds for [[B ]] φ M t
and [[A ]] φ M t
6. (∀n. [[B ]] φ M t n v [[A ]] φ M t n)
⊃ (∀n.M ( [[B ]] φ M t) n v M ( [[A ]] φ M t) n) - Definition 3.5
7. ∀n.M ( [[B ]] φ M t) n v M ( [[A ]] φ M t) n - modus ponens on 3, 6
8. M ( [[B ]] φ M t) n v M ( [[A ]] φ M t) n - holds for any n
9. [B]φ (t+ 1) n v [[A ]] φ M (t+ 1) n - from 2
10. [B]φ (t+ 1) n v [A]φ (t+ 1) n unionsq (M ( [[A ]] φ M t) n) - Definition 3.10
11. [[B ]] φ M (t+ 1) n v [[A ]] φ M (t+ 1) n - Lemma 3.8, 8 and 10
Hence the step is proved.
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Lemma 3.11. Defining sequence is monotonic
` ∀A B φ. ([A]φ vσ [A and B]φ)
Proof: Unfolding the definition of vσ we need to prove the following:
∀A B φ. ∀t n. ([A]φ t n v [A and B]φ t n)
We prove for any arbitrary A, B, φ, t and n that
[A]φ t n v [A and B]φ t n
[A]φ t n v ([A]φ t n unionsq [B]φ t n) - Definition 3.9
≡ [A]φ t n v ([A]φ t n unionsq [B]φ t n) - Lemma 3.5
Lemma 3.12. Defining sequence of a formula is contained in the defining trajectory of
the conjunction
` ∀M. ∀A B φ. ([A]φ vσ [[A and B ]] φ M)
Proof: Unfolding the definition of vσ we need to prove the following:
∀M. ∀ABφ. ∀t n. ([A]φ t n v [[A and B ]] φ M t n)
For any arbitrary M, A, B, and φ we will prove by induction on t
∀t n. ([A]φ t n v [[A and B ]] φ M t n)
Base: t = 0
[A]φ 0 n v [[A and B ]] φ M 0 n
≡ [A]φ 0 n v [A and B]φ 0 n - Definition 3.10
≡ [A]φ 0 n v (([A]φ 0 n) unionsq ([B]φ 0 n)) - Definition 3.9
≡ [A]φ 0 n v (([A]φ 0 n) unionsq ([B]φ 0 n)) - Lemma 3.5
Hence the base case is proved.
Step: We will prove that
[A]φ (t+ 1) n v [[A and B ]] φ M (t+ 1) n
≡ [A]φ (t+ 1) n v ([A and B]φ (t+ 1) n) unionsq
(M ( [[A and B ]] φ M t) n) - Definition 3.10
1. [A]φ (t+ 1) n v [A and B]φ (t+ 1) n - Lemma 3.11
2. [A]φ (t+ 1) n v [[A and B ]] φ M (t+ 1) n - Lemma 3.7
Hence the step is proved.
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Lemma 3.13. Defining trajectory is monotonic
` ∀M. MonotonicM ⊃ ∀A B φ. ([[A ]] φ M vσ [[A and B ]] φ M)
Proof: Unfolding the definition of vσ we need to prove the following:
∀M. MonotonicM ⊃ ∀ABφ. ∀t n. ([[A ]] φ M t n v [[A and B ]] φ M t n)
For any arbitrary M, A, B and φ we assume that M is monotonic and prove that
[[A ]] φ M t n v [[A and B ]] φ M t n
1. Monotonic M - assumption
2. ∀M A B. MonotonicM ⊃ (∀t n. [B]φ t n v [[A ]] φ M t n)
⊃ (∀t n. [[B ]] φ M t n v [[A ]] φ M t n) - Lemma 3.10
3. ∀AB. (∀t n. [B]φ t n v [[A ]] φ M t n)
⊃ (∀t n. [[B ]] φ M t n v [[A ]] φ M t n) - modus ponens on
1 and 2
4. (∀t n. [A]φ t n v [[A and B ]] φ M t n)
⊃ (∀t n. [[A ]] φ M t n v [[A and B ]] φ M t n) - from 3
5. ∀t n. ([A]φ t n v [[A and B ]] φ M t n) - modus ponens on
Lemma 3.12 and 1
6. [[A ]] φ M t n v [[A and B ]] φ M t n - modus ponens on
4 and 5
Lemma 3.14. Defining trajectory is commutative
` ∀M A B φ. ( [[B and A ]] φ M = [[A and B ]] φ M)
Proof: Two functions are equal if they return the same value for all elements in the
domain. Thus we need to prove the following:
∀M A B φ. ∀t n. ( [[B and A ]] φ M t n = [[A and B ]] φ M t n)
For arbitrary M, A, B and φ, we prove by induction on t.
Base: t = 0
([B]φ 0 n unionsq [A]φ 0 n) = ([A]φ 0 n unionsq [B]φ 0 n) - Definition 3.9, Definition 3.10
≡ ([B]φ 0 n unionsq [A]φ 0 n) = ([A]φ 0 n unionsq [B]φ 0 n) - Lemma 3.4
Hence the base case is proved.
Step: We have to prove
[[B and A ]] φ M (t+ 1) n = [[A and B ]] φ M (t+ 1) n
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1. ∀n. [[B and A ]] φ M t n = [[A and B ]] φ M t n - ind. hypothesis
2. [[B and A ]] φ M t = [[A and B ]] φ M t - extensionality
3. M ( [[B and A ]] φ M t) = M ( [[A and B ]] φ M t) - congruence
4. M ( [[B and A ]] φ M t) n = M ( [[A and B ]] φ M t) n - congruence
5. [[B and A ]] φ M (t+ 1) n = ([B and A]φ (t+ 1) n)
unionsq (M ( [[B and A ]] φ M t) n) - Definition 3.10
6. [[A and B ]] φ M (t+ 1) n = ([A and B]φ (t+ 1) n)
unionsq (M ( [[A and B ]] φ M t) n) - Definition 3.10
7. [A and B]φ (t+ 1) n = [B and A]φ (t+ 1) n - Definition 3.9, Lemma 3.4
8. [[B and A ]] φ M (t+ 1) n = [[A and B ]] φ M (t+ 1) n - from 4 and 7
Hence the step is proved.
Lemma 3.15. Defining sequence containment implies defining trajectory containment
` ∀M. MonotonicM ⊃ ∀A B φ. ([B]φ vσ [A]φ) ⊃ ([[B ]] φ M vσ [[A ]] φ M)
Proof: Unfolding the definition of vσ, we need to prove the following:
∀M. MonotonicM ⊃ ∀ABφ. (∀t n. [B]φ t n v [A]φ t n) ⊃
(∀t n. [[B ]] φ M t n v [[A ]] φ M t n)
For any arbitrary M which is monotonic and any arbitrary A, B and φ, we show
(∀t n. [[B ]] φ M t n v [[A ]] φ M t n)
We prove this by induction on t.
Base: t = 0
[B]φ 0 n v [A]φ 0 n - Definition 3.10
≡ (∀t n. [B]φ t n v [A]φ t n) - assumption
≡ [[B ]] φ M 0 n v [[A ]] φ M 0 n - t = 0 and using Definition 3.10
Hence the base is proved.
Step:
1. [[B ]] φ M (t+ 1) n v [[A ]] φ M (t+ 1) n - to prove
2. ([B]φ M (t+ 1) n unionsq M ( [[B ]] φ M t) n)
v
([A]φ M (t+ 1) n unionsq M ( [[A ]] φ M t) n) - applying Definition 3.10 on 1
3. Monotonic M - assumption
4. (∀t n. [B]φ t n v [A]φ t n) - assumption
5. ∀n. [[B ]] φ M t n v [[A ]] φ M t n - ind. hypothesis
6. ∀s s′. (s vs s′) ⊃ ((M s) vs (M s′)) - Definition 3.7
7. (∀n. [[B ]] φ M t n v [[A ]] φ M t n)
⊃ (∀n.M ( [[B ]] φ M t) n v M ( [[A ]] φ M t) n) - holds for [[B ]] φ M t
and [[A ]] φ M t
8. ∀n.M ( [[B ]] φ M t) n v M ( [[A ]] φ M t) n - modus ponens on
5 and 7
9. [B]φ (t+ 1) n v [A]φ (t+ 1) n - from 4
10. M ( [[B ]] φ M t) n v M ( [[A ]] φ M t) n - from 8
11. [[B ]] φ M (t+ 1) n v [[A ]] φ M (t+ 1) n - from 9, 10 and Lemma 3.6
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Hence the step is proved.
3.8 Extending the reach of STE
Even though STE achieves significant reduction by using X’s and symbolic simulation, in
circuits with a large number of state-holding elements, for example memories, the data
abstraction of STE via X’s is not adequate. Several reduction techniques have been
used in the past to complement STE for large scale verification. These include symbolic
indexing [20, 78, 84, 85], parametric representation [5, 60] and symmetry [70, 82, 83].
Symbolic indexing is a data abstraction technique that uses symbolic variables to
encode or index a large number of cases into a smaller number. Thus if there are n inputs
to an AND gate, instead of using n variables to cover all the n symbolic cases, one can use
log2 n fresh variables to index these n cases and verify all of them at once. The challenge
lies in automatically indexing the cases from direct non-indexed set of assertions, given
a user specified indexing relation. Melham and Jones [78] provide a sound technique for
obtaining an automatic set of indexed cases from a user specified indexing relation. The
strength of this technique is demonstrated by verifying content-addressable memories
(CAM), a case study also done by Pandey et al. [84, 85] for PowerPC arrays. In both
these cases, logarithmic reduction is obtained in the number of CAM lines, tag width
and data width. The verification of CAMs is a difficult problem, because the incoming
tags are compared in parallel with the stored tags in all the lines at once, and the hit is
obtained if there is a match at some location in the CAM. This means that the resulting
BDD that gets built during STE model checking run is so big that most STE simulators
cannot complete the model checking run. [84, 85].
We will come back to the example of CAM verification in Chapter 9, where we will
explore in detail the functionality and architecture of a CAM.
Parametric representation [5] is a technique based on data driven problem decomposi-
tion. It is also known as parameterisation. This was proposed by Robert Jones [60]. The
idea is similar to the partitioning of data-space into a number of smaller sets and verify-
ing the circuit separately for each smaller set and then knitting the overall verification
run from smaller verification runs.
Parameterisation extends the notion of ordinary data-space decomposition further by
actually introducing the notion of a care set of values and simulating circuits only for
those values that belong to the care set. The challenges involved in Parameterisation lie
in justifying the correctness of a decomposition and to ensure that the verification done
through the case split does indeed cover all the cases. If we denote the care set by a
predicate P (~x) where ~x denotes the variable vector that must satisfy P , and Q denotes
the function that does STE simulation, then parameterisation will evaluate Q only for
values that satisfy P which in this case happens to be the vector ~x. Now if param is
the function that computes a parameterised functional vector representation of P then
the correctness statement can be written as
Q(param(P (~x)))
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Thus the constraints imposed by the care set P are encoded inside the symbolic
simulator, and it does not have to build expressions for combinations of values that are
not of interest. The actual param function can be found in [5, 60].
Symmetry [82] has been used with STE model checking to reduce the number of
explicit STE cases one needs to verify. A central problem in using symmetry based
reduction approach is the identification of symmetry in circuit models. If not addressed
properly, it could have a substantial effect on the overall verification time. We shall talk
about this in more detail when we explain the problem of symmetry reduction for STE
model checking in Chapter 5.
3.9 Related work
We have explained in this chapter that STE is an efficient model checking technique,
principally because it encapsulates symbolic simulation over a three-valued logic, with
limited temporal features. The ability to reason with X’s in the logic of STE gives
an automatic and powerful data abstraction. Ching-Tsun Chou [34] showed that the
data abstraction in STE using X’s corresponds to a Galois connection. Recent work by
Roorda and Claessen clarifies the semantics of STE model checking by providing closure
semantics [92]. They claim that the original semantics of STE [96], also explained in
this chapter, is not faithfully implemented in industrial versions of STE simulators such
as Forte [97]. The reason stems from the fact that the excitation function in STE
only relates the present state (current time point) to the next-state (one unit of time
later), and says nothing about the propagation of information between nodes in the
same time point. The closure semantics of STE takes as an input a state of the circuit,
and calculates all information about the circuit state at the same point in time that
can be derived by propagating the information in the input state in a forwards fashion.
Subsequently the definition of defining trajectory and the STE implementation is refined
to deal with the closure functions rather than the next-state function.
We showed in this chapter, that STE can deal with a restricted form of temporal
behaviour, only one next-time operator in the STE logic. However there have been
advances in extended forms of STE based model checking [112] that can express all
forms of temporal properties that one is able to express using conventional symbolic
model checking [35, 43, 63].
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Symmetry
The focus of our research is to exploit symmetry in circuit models, for property reduction
with STE model checking. Symmetry has been used by a number of researchers in the
past to achieve significant reduction in the size of model checking problems [30, 39, 40,
64, 82, 83, 103].
In this chapter we introduce the basic mathematical foundations of symmetry and its
application to the reduction of properties and models during the verification of systems.
In the next section we will introduce the basic concepts of symmetry, and we will
present some of the key work done in symmetry based reduction to model checking in
Section 4.2. The concept of symmetry is closely linked to the notion of data indepen-
dence [68], this is reviewed in Section 4.3. Section 4.4 presents another perspective on
symmetry; it views symmetry as an instance of abstraction [59]. In the last section of
this chapter we will discuss the current state-of-the-art symmetry based reduction in
STE model checking, and study its limitations.
4.1 The mathematical foundation of symmetry
An object is said to have symmetry with respect to a given set of operations if whenever
one of the operations is applied to the object it does not appear to change a certain
property of the object. An object has a symmetry if we can define a set of operations
and identify a property of that object that these set of operations will leave unchanged
when applied to that object. These operations that preserve the given property of an
object form a group. Symmetries of an object can be characterised by a special kind of
group known as the automorphism group. In the subsequent section we shall review the
basics of group theory in more detail and its relation to symmetry.
4.1.1 Group
A group is given by a triple (G, ∗, I) where G is a set of elements, ∗ is a binary operation,
and I ∈ G an identity element such that they satisfy the following four axioms:
1. Closure : ∀a b ∈ G. (a ∗ b) ∈ G
2. Associativity : ∀a b c ∈ G. (a ∗ b) ∗ c = a ∗ (b ∗ c)
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3. Identity : ∀a ∈ G. I ∗ a = a ∗ I = a
4. Inverse : ∀a ∈ G. ∃a−1 ∈ G. a ∗ a−1 = I
For a given group, whenever we fix an identity element I and the binary operator ∗,
we will just use G to denote the group, rather than the triple notation. Whenever ∗ is
commutative, the group is said to be Abelian.
A group is called finite if the underlying set has finitely many elements. A subset of
a group that is itslef a group is called a subgroup.
4.1.2 Permutation and symmetric groups
Permutation is defined as a bijective mapping of an ordered set onto itself [13]. If we
denote a set of elements by S, then the collection of all permutations of S forms a
group SymS under the function composition ◦ which is known as the symmetric group.
For a set consisting of n elements, the order of the symmetric group is n!. The term
permutation group refers to any subgroup of the symmetric group.
The symmetry group of an object is referred to the group of all symmetry preserving
operations under which the object is invariant with respect to the function composition
operation. For many geometric objects this often includes operations such as rotation,
reflection and inversions. In our treatment of symmetry for STE, we are interested in
the symmetric group SymS which consists of n! permutation operations. We do not
deal with other kinds of symmetry preserving operations such as bit inversion in this
dissertation.
Let S be a set consisting of the following k elements: {a1,a2,. . .,an}. Then the
expression (a1, a2, . . . , an) denotes a cyclic permutation that takes a1 to a2, a2 to a3,
. . .,an−1 to an and an to a1. The number n is the length of this permutation and cyclic
permutation of this length n is called a n-cycle. A cyclic permutation of length 2 is
usually referred to as a transposition, or a swap.
4.1.3 Generator of a group
A set of elements P of a group G generates the group G, if every element of G can be
written as the product of a finite number of factors, each of which is either an element of
P or the inverse of such an element. The definition of a group by means of its generators
is an exceedingly useful device. For a set S consisting of n elements, pair-wise distinct
transpositions (12),(23),. . .,(n−1 n) together generate the symmetric group SymS [13].
This means that for a set consisting of n elements we only ever have to consider n−1
pair-wise distinct transpositions rather than n! permutations to completely generate
the symmetric group.
4.1.4 Equivalence classes and orbits
Given a group G ⊆ SymS, any operation of G on a set S, defines an equivalence relation
on S: two elements x and y are called equivalent if there exists a g in G with gx = y.
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The equivalence class of x under this equivalence relation is known as the orbit of x and
is given by:
θ(x) = {gx | g ∈ G}
The elements x and y are equivalent if and only if their orbits are the same. Consider
an n element set S given by {a0, a1, . . . , an−1}. As explained earlier the symmetric
group SymS can be generated by the n−1 generators defined by the following n−1
transpositions: (12),(23),. . .,(n−1 n). These group generators act on S, to define an
equivalence relation on S. The orbit of any element ai in S, where 0 <= i < n gives the
set S itself.
4.1.5 Automorphism
We saw in Section 2.1.2 that an automorphism is a special case of a homomorphism.
Traditionally symmetries are defined in terms of an automorphism. Therefore we take
a quick review of the automorphism definition and explain its relation to the concept of
symmetry.
Definition 4.1. An automorphism of a mathematical object is a mapping that has the
following properties:
1. its a mapping on some underlying set onto itself - endomorphic
2. structure preserving - is a homomorphism
3. is bijective - one to one and onto
4. and its inverse map is also a homomorphism
An automorphism of an object is a way of showing its internal regularity. An auto-
morphism of a graph G is a permutation of its vertices that maps the graph onto itself.
The set of automorphisms define a permutation group.
The automorphism groups of a graph characterise its symmetries and are therefore
often used in discovering symmetries in circuit models represented as graphs. The set
of automorphisms of an object together with the operation of function composition ◦
forms a group called the automorphism group (Aut(G)).
4.2 Applications of symmetry reduction in model checking
4.2.1 Symmetry reduction for CTL∗ based model checking
Clarke et al. [39] investigate the idea of using symmetries for reduction of state spaces
in model checking. Their solution is applicable for both the case, when the transition
relation is given explicitly in terms of states, and the one when it is given symbolically
as a BDD.
The solution is based on reducing the original state space model to a smaller quotient
model , and checking the validity of the formula, expressed in the logic of CTL∗, in
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this quotient model. The quotient model is generated in terms of orbits. If the model
M, for a given system can be expressed by a Kripke structure given by (S,R, L) then
a symmetric group G is the set of all the permutations that are a symmetry for M.
A permutation is a symmetry of M iff it preserves the transition relation R, in the
Kripke model M. Intuitively the quotient model denoted by MG can be understood
to consist of the set of all orbits θ(s) such that the initial state s is a member of the
set of initial states S, in the model M. The transition relation RG has the property
that (θ(s1), θ(s2)) ∈ RG iff there exists two states s3 ∈ θ(s1) and s4 ∈ θ(s2), and
(s3, s4) ∈ R. The labelling function LG is given by LG(θ(s)) = L(rep(θs))), where
rep(θs) is a representative state from the orbit.
For a temporal logic formula (CTL∗), if all of its atomic propositions are invariant
under the symmetry group G, then this formula is true in the original model M if
and only if it is true in the quotient model MG. Clarke et al. present techniques for
building MG without actually building M. The idea is to use the smaller state space
of the quotient model, which has only one representative from each orbit.
The authors present lower bounds on the size of the BDDs encoding the orbit relation.
Because these bounds are exponential for some important symmetry groups that occur
in practice, the authors propose to use multiple representatives instead of one from each
orbit, and this in turn allows them not to build the full orbit relation.
Emerson and Sistla [51] describe a method of exploiting symmetry based reduction
for CTL∗ model checking by forming a quotient structure using the automorphisms of
the original model and the properties. The method is efficient because the authors
observe that not only do the models have symmetry, but the formulas expressing CTL∗
properties have symmetries as well. Thus by effectively decomposing the properties,
one can expose the automorphisms in the original properties, and use this to achieve
significant reductions. For a given model M, the symmetry of M is reflected in the
group (AutM) of permutations of process indices that define the graph automorphisms
of M. The idea of obtaining a quotient structure for a group G contained in (AutM),
is based on the equivalence of states, and the internal automorphisms of the CTL∗
formula f . If the automorphism group of the formula f is denoted by (Auto f), then
if the group G is contained in (Aut M) ∩ (Auto f), then the correctness condition is
stated as follows:
(M, s) |= f ≡ (MG, ~s) |= f
where f is a formula of CTL∗ and ~s denotes the equivalence class of a state s. In fact
f can even be a formula of the Mu-calculus [51]. When G = (AutM) ∩ (Auto f) then
maximal compression is obtained. Obtaining (AutM) is known to be a graph isomor-
phism problem [42], but fortunately, since the state graph is obtained from a parallel
concurrent program, the automorphisms are easily obtained from the process indices of
the program. Automorphisms in the formula f are determined by manual inspection.
An interesting result given by the authors is an alternative automata-theoretic approach
that provides a uniform method permitting the use of a single quotient M(AutM) to
model check formulas f without obtaining the intersection of automorphisms ofM and
f . This is done by annotating the quotient with “guides” indicating how the coordinates
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are permuted from one state to the next in the quotient. An automaton for f designed
to run over paths through M, is transformed into another automaton that is run over
the quotient structure M(AutM) using the guides to keep track of shifting coordinates.
The concept of annotating the quotient structures is further used in [50] where utilizing
symmetry for reduction for CTL∗ model checking is done ensuring fairness constraints.
Recent work by Sistla and Godefroid [103] extends the approach of using annotated
quotient structures by employing guards, and identifying symmetries on states that are
variable-value pairs, besides process indices. Guards express conditions under which a
program transition is executable. The usage of guards allows us to represent a quotient
structure in a compact way even for systems that have very little or even no symmetry.
The compact form is obtained by first expanding the given graph using guarded annota-
tions and then reducing the graph modulo automorphisms that become explicit through
the expansion and annotation step. Experiments on verifying properties of the IEEE
Firewire protocol show that the approach using Guarded Annotated Structures outper-
forms the approaches explained in [50, 51]. Many of these ideas have been implemented
by Sistal et al. [104] in a symmetry based model checker called SMC.
4.2.2 Symmetry reduction with Murφ
Ip and Dill [40] exploited structural symmetries in the description of the systems to
achieve reduction for model checking. They proposed that identifying such a symmetry
in a system helps to characterize data independence (see Section 4.3) They coined the
term scalarset for a new data type that can be used to denote a class of data values that
determine the symmetry of the model. Scalarsets record the symmetry in the model.
The very presence of the scalarsets in a system is an indication of the presence of certain
kinds of symmetry. The authors present a proof of the soundness of the symmetry based
verification algorithm, by using the formal semantics of a simple UNITY-like, description
language with scalarsets, called Murφ.
Ip and Dill report the application of their approach to numerous cache-coherence
protocols, including the DASH (a scalable shared multi-processor developed at Stanford)
and ICCP (industrial cache coherence protocol).
4.2.3 Symmetry reduction using scalarsets in SMV
In [64] Ken McMillan identifies a methodology for verification of data path circuits using
several abstraction strategies and symmetry. Symmetry based reduction is one of the
main components of his methodology.
The methodology can be summarized in the following steps:
1. Refinement relations and auxiliary state. The proof strategy is based on
the concept of refinement relations. Refinement relations are a collection of tem-
poral properties. These relate the behaviour (usually the timing models) of a
simple abstract model to a more complex and detailed implementation. Once
specified by the user, the refinement relations are used to break down the veri-
fication problem into smaller parts, using circular compositional reasoning. The
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verification problem is decomposed into smaller parts and then the abstract en-
vironment (refinement relations) provides the necessary constraints (assume) to
prove (guarantee) the existence of the property that talks about the other parts.
Thus constraints about one part can be used to prove properties about the other
smaller parts of the problem. In an application of this methodology to verification
of Tomasulo’s algorithm, the author mentions that the refinement relations are
written to specify the correct values for the operands and the results obtained in
the implementation. To do this, the correct values are obtained from the abstract
model and stored in auxiliary state.
2. Path Splitting. For pure control logic, using refinement relations is adequate.
But for designs with data flow, like memories, buffers and caches, additional re-
duction strategies are needed. McMillan suggests that by using path splitting we
can effect the next step of reduction. The idea is that for structures like memories,
or FIFO buffers, we can split the verification problem into cases based upon the
path the data values can take.
3. Symmetry. After path splitting we can reduce a problem of verifying large num-
ber of data values, to the problem of verifying only few representative samples
from these values. The selection of the representatives is based on symmetry re-
duction, which in turn relies on the presence of symmetric data types — scalar
sets. This concept of using scalar sets to record symmetry is exactly the same as
in Ip and Dill’s approach [40].
4. Data type reduction. For types with large or infinite values, data type reduction
is used. Large or infinite types such as data words are reduced to small finite types,
representing all the irrelevant values by a single abstract value. A special case of
this is the uninterpreted function abstraction, which in [64] uses a lookup table to
represent an arbitrary function, then splits cases so that we use only one element
of the table for each case.
This methodology was used to test the packet buffering application, the cache
coherent multiprocessor, and a version of Tomasulo’s algorithm.
4.3 Symmetry and data independence
We have seen earlier that diagnosing structural symmetry in a state transition system
amounts to identifying a set of automorphisms (that induce a congruence relation on the
state transition system). Extracting such a set of automorphisms amounts to identifying
a new data type in the state transition system such that a function pi that permutes
the elements of a data structure indexed by this new data type consistently throughout
a state generates symmetrically equivalent states. This new data type is exactly the
scalarset data type in [40]. Ranko Lazic [68] views a system with scalarsets as a data-
independent concurrent system with respect to the scalarset data type.
Lazic observes that a system with a scalarset data type is a special case of a family
of parameterised labelled transition systems (LTS). A data type with respect to which
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a system is data independent can be treated as a parameter of the system, i.e. as a
type variable that can be instantiated by any concrete type. Based on this intuitive
definition of data independence, it is straightforward to formulate syntactic restrictions
which ensure that a system is data independent as is the case with a scalarset data
type in [40]. However Lazic points out that is hard to see how the restrictions and
the results in different formalisms are related and therefore they motivate the need to
understand data independence semantically. The important thing to keep in mind is
that the semantic definition must not be stronger than the syntactic restrictions, but
just strong enough to prove results which enable reductions to finite instantiations.
In order to understand the semantic definition of data independence, it is important
to capture the idea of what it means for an LTS to be parametric. Any system or a
program that uses type variables and operations on them in a polymorphic manner gives
rise to a parametric family of LTSs, where each LTS is the semantics of the program
or system with respect to an instantiation of the type variables and operations. In the
special case where the only operations are equality testing, the family of LTS is data
independent.
The major contribution of Lazic’s work is the fact that the theorems and definitions
are not in terms of any particular formalism, but are semantic.
4.4 Symmetry as an instance of abstraction
Symmetry reduction techniques when applied in practice appear quite different from
the several abstraction techniques that we reviewed in the previous chapter. Although
both abstraction and symmetry reduction are employed for state space reduction, their
role in practice is a bit different. Abstraction typically hides the irrelevant details
of the system while symmetry collapses parts of the state space that are structurally
equivalent. This is one reason why we chose to present abstraction and symmetry as
separate from one another so far. In this section however we wish to explain that
symmetry is theoretically just another kind of abstraction, but we will also explain why
we do not take this particular perspective in practice.
Given a state transition system MC and a symmetry group G, the orbit relation
induced by G is a bisimulation. This was shown by Somesh Jha in his PhD thesis [59].
We have seen in Section 2.1.4 that bisimulation relations are a way to compute sound
abstractions. Even though this is the case, we do not use bisimulation minimisation
algorithms to obtain quotient groups. The reason is that bisimulation minimisation
algorithms require that a transition graph is constructed first and then minimised using
the fixpoint characterisation of bisimulation. But if one has to build the transition graph
first then the very idea of using symmetry reduction gets defeated since the state graph
might have a huge number of states or may be infinite.
4.5 Symmetry reduction for STE model checking
In the past, Manish Pandey has used symmetries to compute reduction for STE based
model checking [82, 83]. He identifies three special class of symmetries, data, structural
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and mixed (data and structural). Pandey uses sub-graph isomorphism based techniques
to identify structural symmetries and uses symbolic simulation to discover data symme-
tries, and mixed symmetries. Structural symmetries as in Pandey’s work, are exactly
the symmetries we are interested in this thesis. Structural symmetry is the one that
comes into being if, by permuting certain inputs and outputs of the circuit, the behav-
iour of the circuit remains unchanged. Some examples of circuits that have structural
symmetry include comparators, multiplexers, registers, and memory based circuits. A
circuit is said to have data symmetry if the behaviour of the circuit remains unchanged
under a data complement operation of some of its inputs and outputs; for example a
decoder circuit. Mixed symmetries are said to be present in a circuit if structural, and,
data symmetries are both present for example an n− bit, register.
The symmetries Pandey found most useful, were structural symmetries. Circuits
were represented as transistor level netlist graphs. Since the problem of sub-graph
isomorphism is known to be NP-complete, he used graph colouring to discover symmetric
segments in a circuit model. He used symmetries to compute significant reductions for
verifying SRAMs, however a significant proportion of his time and space was consumed in
discovering symmetries. In fact he notes in his thesis, that “It is interesting to note that
symmetry checks dominate much of this total time” (Chapter 3, page 77 of [82]). Also
it is not clear from his work, how much impact, data symmetries and mixed symmetries
have in property reduction.
4.6 Summary
This chapter presented the theory of symmetry, and its mathematical foundations. We
presented applications of symmetry in problem reductions for different kinds of model
checking. We presented an overview of an important work done in symmetry reduction
for STE model checking, and highlighted its limitations.
In the next chapter we will explain the problem of symmetry reduction for STE
model checking in more detail, and will present a top-level view of our solution, that
circumvents the limitations of the existing work done on symmetry reduction for STE
model checking by Pandey.
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Symmetry Reduction Framework
Many large circuits, specially the ones with a large number of state holding elements,
pose a considerable challenge to STE model checking. It is, however, also the case that
many of these circuits exhibit symmetry in their structure. We showed in Chapter 4,
that many researchers in the past have used symmetries for computing reductions in
the size of the model checking problem.
In this chapter, we present the problem of symmetry reduction for STE model check-
ing, and describe our approach by highlighting the key components of our solution.
Details of each component will be explained in subsequent chapters.
5.1 The problem of symmetry reduction
In a typical STE verification cycle, we use a simulator, and ask if a given circuit model
satisfies a certain STE property. A circuit’s model is an internal representation of its
behaviour which itself is usually specified by a finite state machine [9, 58, 108], or a state
transition system [35]. This is usually derived from the circuit’s netlist description [1,
105], which is obtained through a series of synthesis steps, from a high-level description
specified in a language such as VHDL or Verilog.
The netlist description of circuits is quite low level. Information about the circuit
is modelled at the level of each single node and its connections to other nodes in the
circuit. At this level of abstraction a lot of information about the structure of the circuit,
perhaps described in the high-level language is lost. For example, two nodes “a0” and
“a1” may belong to a common structure (an electrical bus) which might be responsible
for generating symmetry, but this information is not present in the netlist. We therefore
refer to the netlist description of the circuit’s model as a flat model.
We use Intel’s STE simulator Forte [97], which represents circuit models internally
using a method, similar to a finite-state machine and is therefore known as an FSM.
Informally, the FSM is a collection of hash tables containing information about circuit
nodes and their fanin-fanout dependency. In STE model checking theory, the term
model is often referred to the next-state function on lattice states. In practice, the
next-state function, is constructed on-the-fly at run time, from the FSM. We showed in
Chapter 3, how the next-state function takes a lattice state, and for each node returns
the lattice state of the node at the next point in time. This level of circuit operation
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given by the next-state function is too low-level, since it specifies the behaviour of each
single node, and does not have the ability to talk about a group of nodes (bits). For
this reason we refer to the FSM in Forte, and the equivalent next-state function derived
from it, as a flat circuit model.
If we denote any given STE property by STE, and a circuit model by FSM, then the
question asked in a STE verification cycle can be stated as
FSM |= STE
where |= denotes the STE satisfiability relation shown in Chapter 3.
The above question can be answered by running an STE simulator and finding out if
the given property is satisfied by the circuit model. But, in many cases, this may not
be possible directly, especially when the model and property in question is too large.
In this case, we would like to answer this question in another way, by exploring possi-
ble symmetries in the circuit model. If a circuit model has symmetry, it can be used
to justify the construction of a reduced circuit model (FSM′), and compute reduced
properties (STE′), in such a way that verifying a reduced property, possibly against the
reduced model, entails that the original property in question has been verified against
the original model. Together with symmetry, we can use other forms of reduction algo-
rithm as well, such as symbolic indexing, and parametric representation. This reduction
philosophy is shown in Figure 5.1. The complexity of STE model checking depends on
Forte
FSM ² STE
Forte
FSM' ² STE'
Symmetry 
Data Abstraction
Parametric Representation
Conclude
Symbolic Indexing
Figure 5.1: Problem reduction philosophy. FSM′ and STE′ are reduced circuit models
and properties respectively. We would like to add symmetry based reduction to the
existing set of reduction techniques, such as data abstraction, symbolic indexing, and
parametric representation.
the nodes and number of next time operators in the consequent of the assertion. The
STE implementation algorithm automatically achieves cone-of-influence reduction [38]
, by querying for the defining sequence of only those nodes that are mentioned in the
consequent. If we can decompose the STE property in such a way that the resulting
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properties have fewer nodes in the consequent than the original property, then verifying
these smaller properties has an effect of achieving reduction in the circuit model. This
is because the cone-of-influence of fanin nodes that will be constructed at the time of
STE model checking run for the consequent nodes in a given property, would be smaller,
due to fewer nodes in the consequent of the property due to decomposition. Thus, com-
puting smaller properties in a sound way, and then asking if these smaller properties
are satisfied by the original model, has the effect of asking if the reduced circuit model
satisfies reduced STE properties. This can be formally stated as
FSM′ |= STE′
where FSM′ denotes a reduced STE model, and STE′ denotes the reduced STE property.
There are three main challenges in using symmetry to compute reduced circuit models
(FSM′), and reduced STE properties (STE′). They are as follows:
1. Discovering symmetries in a given circuit model.
2. Making the link between symmetry in circuit models and properties expressed in
the logic of STE.
3. Developing a reduction methodology for performing sound property reduction for
STE model checking.
We pointed out in Chapter 4, that symmetries were used by Pandey et al. [70, 82, 83]
to compute reductions in the size of STE model checking run; however one of the key
limitations of his work was the way symmetries were discovered in circuits. Circuit
models were represented by transistor-level netlist graphs, and discovering symmetry
then amounted to an instance of the sub-graph isomorphism problem, a known NP-
complete problem [42]. The main difficulty with this approach was that for each new
circuit in question, new heuristics had to be discovered.
The time spent on detecting symmetries accounted for most of the time used overall
in reduction, and for growing sizes of the same circuit model (for example different sizes
of SRAM), the amount of time required to find symmetries grew accordingly with the
size of the model.
In fact as we pointed out in Chapter 4, Pandey observed in his dissertation, that “It
is interesting to note that symmetry checks dominate much of this total time”(Chapter
3, page 77 of [82]). This key limitation in Pandey’s work is one of the prime factors to
consider for our research.
We do not wish to pursue the problem of symmetry discovery by trying to find it
in flat FSMs which are represented as graphs. In the next section, we shall outline our
methodology of symmetry reduction, that addresses the problems we have outlined in
this section.
5.2 The proposed solution
The solution to the problem of symmetry reduction lies in addressing the issues we have
highlighted in the previous section; the solution should handle the problem of symmetry
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FSM* ² STE
Forte
FSM' ² STE'
	 Symmetry 
	         +
 	 Inference Rules 
Conclude
Figure 5.2: FSM′ and STE′ are derived by identifying symmetries in circuit models, and
performing sound property decomposition.
discovery in circuit models, articulate the connection between symmetric circuit models
and STE properties, and propose a sound methodology for property reduction. In the
subsequent subsections, we will outline our solution by providing answers to all these
issues.
5.2.1 Discovering symmetry
Structured modelling of circuits
We believe that the problem of symmetry detection in circuit models is best solved by
lifting the representation of models to a higher level of abstraction. If the symmetry in
models can be captured in the description of an HDL [40], then the problem of symmetry
detection can reduce to the problem of type checking. This is the approach that we have
taken for our work on symmetry detection.
High-level description languages come in several flavours. On one hand we have
VHDL, Verilog and SystemC which have imperative features, and have been used exten-
sively in high level design. On the other hand there are functional hardware description
languages such as Lava [22] and reFLect [75], which though relatively new, have been
used for several industrial designs. Although both the imperative and the functional
languages offer many high-level features, they do not offer any possibility to express
symmetry in circuits by using types.
There are special purpose languages such as Murφ that allow more abstract descrip-
tions of systems, and come enriched with a rich set of types (notably the scalarset type),
that allows one to capture many symmetric aspects of the system. Murφ in particular
has been used in the design of several cache coherence protocols, that have structural
symmetry. However, we have not seen any application where Murφ was used to design
circuit components, the way we wanted to do for our research.
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We therefore wanted to design a framework whereby symmetry in a circuit can be
recorded at the time of its design, and verified later by type checking. Our solution
is centered around the design of an abstract data type (ADT) for symmetric circuits.
The ADT is defined by presenting a type for circuit models, and defining functions that
let us construct symmetric circuit blocks in a bottom up fashion. Since, the ADT can
capture the structure of circuit models, we refer to it as a structured model (FSM∗). The
‘∗’ in FSM∗ suggests that the circuit model has structural information; something that
is missing in an FSM.
The symmetries we are interested are those that arise out of groups of wires that are
held together as a unit. The unit of wires is typically known as a bus. Often, there are
several such input and output buses in a circuit. Symmetry is exhibited by a circuit
across some of its input and output buses, when the behaviour of the circuit remains
unchanged under related permutations of its inputs and outputs. This kind of symmetry
is also referred to as structural symmetry, since it is an outcome purely of the structure
of the circuit.
The major challenge in our work was in discovering a reasonably structured type for
circuit models that would capture the structural symmetries we were interested in. Also
once we fixed a base type, the next challenge was to define a set of functions, that are
used to construct symmetric circuit models. The abstract data type is then defined by
providing type judgement rules that distinguish symmetric circuits from non-symmetric
ones. We justify that the ADT we define does indeed capture the symmetry we want,
by proving a type soundness theorem. This theorem states that all well-behaved circuits
that respect the typing rules will have structural symmetry. This theorem then becomes
the basis for deciding by type checking, whether or not a given circuit has symmetry.
We implement the circuit construction functions, and the type judgement rules, shal-
lowly in the logic of the HOL theorem prover. The proof of the type soundness theorem
is also carried out in HOL. We shall explain all of this in detail in Chapter 6.
In Figure 5.3, we show our framework of circuit modelling. The block labelled FSM∗
can be seen in this figure. This denotes the structured circuit modelling, together with
the typing rules, and the type soundness theorem.
Simulating structured models in HOL
One of the well known benefits of modelling hardware using a functional language is
the ability to rapidly prototype and simulate the circuit models [22, 69, 100]. Simulating
structured circuit models in the HOL logic is achieved by a combination of ML pre-
processing functions and writing conversions [88] in HOL that can simulate the circuit’s
behaviour over the Boolean domain. This is shown in Figure 5.3, by an arrow going
from structured models to simulatable models in HOL. This is in contrast to the STE
models in HOL logic [47], which work on a three-valued domain. We will present the
details of this flow in the next Chapter.
From structured models to flat netlists
Once we model circuits using our ADT, and we have the proof of the type soundness
lemma, then the next step is to compile the circuits into FSMs that can be used for
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Figure 5.3: The world of circuit models.
simulation with an STE simulator. The flow of the compilation process that we use is
shown in Figure 5.3. The first step in this process is to flatten the structured models,
and this is achieved by writing a function in HOL. This can be seen in Figure 5.3 as an
arrow between FSM∗ and the block labelled Netlist term. This netlist term is a relation
between input and output Boolean states. This relation is then converted by an ML
program to an Exlif format. Exlif is an internal netlist format used by the STE simulator
Forte, for representing circuits, and its syntax is very similar to the more well known
Blif [1] representation. The final step in producing the FSM is to use the nexlif2exe
program distributed with the Forte simulator.
We mentioned in Chapter 3 that we have implemented an STE simulator [47] by
formalising the theory of STE logic in the theorem prover HOL. The three-valued STE
models in the logic of HOL, are derived from structured models, by providing a function
in HOL, which is shown in Figure 5.3. These STE models must have the property of
monotonicity. We prove a theorem that the derived STE models are monotonic. Also, it
can be seen that whenever the structured circuit models have symmetry, the equivalent
STE model in HOL will have symmetry as well. More on this will be said later in
Chapter 7.
The STE models in HOL are behaviourally equivalent to the FSMs we compile. This
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equivalence can be observed by running an STE simulator, on the models [47] in HOL,
and running the STE simulator on the FSMs in Forte. This equivalence is depicted in
Figure 5.3.
5.2.2 Relation between symmetric circuit models and STE
Recording symmetry in circuit models serves as the beginning point of our property
reduction methodology. The next important question is what is the connection between
symmetry in circuit models and STE properties. The answer is that symmetry in circuit
models gets mirrored by the symmetry in STE properties. We formalise this precisely by
providing a soundness theorem in Chapter 8. This theorem is based on the observation
that trajectory formulas that form the basis of STE properties, can have symmetry
amongst them as well. We learnt in Section 5.2.1, that the symmetry we are interested
in is the one that arises out of uniform permutations of wires in the input and output
buses. Since wires have names, and the same names are used in the trajectory formulas
expressing the STE property, these names provide the basis for generating the notion of
equivalence (and hence symmetry) amongst STE properties. We will explain the details
of how this is done precisely, in Chapter 8.
5.2.3 STE property reduction
Reduction begins by decomposing the given STE property in a sound manner into a set
of smaller properties, using a set of inference rules. Inference rules serve the general pur-
pose of decomposing properties [4, 62, 97, 98]; in our case the rules become all the more
useful, since they help expose the symmetric equivalence class of properties. When they
are used in a backward manner, like tactics [53] in HOL, they decompose a property
into smaller properties. The set of decomposed STE properties obtained by using infer-
ence rules is then clustered into several equivalence classes. A representative from each
equivalence class is then picked and verified explicitly by using an STE simulator such as
Forte. Then using the soundness theorem that we just mentioned, we can conclude that
those properties that belonged to the same equivalence class as the representative, are
verified as well. The correctness result about all the smaller properties is determined,
by repeatedly using the flow:
• cluster,
• pick and verify the representative, and
• use the soundness theorem to conclude correctness of entire class of properties
Inference rules are then used in the forward direction, to reconstruct the overall state-
ment of correctness, expressed by the original property.
5.3 Summary
In this chapter we explained the problem of symmetry reduction, and presented a top-
level view of our solution. We showed that our solution is based on addressing three key
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issues, and in the subsequent three chapters, we will explain each one of them in detail.
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Chapter 6
Structured Models
In the previous chapter we motivated the need to record symmetries in a high level
structured description. In this chapter we will present a framework for modelling circuits
in a way that enables us to capture symmetries. This focusses on the design of an
abstract data type for circuits. We will provide a type for circuits, and a set of functions
that help us design circuits with this type. Then a set of type judgement rules are
provided that become the basis for type checking circuits to infer symmetry in them. In
other words, the type judgement rules enforce a discipline on the way circuit constructing
functions could be used to guarantee symmetry in them. We give the definition of
symmetry that we are interested in and prove that those circuit models that respect our
type judgement rules have this symmetry.
6.1 A language for structured models
The symmetry that we are interested in, arises in circuits due to groups of wires that
are treated like a unit. Each wire can take on a bit value, and we will refer to such
groups of wires collectively as a bus. Thus, if the group has 8 wires, then we will refer
to it as an 8-bit bus.
Many circuits have symmetry; for example, a comparator used for equality compari-
son, a multiplexer, a random access memory, and so on. These circuits have symmetry,
because they treat the buses of inputs and outputs in a special way, by allowing only
restricted set of operations to take place on the bus values. Thus it makes perfect sense
to treat these buses in a special way.
The concept of “treating buses in a special way” can be formalised by an abstract
data type (ADT) which we also refer to as structured models.
Our methodology of designing the structured models can be summarised in the fol-
lowing steps:
1. Propose a sufficiently generic type for circuits.
2. Define the functions that will be used for constructing symmetric circuit blocks.
3. Provide the type judgement rules.
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4. Articulate the mathematical definition of structural symmetry.
5. Prove a type soundness theorem saying that every circuit that is well typed with
respect to the typing rules will have structural symmetry.
In the subsequent sections, we shall explain the details of our steps.
6.2 The type of circuits
We want to model a collection of bit values which are treated in a special way. As
explained in the previous section, a group of wires is known as a bus in electrical terms.
We choose to model the collection of values on a single bus, by the type of Boolean
lists, where the Boolean type bool denotes the bit value on a wire. The collection of
several such buses can be modelled by the type of list of Boolean lists. A circuit is
said to have symmetry with respect to a specific sets of inputs and outputs, when the
circuit’s behaviour remains unchanged under permutation of those inputs and outputs.
The specific inputs are known as symmetric inputs. Every circuit can have some inputs
which will be symmetric and there would be some inputs that would not have any role
in the symmetry of the circuit; they are referred to as non-symmetric inputs. Thus a
circuit has the following type:
circ : (bool list) list→ (bool list) list→ (bool list) list
where the type (bool list) denotes the set of values of any single bus, and the list of
Boolean lists ((bool list) list) denotes the collection of several buses. The first argument
of the circuit type denotes the values of non-symmetric inputs, the second argument
denotes the values for symmetric inputs and the third argument the outputs of the
circuit.
We provide a set of functions that allow us to construct circuits with the above type.
The definition of these circuit constructing functions is structured into layers. The reason
for this is that we want to first develop a family of functions that take a Boolean list
and return a Boolean list, in a way that these functions preserve the symmetry property
that we explained intuitively above, and then we can use these functions to construct
other higher-order functions for circuit construction. We tend to distinguish between
the term function and the term combinator. We refer to the term functions when we
mean functions of the type bool list → bool list, and we refer to the term combinator,
when we mean functions of the type (bool list list → bool list list → bool list list), or of
the type bool list list → bool list list .
The first level, called Level 0 in our framework, is the layer that consists of function
definitions over Boolean lists, and provides type judgement rules, to identify safe func-
tions that are used to design symmetric functional blocks. The second layer, referred to
as Level 1, is the layer where we provide circuit combinators, and a type system that is
used for identifying ways in which these circuit combinators are combined to generate
circuits that have symmetry. We show that these circuits indeed have symmetry by
proving a type soundness lemma.
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We have designed the ADT in the language of higher-order logic. There has been a
lot of work done in modelling hardware in HOL [33, 52], so this offered a natural point to
start. The choice of logic being higher-order was significant, since the implementation of
the ADT operators becomes a lot easier in terms of abstraction [22, 69]. We implemented
the ADT shallowly, in the theorem prover HOL 4. The shallow embedding [12, 91]
enabled us to reuse many existing theories in HOL over Booleans, lists, arithmetic,
combinators and so on, and also laid the foundation for carrying out the proof that the
design and the implementation of the type system was correct. The notion of correctness
is that circuits that are constructed using operations of the abstract data type, do indeed
have the symmetry we want to capture. In principle proofs could have been done using
a pencil and paper, but we believe doing proofs using a machine offers a considerably
higher degree of confidence in the proof, and also serves as a blue-print for any future
work, a sentiment also espoused recently by Aydemir et al. [14].
In subsequent sections, we present the details of our approach, but before (we do
that a note) on the presentational style and notations. Although the theory presented
in the next few sections is the one implemented in the theorem prover HOL 4 [3], we
present the definitions using the more familiar functional style used in standard texts
on functional programming [21, 89] rather than using the syntax specific to HOL 4.
6.3 Functional blocks — Level 0 framework
We use several well known functions on lists from functional programming [3, 21, 89],
such as hd , tl , append , map, map2 , fold and so on, as building blocks for defining other
higher-order combinators that are used to define symmetric circuit blocks. Here for the
sake of completeness we shall present these functions. These definitions are all very
simple and self explanatory.
6.3.1 Some useful functions on lists
Definition 6.1. Head and tail of a list
hd (h :: t)
4
= h
tl (h :: t)
4
= t
Definition 6.2. List membership
e ∈ [ ] 4= F
e ∈ (h :: t) 4= (e = h) ∨ (e ∈ t)
Definition 6.3. Length of a list
length [ ]
4
= 0
length (h :: t)
4
= 1 + (length t)
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Definition 6.4. Selecting an nth element from a list
el 0 l
4
= hd l
el (n+ 1) l
4
= el n (tl l)
Definition 6.5. Append lists
append [ ] l
4
= l
append (x :: l1) l2
4
= (x :: (append l1 l2))
Definition 6.6. Fold on lists
foldr f e [ ]
4
= e
foldr f e (x :: l)
4
= f x (foldr f e l)
Definition 6.7. Drop i elements from a list
drop 0 l
4
= tl l
drop (i+ 1) l
4
= drop i (tl l)
Definition 6.8. Take i elements from a list
take 0 l
4
= [ ]
take (i+ 1) (x :: xs)
4
= (x :: (take i xs))
Definition 6.9. Update an element at a given position in a list
update elem i lst
4
= append(take i lst)(elem :: (drop i lst))
Definition 6.10. Map a given function on a list
map f [ ]
4
= [ ]
map f (h :: t)
4
= f h :: (map f t)
Definition 6.11. Apply a function pointwise on a pair of lists
map2 f [ ] [ ]
4
= [ ]
map2 f (h1 :: t1) (h2 :: t2)
4
= f h1 h2 :: map2 f t1 t2
Note that the definitions of drop and take are not exactly the same as those given in
standard texts on functional programming such as ML or Haskell. The function map2
is referred to as zipwith in some functional programming languages such as Haskell.
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6.3.2 Some useful properties about functions over lists
Before we present the Level 0 layer, we will present some useful properties on lists, that
will be found useful for proofs of other lemmas and theorems later on. The first of these
states the fact that the length of the list remains invariant under the application of the
function map.
Lemma 6.1. Length remains invariant under application of map
` ∀inp f. length(map f inp) = length inp
Proof outline: By induction on inp, and rewriting with the definitions of map, and
length.
Similarly, the length of the list remains unchanged under application of the function
map2 , which is stated in the next Lemma.
Lemma 6.2. Length remains invariant under application of map2
` ∀inp1 inp2. (length inp1 = length inp2) ⊃
∀f. (length(map2 f inp1 inp2) = length inp1) ∧
(length(map2 f inp1 inp2) = length inp2)
Proof outline: The proof takes place by induction on inp1 and inp2, and some simple
rewrites using the definitions of map2 and length.
The following lemmas state the relation of map and other functions such as append ,
take, drop and el . All these lemmas become very useful in the proofs of soundness
lemmas.
The first of these states that map distributes over append . So the order in which we
apply map does not matter, we can do it before doing the append or after, the result is
the same. This is stated in Lemma 6.3.
Lemma 6.3. Map distributes over append
` ∀inp1 inp2 f. map f (append inp1 inp2) = append (map f inp1)(map f inp2)
Proof outline: By induction on inp1, and inp2, and rewriting with the definitions of map
and append .
Next, we have the property that map distributes over take and drop and el . This is
given by Lemma 6.4, Lemma 6.5 and Lemma 6.6 respectively.
Lemma 6.4. Map distributes over take
` ∀inp i. (i < (length inp)) ⊃ ∀f. (map f (take i inp) = take i (map f inp))
Proof outline: By induction on inp, then solving the base case by falsifying the assump-
tion (i < (length [ ])), and the step is solved by induction on i, and using the definition
of take.
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Lemma 6.5. Map distributes over drop
` ∀inp i. (i < (length inp)) ⊃ ∀f. (map f (drop i inp) = drop i (map f inp))
Proof outline: By induction on inp, then solving the base case by falsifying the assump-
tion (i < (length [ ])), and the step is solved by induction on i, and using the definition
of drop.
Lemma 6.6. Map distributes over el
` ∀inp i. (i < (length inp)) ⊃ ∀f. (f (el i inp) = el i (map f inp))
Proof outline: By induction on inp, base is solved by falsifying the assumption, and the
step is done by induction on i, and rewriting with the definition of length.
The next two lemmas explains the rather complex dynamics when the functions
map, append , take, drop, and el interact. These two lemmas are used in the proof of
Lemma 6.10.
Lemma 6.7. Map-Take-Append
` ∀inp i j. (i < (length inp)) ⊃ (j < (length inp)) ⊃
∀f. (map f (take i (append(take j inp)(el i inp :: (drop j inp)))))
=
take i (append (take j (map f inp))(el i (map f inp) :: (drop j (map f inp))))
Proof outline: The proof begins by induction on inp. The base case is solved trivially
by falsifying the assumption. The step case is solved by a further induction on i and j.
The case for i = 0 and j = 0 is solved by rewriting with the definitions of map, take,
drop, append and el . Rest of the cases are solved by rewriting with the above definitions
and Lemma 6.4, Lemma 6.5 and Lemma 6.6.
Lemma 6.8. Map-Drop-Append
` ∀inp i j. (i < (length inp)) ⊃ (j < (length inp)) ⊃
∀f. (map f (drop i (append(take j inp)(el i inp :: (drop j inp)))))
=
drop i (append (take j (map f inp))(el i (map f inp) :: (drop j (map f inp))))
Proof outline: The proof of this lemma is exactly similar to the proof of the above
theorem.
The last of the properties in this section, states that the non-empty lists are closed
under the tl function. That is for all lists that are non-empty, if an element is contained
in the tail of a list, it is contained in the parent list itself.
Lemma 6.9. Non-empty lists are tail closed
` ∀inp. (inp 6= [ ]) ⊃ ∀m. (m ∈ (tl inp)) ⊃ (m ∈ inp)
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Proof outline: By induction on inp, and rewriting with the definitions of list membership
∈, length and tl .
Functional blocks that exhibit symmetry should have the property of being commu-
tative and associative.
Definition 6.12. Commutativity and Associativity
comm f
4
= ∀xy. f x y = f y x
assoc f
4
= ∀xyz. f x (f y z) = f (f x y) z
6.3.3 Level 0 functions
Together with the function map, the following functions constitute the Level 0 frame-
work. The role of the functions is illustrated in Figure 6.1. The function id simply
returns the Boolean list. We use the function map, to apply a function of the type
(bool → bool), to a list of Boolean values. The serial composition operator ◦ composes
two functions of the type (bool list→ bool list), and the function fold , folds a function
on Booleans, of the type (bool → bool → bool), onto a list of Booleans. The base value
for the fold function is derived from the head of the list.
f
f
f
f
c1 c2
(a)
(c)
(b)
(d)
Figure 6.1: Functional blocks — Level 0. Identity is shown in (a), the function map in
(b), fold is shown in (c), and (d) shows serial composition.
Definition 6.13. Identity, serial composition and fold
id
4
= λinp : bool list. inp
f ◦ g 4= (λinp. f (g inp))
fold f (c : bool list → bool list) 4= λinp. [ foldr f (hd (c inp)) (tl (c inp)) ]
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safe id
f : bool → bool
safe (map f )
(safe c) (f : bool → bool → bool) (assoc f) (comm f)
safe (fold f c)
safe c1 safe c2
safe (c1 ◦ c2 )
Table 6.1: Rules for safe functional blocks.
6.3.4 Functional blocks are safe
The functional blocks defined at Level 0 have a symmetry property. We define a predi-
cate safe, ensuring that functional blocks are always used in a certain designated manner
— the result of the construction entails the symmetry property of the functional block.
The predicate safe is defined inductively, by the rules given in Table 6.1. We have
used the inductive definition package [31, 77] to define these rules. The result of such a
definition typically is a set of rule definitions and tactics in HOL, that can be used for
doing proofs about the predicate defined inductively.
Table 6.1 presents the type safety rules for Level 0. The function id is a safe function,
since it simply returns the list that is supplied to it as the argument. The function
(map f) is a safe function, if f is a function from bool to bool . The third rule states
that if a given function c is safe, then it is safe to fold an associative and commutative
function onto the function c. This is because the ordering of elements in the list will not
change the output of the fold function. Serial composition of two different safe functions
is safe. This is the fourth rule.
The definition of symmetry we are going to present relies on the concept of a per-
mutation. From Chapter 4 we know that any permutation on an n-element set, can be
obtained by composing swap functions on the n-element set. Thus if we define the swap
function to range between 0 and the length of the bus (Boolean list), then these swaps
can act on the Boolean list to compute arbitrary permutations on the elements of the
list. The Boolean lists themselves denote the state of a bus, whereby it is assumed that
the Boolean value at each position i in the list, represents the state of the ith bit of a
bus, for all i between 0 and n − 1, where n is the width of the bus. Below we present
the definition of the swap function on a list.
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Definition 6.14. Swap on lists
swap (i, j) lst
4
= if (i < length lst) ∧ (j < length lst))
then (update (el j lst) i (update (el i lst) j lst))
else lst
A sequence of applications of swap can be used to compute arbitrary permutations of
lists.
Before we present the definition of symmetry of a functional block, we will present
some useful properties about the function swap and its relation with other functions on
lists. The first of these is about the function map, which distributes over swap. This
property becomes useful later when we try and prove the soundness lemma that all safe
functions have symmetry.
Lemma 6.10. Map distributes over swap
` ∀inp f i j. map f (swap(i, j) inp) = swap(i, j) (map f inp)
Proof outline: The proof begins by induction on inp. We get the following two cases:
1. ∀f i j. map f (swap(i, j) [ ]) = swap(i, j)(map f [ ])
This is proved trivially by rewriting with the definition of map and swap.
2. Assuming the following: ∀f i j. map f (swap(i, j) inp) = swap(i, j)(map f inp)
we have to prove the following:
∀h f i j. map f (swap(i, j) (h :: inp)) = swap(i, j)(map f (h :: inp))
The goal is proved by doing an induction on i, and j. Thus we have to prove the
following four sub-cases:
1. map f (swap(0, 0)(h :: l)) = swap(0, 0)(map f (h :: l))
This case is proved by rewriting the goal with the definition of swap.
2. map f (swap(0, j + 1)(h :: l)) = swap(0, j + 1)(map f (h :: l))
This goal is proved by using the definition of swap to rewrite the goal first, and
then we use Lemma 6.3, Lemma 6.4, Lemma 6.5 and Lemma 6.6 to complete the
proof for this case.
3. map f (swap(i+ 1, 0)(h :: l)) = swap(i+ 1, 0)(map f (h :: l))
This goal is proved by using the definition of swap to rewrite the goal first, and
then we use Lemma 6.3, Lemma 6.4, Lemma 6.5, and Lemma 6.6 to complete the
proof for this case.
4. map f (swap(i+ 1, j + 1)(h :: l)) = swap(i+ 1, j + 1)(map f (h :: l))
This goal is proved by using the definition of swap to rewrite the goal first, and
then we use Lemma 6.6, Lemma 6.7, and Lemma 6.8 to complete the proof for
this case.
The following lemma, though not used in the proof of the soundness lemma at Level
0, is used later on in the proofs relating the symmetry of circuits with the fact they have
been type checked. This lemma is about map2 being distributive.
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Lemma 6.11. Map2 distributes over swap
` ∀inp1 inp2. (length inp1 = length inp2) ⊃
∀f i j. (map2 f (swap(i, j) inp1) (swap(i, j) inp2)) =
swap(i, j) (map2 f inp1 inp2)
Proof outline: The proof takes place by induction on inp1, inp2, i and j, and the
structure of the proof is similar to the one shown for Lemma 6.10.
A useful property about safe functions is that they are length preserving. This
means that for two different input buses, if their lengths are equal, then the length of
the outputs obtained by applying the safe function on each one of them is equal. This
is given in Lemma 6.12.
Lemma 6.12. Safe functions are length preserving
` ∀c0. safe c0 ⊃ ∀l m. (length l = length m) = (length (c0 l) = length (c0 m))
Proof outline: The proof begins by rule induction [110] on predicate safe. The first case
is solved trivially by a rewrite using the definition of id . The next case uses Lemma 6.1,
and the remaining two cases are discharged by rewriting with the definitions of fold and
the serial composition ◦ respectively.
Now we shall provide some useful properties about certain functions on lists, which
we shall use at a later stage in defining circuit construction combinators. The first of
these properties says that the effect of applying the swap function to a non-empty list
of lists, and then taking the tail of that, is same as taking the tail of the non-empty list
of lists first, and then applying the swap function. This is stated in Lemma 6.13.
Lemma 6.13. Mapping swap on non-empty list distributes over tail
` ∀inp. (inp 6= [ ]) ⊃ ∀i j. (map(swap(i, j)) (tl inp)) = tl(map(swap(i, j)) inp)
Proof outline: Induction on inp, using the definitions of map and tl .
An interesting property about swap is that, we can select an nth element from a list
of buses, and the apply swap to it, and it has the same effect as first selecting the nth
list, and then applying swap on it. This is the property stated in Lemma 6.14.
Lemma 6.14. Mapping the swap is distributive over element selection
` ∀inp.∀n. (n < (length inp)) ⊃
∀i j. (el n (map(swap(i, j)) inp)) = (swap(i, j)(el n inp))
Proof: By induction on inp, we get two cases. The base case is solved trivially, since
the assumption is falsified by n < length [ ]. The step case is solved by inducting on
n, and making use of the definition of el .
The function swap does not change the length of a list. This is given by Lemma 6.15.
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Lemma 6.15. Length remains invariant under swap
` ∀inp.∀i j. length inp = length (swap(i, j) inp)
Proof: By induction on inp, we get two cases. The base case is solved trivially since the
assumption is falsified by i < length [ ]. The step case is solved by rewriting with the
definition of swap, and then doing a case-split on the conditional if−then−else. The
subsequent proof is completed by making use of properties on lists that deal with take,
drop and append operations.
Applying the swap function to each element of a list of buses does not change the length
of the list of buses. This is stated in Lemma 6.16.
Lemma 6.16. Length remains invariant when mapping the swap function
` ∀inp.∀i j. length inp = length (map(swap(i, j)) inp)
Proof: We begin by doing the induction on inp. The base case is solved trivially using
the definition of map and swap. The step case is solved by doing an induction on i, and
j, and using the definition of swap.
The following lemma relates the application of the function foldr on lists, with the
function swap. It says that the function swap distributes over foldr . An important
constraint on the function f is that it should be associative, and commutative.
Lemma 6.17. Swap distributes over Foldr
` ∀f. assoc f ⊃ comm f ⊃
∀inp i j. swap(i, j)[foldr f (hd inp) (tl inp)]
= [foldr f(hd(swap(i, j) inp))(tl(swap(i, j) inp))]
Proof outline: The proof takes place by induction on inp, i, and j.
Now we are ready to define precisely the concept of symmetry for functional blocks.
Definition 6.15. Symmetry of functional blocks
sym c
4
= ∀inp i j. c (swap (i, j) inp) = swap (i, j) (c inp)
Symmetry of functional blocks is the property that the behaviour of the functional
block will not change under the permutation of the input and output states of the
functional block, and this is formalised in Definition 6.15.
All functions that are checked by the predicate safe have the property of symmetry.
This is articulated by the Level 0 Safety Lemma.
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Theorem 6.1. Level 0 Safety Theorem
` ∀c. safe c ⊃ sym c
Proof outline: The proof takes place by an induction on the rules defining safe. Thus
we have four cases to prove:
1. sym id
This is proved by rewriting with the definition of sym and id .
2. ∀f. sym (map f)
By rewriting the goal with the definition of map, and sym, we need to prove the
following sub-goal:
map f (swap(i, j) inp) = swap(i, j)(map f inp)
which is an instance of Lemma 6.10.
3. Given the following assumptions
(a) safe c
(b) sym c
(c) assoc f
(d) comm f
we have to prove
sym (fold f c)
Rewriting this goal using the definition of fold , sym, we get the following sub-goal:
∀inp i j.[foldr f (hd (swap(i, j)(c inp)))(tl (swap(i, j)(c inp)))]
= swap(i, j)[foldr f (hd (c inp))(tl (c inp))]
which is an instance of Lemma 6.17.
4. Given the following assumptions
(a) safe c0
(b) sym c0
(c) safe c1
(d) sym c1
we have to prove
sym (c0 ◦ c1)
This goal is easily discharged by using the definitions of sym and serial composition
◦.
The Level 0 functional blocks presented above serve as atomic components for defining
circuit construction combinators later on. The concept of symmetry of functional blocks
is also an atomic concept, in the sense that since all functional blocks at Level 0 have
symmetry, circuits constructed by employing symmetric functional blocks, will have
symmetry. Level 0 safety theorem is used in the proof of the lemma we present next.
The following lemma articulates the connection between safe functions and their
application to construct circuits that preserve symmetry. Lemma 6.18 states that the
application of swap to a list of inputs can be done before mapping the safe function onto
the inputs, or after mapping the safe function; the effect is the same in both the cases.
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Lemma 6.18. Okay to map safe functional blocks
` ∀c0. safe c0 ⊃ ∀inp.∀i j. map(swap(i, j)) (map c0 inp) =
map c0 (map(swap(i, j)) inp)
Proof outline: Using the rule induction tactic we can decompose the proof into four
cases:
1. ∀inp i j. map(swap(i, j))(map id inp) = map id (map(swap(i, j)) inp). By
induction on inp, we get two cases:
(a) ∀i j. map(swap(i, j))(map id [ ]) = map id (map(swap(i, j)) [ ])
This case is proven trivially by unfolding the definition of id , and map.
(b) Assuming, the following
∀i j. map(swap(i, j))(map id inp) = map id (map(swap(i, j)) inp)
we have to prove
∀h i j. map(swap(i, j))(map id (h :: inp)) = map id (map(swap(i, j)) (h :: inp))
The goal can be proven by unfolding the definition of map and id .
2. The second case we have to prove is:
∀f inp i j. map(swap(i, j))(map(map f) inp) = map(mapf) (map(swap(i, j)) inp)
This is proved by an induction on inp. The base case is trivially discharged by
using the definition of map, and the step case we have to prove is an instance of
Lemma 6.10.
3. Given we know that c0 is safe, and f is associative, and commutative, and we
know the following
∀inp i j. map(swap(i, j))(map c inp) = map c (map(swap(i, j)) inp)
we have to prove
∀inp i j. map(swap(i, j)) (map(fold f c) inp)
= map(fold f c) (map(swap(i, j)) inp)
The proof begins by induction on inp, and the base case is discharged by rewrit-
ing the goal by the definition of map. For the step case we have the following
assumptions:
(a) safe c
(b) assoc f
(c) comm f
(d) ∀inp i j. (map(swap(i, j)) (map c inp)) = (map c (map(swap(i, j)) inp))
(e) ∀i j. map(swap(i, j))(map(fold f c) inp) = map(fold f c) (map(swap(i, j)) inp)
and we have to prove the following
∀h i j. map(swap(i, j)) (map(fold f c) (h :: inp))
= map(fold f c) (map(swap(i, j)) (h :: inp))
If we rewrite the goal using the definition of fold , for arbitrary h, i and j, we get
the new goal as:
map(swap(i, j)) (map(λl. [foldr f (hd(c l)) (tl(c l))]) (h :: inp))
= map(λl. [foldr f (hd(c l)) (tl(c l))]) (map(swap(i, j)) (h :: inp))
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But since c is safe, we can deduce from Theorem 6.1, that sym c holds, which if
we use to rewrite the goal, we get the following two sub-goals as:
map(swap(i, j)) (map(λl. [foldr f (hd(c l)) (tl(c l))]) inp)
= map(λl. [foldr f (hd(c l))(tl(c l))]) (map(swap(i, j)) inp)
This sub-goal can be discharged by rewriting the sub-goal with the definition of
fold .
swap(i, j) [foldr f (hd(c h)) (tl(c h))]
= [foldr f (hd(swap(i, j)(c h)))(tl(swap(i, j)(c h)))]
This sub-goal is an instance of Lemma 6.17. Thus can be rewritten easily using
that lemma.
4. The last case to be proven is:
∀inp i j. map(swap(i, j)) (map(c0 ◦ c1) inp) = map(c0 ◦ c1)(map(swap(i, j)) inp)
The proof in this case also begins by induction on inp. The base case is solved
by rewriting the goal with the definition of map. The step case is discharged by
deducing from the assumptions, that c0 and c1 are symmetric, and then rewriting
the goal by using the definition of symmetry.
6.4 Level 1 framework
In this section we shall present the elements of the next layer of our framework of
designing structured models. This layer, called Level 1, consists of circuit construction
combinators that allow us to construct symmetric circuits. We use the safe functions
from Level 0 in the definition of circuit construction, and also define a new set of higher-
order combinators that are used for designing bottom-up symmetric circuits. We provide
type judgement rules that govern the way symmetric circuits can be constructed, and
later on prove that the type judgement rules are sound, meaning that every piece of
circuit definition that is well-behaved with respect to the type judgement rules has
symmetry.
Before we proceed with the definitions of our combinators, we define a predicate
asserting that all buses in a list are of equal length. This is vital for us since circuits
that do bitwise operations on a pair of inputs, require the inputs to be of equal length.
Definition 6.16. Buses are of equal length
CheckLength inp
4
= ∀l. l ∈ inp ⊃ ∀m. m ∈ inp ⊃ (length l = length m)
Immediately following from the definition of CheckLength are some Corollaries used
in the proofs later on about lengths of buses and different functions operating on the
buses.
Corollary 6.1. ∀inp h. CheckLength(h :: inp) ⊃ CheckLength inp
Corollary 6.2. ∀inp h′ h. CheckLength(h′ :: (h :: inp)) ⊃ CheckLength(h′ :: inp)
Corollary 6.3. ∀inp h. CheckLength(h :: inp) =
(CheckLength inp) ∧ ∀m. m ∈ inp ⊃ (length m = length h)
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Corollary 6.4. ∀inp h′ h. CheckLength(h′ :: (h :: inp)) ⊃ (length h′ = length h)
The following lemma states that if a list of buses has the property that all buses are
of equal length, then if the swap operation is applied to the tail of the list of buses, then
all the resulting buses in the list have the same length as the first element of the original
list.
Lemma 6.19. ∀inp h. CheckLength(h :: inp) ⊃
∀i j. CheckLength(map(swap(i, j)) inp) ⊃
∀m. m ∈ (map(swap(i, j)) inp) ⊃ (length m = length h)
Proof outline: The proof begins by induction on inp. The base case is proven by first
rewriting with the definition of map and then falsifying the assumption m ∈ [ ]. The
step case that we have to solve is the following:
∀h h′. CheckLength(h′ :: (h :: inp)) ⊃
∀i j. CheckLength(map(swap(i, j))(h :: inp)) ⊃
∀m.m ∈ (map(swap(i, j)) (h :: inp)) ⊃ (length m = length h′)
Stripping the quantifiers, and pushing the antecedent of the implication into the as-
sumption, and rewriting with the definition of map, we get the following assumptions
(a) ∀h. CheckLength(h :: inp) ⊃
∀i j. CheckLength(map(swap(i, j))inp) ⊃
∀m.m ∈ (map(swap(i, j)) inp) ⊃ (length m = length h)
(b) CheckLength(h′ :: h :: inp)
(c) CheckLength((swap(i, j) h) :: (map(swap(i, j)) inp))
and the following sub-goal
∀ m. m ∈ ((swap(i, j) h) :: (map(swap(i, j)) inp) ⊃ (length m = length h′)
Using Corollary 6.1, we can add the following assumptions:
(d) CheckLength(h :: inp)
(e) CheckLength(map(swap(i, j)) inp)
Rewriting the goal with the definition of list membership ∈, we get the following two
sub-goals:
(i) length (swap(i, j) h) = length h′
(ii) length m = length h′
The first sub-goal (i) can be proven by using Lemma 6.15, and transitivity. The second
sub-goal (ii) is proven by using Corollary 6.2.
The following lemma is very similar to the above lemma, in that it relates the length
of the buses before and after mapping swap onto a list of buses. It states that if a swap
function is applied onto each bus in a list of buses (inp), and all the resulting buses
are of equal length, and if all the buses in inp are of equal length, then the length of a
bus which is in inp is the same as the length of the first bus that belongs to the list of
swapped buses.
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Lemma 6.20. ∀inp h.∀i j. CheckLength((swap(i, j) h) :: (map(swap(i, j)) inp)) ⊃
CheckLength inp ⊃
∀m. m ∈ inp ⊃ (length m = length (swap(i, j) h))
Proof outline: The proof for this lemma proceeds exactly in the same manner as the
proof of the previous lemma.
Both Lemma 6.19 and Lemma 6.20 are used in the proof of Lemma 6.28 at a later
stage.
Lemma 6.21, also relates the property of length preservation of buses, under swap.
This lemma is about the length of all the buses being equal if a composition of the safe
functions is mapped onto a list of buses all of whose buses are of equal length and is
equal to the length of the first bus. This lemma is used for the proof of Lemma 6.27.
Lemma 6.21. Serial composition of safe functions preserves the length
` ∀c0 c1. safe c0 ⊃ safe c1 ⊃ ∀inp h. CheckLength(h :: inp) ⊃
∀m. m ∈ (map(c0 ◦ c1) inp) ⊃ (length m = length (c0(c1 h)))
Proof outline: The proof is carried out by inducting on inp, and solving the resulting
sub-goals by using the definition of CheckLength and using Lemma 6.12.
The following lemma states that if the length of all the buses within the list is equal
then if this list is appended with itself, the resulting list will have all the buses of equal
length.
Lemma 6.22. Bus lengths stay fixed under bus append
` ∀inp. CheckLength inp ⊃ CheckLength(append inp inp)
Proof outline: By induction on inp, then using the definition of CheckLength and append
to rewrite the goal.
Since id is the function that gives the same output as the input, mapping this onto
a list of buses, will give a list that is equal to the original list of buses. This is stated in
Lemma 6.23.
Lemma 6.23. Mapping identity on a list
` ∀inpm. (m ∈ (map id inp)) ≡ (m ∈ inp)
Proof outline: Proof takes place by induction on inp, and rewriting with the definitions
of map, list membership ∈, and id .
Thus if an identity function is mapped onto a list of buses all of which are of equal
length, then the resulting bus also has the buses all of equal length. Lemma 6.24 states
precisely this.
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Lemma 6.24. Length is invariant when mapping the identity function
` ∀inp. CheckLength inp ⊃ CheckLength (map id inp)
Proof outline: By induction on inp, we get two cases. The base case is trivially solved
by using the definition of map. The step case is rewritten using the definition of
CheckLength, and the resulting sub-goal is solved using Lemma 6.23.
This brings us to another related lemma, which states that if we map a function
(map f) the length of the buses remain equal if they were equal in the original list. This
is given in Lemma 6.25.
Lemma 6.25. Length is invariant when mapping a (map f)
` ∀inp f. CheckLength inp ⊃ CheckLength(map(map f) inp)
Proof outline: The proof takes place by induction on inp. The base case is solved by
rewriting with the definition of map. The step case is solved by rewriting the sub-goal
with the definition of CheckLength, and then using Lemma 6.1 and using the following
property:
∀inp h. CheckLength(h :: inp) ⊃ ∀m f. m ∈ (map(map f) inp) ⊃
(length m = length h)
This property is proven by inducting on inp and using the definition of CheckLength.
Lemma 6.26 states that mapping a function (fold f c0) onto a list of buses reduces
the length of all buses in the resulting list to 1.
Lemma 6.26. Mapping a fold reduces the length of the buses to one
` ∀inp. ∀c0 m f. m ∈ (map(fold f c0) inp) ⊃ (length m = 1)
Proof outline: We do an induction on inp, and simplify the resulting sub-goals using
the definition of fold and list membership ∈.
This brings us to one of the most important lemmas in this section, which states that
mapping a safe function is a length preserving operation on the buses of a list.
Lemma 6.27. Mapping a safe function preserves the length
` ∀c0. safe c0 ⊃ ∀inp. CheckLength inp ⊃ CheckLength(map c0 inp)
Proof outline: The proof begins by rule induction on the the rules defining safe. We
have four cases to prove:
1. ∀inp. CheckLength inp ⊃ CheckLength(map id inp)
This case is exactly same as Lemma 6.24, and thus can be used to rewrite the goal
in one step.
2. ∀f inp. CheckLength inp ⊃ CheckLength(map(map f) inp)
This goal is same as Lemma 6.25, and thus a single rewrite step using this lemma
can discharge this goal.
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3. Assuming the following:
(a) safe c
(b) ∀inp. CheckLength inp ⊃ CheckLength(map c inp)
(c) assoc f
(d) comm f
we have to prove
∀inp. CheckLength inp ⊃ CheckLength(map(fold f c) inp)
The proof for this sub-goal begins by induction on inp. Thus we have two cases
to prove:
(i) CheckLength [ ] ⊃ CheckLength(map(fold f c) [ ])
This can be discharged by rewriting with the definition of map.
(ii) ∀h. CheckLength(h :: inp) ⊃ CheckLength(map(fold f c))(h :: inp)
The proof takes place by some obvious rewriting steps using the definition of
CheckLength, and then using the property given by Lemma 6.26.
4. Assuming the following:
(a) safe c0
(b) safe c1
(c) ∀inp. CheckLength inp ⊃ CheckLength(map c0 inp)
(d) ∀inp. CheckLength inp ⊃ CheckLength(map c1 inp)
we have to prove
∀inp. CheckLength inp ⊃ CheckLength(map(c0 ◦ c1) inp)
The proof begins by induction on inp. Thus we have two cases to prove:
(i) CheckLength [ ] ⊃ CheckLength(map(c0 ◦ c1) [ ])
This can be discharged by rewriting with the definition of map.
(ii) ∀h. CheckLength(h :: inp) ⊃ CheckLength(map(c0 ◦ c1))(h :: inp)
This sub-goal can be proved by rewriting with the definition of map, ◦, and
using the property given by Lemma 6.21.
The next lemma states that applying a swap onto each bus in a given list of buses,
preserves the length of the list. If the buses in the original list were of equal length,
then after the swap the resulting list of buses will have all the buses of equal length.
Lemma 6.28. Length invariant is preserved under swap
` ∀inp. ∀i j. (CheckLength inp) ≡ (CheckLength(map(swap(i, j)) inp))
Proof outline: First we shall prove the ⊃ direction, and then the only-if direction.
Thus we have the following two immediate goals:
1. ∀inp. ∀i j. (CheckLength inp) ⊃ (CheckLength(map(swap(i, j)) inp))
The proof starts by induction on inp. The base case is trivially solved by rewriting
the goal with the definition of map. The step case proceeds by a rewriting step
using the definition of map. The resulting sub-goal is stripped of all its quantifiers
and by having the following assumptions:
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(a) ∀ij. CheckLength inp ⊃ CheckLength(map(swap(i, j) inp))
(b) CheckLength(h :: inp)
we are left to prove:
CheckLength((swap(i, j) h) :: (map(swap(i, j)) inp))
By using Corollary 6.3, we can rewrite the goal to
CheckLength(map(swap(i, j)) inp) ∧
∀m. m ∈ (map(swap(i, j)) inp) ⊃ (length m = length (swap(i, j) h))
From Lemma 6.15 and Lemma 6.19, we can easily prove the above goal.
2. ∀inp. ∀i j. (CheckLength(map(swap(i, j)) inp)) ⊃ (CheckLength inp)
The proof for this direction proceeds similar to the other direction, by induction
on inp, and discharging the base case trivially by rewriting with the definition of
map. The step case is also solved similarly, by rewriting with Corollary 6.3. The
resulting sub-goal is solved by doing rewriting using Lemma 6.15 and Lemma 6.20.
Lemma 6.28 is immediately used in the proof of the next lemma. The next lemma
states that if by appending two different list of buses, we know that the resulting list
has all the buses of equal length, then we can conclude that if we map the swap function
onto each one of the inputs, and then append the resulting lists, all the buses in the
resulting list will be of equal length.
Lemma 6.29. Length of the buses are preserved when swap is applied
` ∀inp1 inp2. CheckLength(append inp1 inp2) ≡
∀i j. CheckLength(append(map(swap(i, j)) inp1)(map(swap(i, j)) inp2))
Proof outline: The equivalence is proved in two directions. Thus we have the following
two sub-goals:
1. ∀inp1 inp2.
CheckLength(append inp1 inp2) ⊃
∀ij. CheckLength(append (map(swap(i, j)) inp1) (map(swap(i, j)) inp2))
The proof for this case proceeds by induction on inp1. Thus we have the following
two cases:
(i) ∀inp2. ∀i j.
CheckLength(append [ ] inp2) ⊃
CheckLength(append(map(swap(i, j)) [ ])(map(swap(i, j)) inp2))
This goal is reduced using the definition of append , and the subsequent goal
is an instance of Lemma 6.28, hence is proved by a rewriting step.
(ii) With the following assumptions:
∀inp2 i j. CheckLength(append (inp1 inp2)) ⊃
CheckLength(append(map(swap(i, j)) inp1)(map(swap(i, j)) inp2))
we have to prove:
∀h inp2 i j.
CheckLength(append (h :: inp1) (inp2)) ⊃
CheckLength(append(map(swap(i, j)) h :: inp1)(map(swap(i, j)) inp2))
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Rewriting the assumptions and the goal using the definition of append , and
then rewriting the sub-goal with Corollary 6.3, we get the following two sub-
goals:
(ii)-(a) CheckLength(append (map(swap(i, j)) inp1) (map(swap(i, j)) inp2))
(ii)-(b) length m = length (swap(i, j) h)
The first sub-goal (ii)-(a), can be discharged easily by using Corollary 6.1
and the assumptions. The second sub-goal (ii)-(b), can be solved by using
Lemma 6.19. If we specialise the quantified variable inp in that lemma with
(append inp1 inp2), and the variable h with h, and add it to our list of assump-
tions, we can subsequently rewrite the assumptions using the Lemma 6.3,
Corollary 6.3 and Lemma 6.15 to prove the goal.
2. ∀inp1 inp2 i j.
CheckLength(append (map(swap(i, j)) inp1) (map(swap(i, j)) inp2)) ⊃
CheckLength(append inp1 inp2)
The proof for this direction starts in a very similar fashion to the proof for the
other direction, except that when we have to prove the last sub-goal, similar to
(ii)-(b) above, we use Lemma 6.20, and then rewrite the assumptions using the
Lemma 6.3, Corollary 6.3 and Lemma 6.15 to prove the goal.
6.4.1 Combinators for constructing circuits
Id
c0
c0
c0
mapNull
Figure 6.2: Circuit construction combinators showing the circuit that generates no out-
put (Null), the Identity circuit (Id) and the function that maps a safe function (map).
The combinators used for defining circuit blocks are defined below. Note that all
these combinators take a list of Boolean lists and produce a list of Boolean lists as an
output. The intuition is that these combinators are all functions from symmetric inputs
to outputs, where the type of list of Boolean lists is used for representing the symmetric
input and outputs. When defining a circuit with non-symmetric inputs, one can pass
them as the first argument and the symmetric inputs can be the second argument. Thus
the combinators we define encapsulate the non-symmetric inputs (list of Boolean lists),
and hence have the following type:
(bool list) list → (bool list) list
This is the type we use to represent the class of symmetric circuit blocks, and the
definitions of circuit construction combinators that we are going to present next, are all
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combinators that allow us to define symmetric circuits. Note however, that not every
circuit with the above type will be symmetric, only those that are constructed using the
combinators that we will soon show, have symmetry.
The combinator Null , shown in Figure 6.2 does not produce any output, and is
useful for circuit designs, where for a certain configuration of inputs, the user wants
to have an empty list of outputs. Then we have the identity or the buffer circuit,
shown in Figure 6.2, and is defined by the combinator Id , which simply returns the
list of symmetric input buses in the output. The third combinator is the polymorphic
combinator map, that we presented in Section 6.3. In Level 1, the function map maps
a safe function c0, onto a list of symmetric input buses.
Null
4
= λsym. [ ]
Id
4
= λsym : (bool list) list. sym
The serial composition operator ◦, shown in Figure 6.3, is the polymorphic function
◦, defined at Level 0 in Section 6.3.3. It is used here to compose two circuits serially.
Parallel composition of two different symmetric circuit blocks is accomplished by a
parallel composition operator (‖) shown below in Figure 6.3. One important constraint
to keep in mind is that both these circuit blocks should generate output lists where each
bus in the list is of equal length. Also the lengths of bus in one of the output lists,
generated from circuit block c1, should be equal to the length of the bus in the other
output list, generated from the circuit c2.
This is important to ensure since we do not want to cluster unequal buses together
in one list. The reason is that we would like to be able to do a bitwise operation on this
list, and to do this all the inputs have to be of equal length.
(c1 ‖ c2) 4= λsym. if CheckLength(append (c1 sym)(c2 sym))
then append (c1 sym)(c2 sym) else [ ]
Given a circuit c, if we want to duplicate it, we can use the Fork combinator, shown
in Figure 6.3. The definition of this is presented below.
Fork c
4
= λsym. append (c sym) (c sym)
Amongst a list of n buses, we may wish to select any one of the n buses, and this
is done by the Select combinator shown in Figure 6.4. Again note that it uses the
definition of list selection function el .
Select n c
4
= λsym. if (n < length(c sym))
then [el n (c sym)] else [ ]
Given a list of buses, we wish to have an operator that can allow us to take all the
buses but the first one. This is a feature that is similar to the tl function on lists. This
is done by the Tail combinator shown in Figure 6.4. We define the combinator Tail in
terms of tl .
Tail c
4
= λsym. if (1 < length(c sym))
then tl (c sym) else [ ]
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C1 C2
C1
C2
C
C
C
DuplicationParallel CompositionSerial Composition
Figure 6.3: Circuit construction combinators showing serial composition (◦), parallel
composition (‖) and duplication (Fork).
TailSelect
C C
Bitwise 
Figure 6.4: Circuit construction combinators showing the combinator that selects one
of the several buses (Select), the one that obtains the tail (Tail), and the combinator
that does the bitwise operation (Bitwise).
Our last combinator definition is also one of the most useful ones. This is the de-
finition of the Bitwise operation (see Figure 6.4) on a list of buses, all of which are
of equal length. The function Bitwise, applies the function f bitwise to all the buses,
and it does this by using the bitwise function on lists, map2 . Bitwise is defined by
folding the combinator (map2 f ), onto a list of buses. The starting value for the foldr
function comes from the head of the list of Boolean lists, and then Bitwise traverses the
remainder of the list of buses, and using the function f , applies (map2 f ) bitwise to all
the buses.
Bitwise f c
4
= λsym. if ((c sym) 6= [ ])
then [ foldr (map2 f)(hd (c sym))(tl (c sym)) ]
else [ ]
Once we define the combinators, we have to establish rules for combining them. In
the next section we will present these rules. These lay the foundation of distinguishing
symmetric circuits from non-symmetric ones. By using these rules to type check a given
piece of circuit syntax, we can conclude that the circuit has symmetry. This is possible
because we prove a type soundness theorem.
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6.4.2 Typing rules for symmetric circuits
In this section we shall present a type system that provides the type judgement rules
for building symmetric circuits. The type for symmetric circuits is given by
c : bool list list→ bool list list
The typing rules are defined by inductively defining the predicate SS , which represents
the concept “symmetry-safe”. Again we use the inductive rule definition package in
HOL to define the rules. The outcome of such a definition in HOL is a set of rule
definitions and a set of tactics that can be used to do proofs by rule induction. The
rules are shown in Table 6.2.
SS Null SS Id
safe c0
SS (map c0 )
SS c1 SS c2
SS (c1 ◦ c2 )
SS c1 SS c2
SS (c1 ‖ c2 )
SS c
SS (Fork c)
SS c n : num
SS (Select n c)
SS c
SS (Tail c)
SS c assoc f comm f f : bool → bool → bool
SS (Bitwise f c)
Table 6.2: Type judgement rules for symmetric circuits.
Clearly Null , and Id are symmetry safe functions, so they are type safe. If we map
(map) a safe functional block c0, the result is a symmetry safe circuit. The serial (◦)
and parallel (‖) composition of two symmetry-safe circuits is a symmetry-safe circuit.
Forking (Fork) is a symmetry-safe combinator. For a given natural number (denoted
by type num), the circuit (Select n c) that selects an nth bus from the output of a
symmetry-safe function is symmetry-safe. The combinator Tail , is a symmetry-safe
combinator, provided it is applied to a symmetry-safe circuit. The last rule is about the
symmetry-safe property of the Bitwise combinator. We enforce the constraint that the
function f of the type bool→ bool→ bool is associative and commutative.
6.4.3 Symmetry of circuits
In this section we will present the definition of symmetry. A circuit is symmetric if
its behaviour remains unchanged under permutation of its symmetric input and output
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states.
Sym c
4
= ∀inp. CheckLength inp ⊃
∀i j. map(swap(i, j))(c inp) = c (map(swap(i, j)) inp)
The definition shown above enforces the constraint that all buses in symmetric inputs
are of equal length. This is to be consistent with the bitwise operations, which require
equal lengths of inputs.
Now that we have shown the definition of symmetry, we would like to prove the type
soundness theorem. Before we show the theorem and its proof, we need to take a look at
two important properties that are needed in the proof of the type soundness theorem.
One that symmetry-safe circuits (SS c) preserve the length invariant i.e., about the
buses being of equal length. This is presented in the form of a theorem, and another
lemma that states a relationship between folding a (map2 f) operator and the swap
function. This lemma is needed to prove the type soundness theorem in the case when
the circuit is formed by a Bitwise combinator.
We first present the theorem about length invariance property of an input, when a
symmetry safe function is applied to it.
Theorem 6.2. Symmetry safe circuit blocks preserve length
` ∀c. SS c ⊃ ∀inp. CheckLength inp ⊃ CheckLength(c inp)
Proof outline. The proof starts by using the rule induction tactic on the predicate SS .
Thus we have nine cases to prove.
1. ∀inp. CheckLength inp ⊃ CheckLength(Null inp)
Follows easily from the definition of CheckLength and Null .
2. ∀inp. CheckLength inp ⊃ CheckLength(Id inp)
Follows easily from the definition of Id .
3. Assuming that c0 is safe, we have to prove that the following sub-goal:
∀inp. CheckLength inp ⊃ CheckLength(map c0 inp)
But this is exactly the same as Lemma 6.27.
4. Given we have the following assumptions:
∀inp. CheckLength inp ⊃ CheckLength(c0 inp)
∀inp. CheckLength inp ⊃ CheckLength(c1 inp)
we need to prove the following sub-goal:
∀inp. CheckLength inp ⊃ CheckLength((c0 ◦ c1) inp)
Rewrite the sub-goal using the definition of serial composition ◦, and using the
definition of CheckLength to rewrite the subsequent goal and assumptions.
5. Given we have the following assumptions:
∀inp. CheckLength inp ⊃ CheckLength(c0 inp)
∀inp. CheckLength inp ⊃ CheckLength(c1 inp)
and we rewrite the goal with the definition of ‖, we need to prove the following
sub-goal:
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∀inp. CheckLength inp ⊃
CheckLength(if (CheckLength(append(c0 inp)(c1 inp))) then
append (c0 inp)(c1 inp)) else [ ])
By doing a case-split on the conditional if−then−else, and using our assumptions,
we need to discharge the following two sub-goals:
(a) Under the assumption that the if part holds, we need to prove
CheckLength(append(c0 inp)(c1 inp))
which is the same as the assumption, so proved.
(b) When the else part of the conditional holds, then we need to prove
CheckLength [ ]
which is easily discharged by rewriting the sub-goal with the definition of
CheckLength.
6. Rewriting with the definition of Fork , under the assumptions that (CheckLength inp)
holds and (∀inp. CheckLength inp ⊃ CheckLength(c inp)) holds, we can easily
prove from Lemma 6.22 that the following sub-goal holds:
CheckLength(append (c inp)(c inp))
7. Rewriting with the definition of Select , we get the following two sub-goals:
(a) Under the assumption that ∀inp. CheckLength inp ⊃ CheckLength(c inp)
holds, and (n < (length(c inp))), it follows from the definition of CheckLength
that the following sub-goal is true.
CheckLength [ (el n(c inp)) ]
(b) The sub-goal (CheckLength [ ]) holds trivially from the definition of CheckLength.
8. Rewriting with the definition of Tail , we have the following two cases:
(a) Under the following assumptions:
1. ∀inp. CheckLength inp ⊃ CheckLength(c inp)
2. 1 < length(c inp)
3. CheckLength inp
4. CheckLength(c inp)
We have to show that CheckLength(tl (c inp)) holds. From (1 < length(c inp)),
it follows that (0 < length(c inp)). From Lemma 6.9, and the assumptions,
the goal trivially follows.
(b) From the definition of CheckLength, it follows trivially.
9. Rewriting the goal with the definition of Bitwise, we get two sub-goals that we
can discharge easily by using the definition of CheckLength.
Now we come to the lemma that is needed for the proof of the last case for the type
soundness theorem. This lemma states that for all non-empty lists of buses, if all the
buses are of equal length in the list, then the swap distributes across the folding of the
(map2 f) operator over the list of buses. The proof of this theorem relies on proving
another property, which we present in Lemma 6.31.
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Lemma 6.30. Swap distributes over the fold of (map2 f)
` ∀inp. (inp 6= [ ]) ⊃
CheckLength inp ⊃
∀f. assoc f ⊃ comm f ⊃
∀i j. (foldr (map2 f)(hd (map(swap(i, j)) inp))(tl(map(swap(i, j)) inp))
=
(swap(i, j)(foldr (map2 f)(hd inp)(tl inp)))
Proof outline: We do an induction on inp. The base case is solved trivially by falsifying
the assumption. The step case begins by rewriting the goal using the definitions of foldr ,
map, map2 , hd and tl . This reduces the goal to following:
foldr (map2 f) (swap(i, j) h)(map(swap(i, j)) inp) =
swap(i, j) (foldr (map2 f) h inp)
and we have the following assumptions:
(a) inp 6= [ ] ⊃ CheckLength inp ⊃
∀f. assoc f ⊃ comm f ⊃
(foldr (map2 f) (hd (map(swap(i, j)) inp))
(tl (map(swap(i, j)) inp)) =
swap(i, j) (foldr (map2 f) (hd inp) (tl inp)))
(b) (h :: inp) 6= [ ]
(c) CheckLength(h :: inp)
(d) assoc f
(e) comm f
Using Corollary 6.1, we can conclude CheckLength inp. Adding Lemma 6.31, we can
add the following on the stack of assumptions:
∀inp. CheckLength inp ⊃
∀h. (∀m. m ∈ inp ⊃ (length m = length h)) ⊃
∀i j f. swap(i, j) (foldr (map2 f) h inp) =
foldr (map2 f) (swap(i, j) h) (map(swap(i, j)) inp)
Resolving this assumption with others and from the definition of CheckLength, we can
easily prove the goal.
The following lemma states that when folding the (map2 f) operator onto a list of
buses, and supplying an element h as the base value of the fold function, where h is the
first element of the list, whose length being equal to the rest of the buses in the list, the
order of applying the swap onto each bus in the list, will not matter. The proof of this
theorem involves another property, that we present in Lemma 6.32.
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Lemma 6.31. Folding (map2 f) distributes over swap
` ∀inp. CheckLength inp ⊃
∀h. (∀m. m ∈ inp ⊃ (length m = length h)) ⊃
∀f i j. (swap(i, j) (foldr (map2 f) h inp)
=
foldr (map2 f) (swap(i, j) h)(map(swap(i, j)) inp))
Proof outline: We induct on inp. The base case is solved easily by rewriting with the
definition of map, and foldr . The proof for the step case proceeds by rewriting with the
definition of foldr , and map. Thus we have the following assumptions:
(a) CheckLength inp ⊃ ∀h. (∀m. m ∈ inp ⊃ (length m = length h)) ⊃
∀f i j. swap(i, j)(foldr (map2 f) h inp) =
(foldr (map2 f) (swap(i, j) h) (map(swap(i, j)) inp))
(b) CheckLength(h :: inp)
(c) ∀m. m ∈ (h :: inp) ⊃ (length m = length h′)
and we have to prove the following goal:
swap(i, j) (map2 f h (foldr (map2 f) h′ inp)) =
map2 f (swap(i, j) h) (foldr (map2 f) (swap(i, j) h′) (map(swap(i, j)) inp))
Unfolding the definition list membership ∈, we get the following assumptions:
(a) CheckLength inp ⊃ ∀h. (∀m. m ∈ inp ⊃ (length m = length h)) ⊃
∀f i j. swap(i, j)(foldr (map2 f) h inp) =
(foldr (map2 f) (swap(i, j) h) (map(swap(i, j)) inp))
(b) CheckLength(h :: inp)
(c) ∀m. ((m = h) ∨ (m ∈ inp)) ⊃ (length m = length h′)
From (c) it follows that (length h) = (length h′). Modus Ponens with Lemma 6.32,
leads us to have the following assumptions:
(a) CheckLength inp ⊃ ∀h. (∀m. m ∈ inp ⊃ (length m = length h)) ⊃
∀f i j. swap(i, j)(foldr (map2 f) h inp) =
(foldr (map2 f) (swap(i, j) h) (map(swap(i, j)) inp))
(b) CheckLength(h :: inp)
(c) (length h = length h′)
(d) ∀f. (length h = length (foldr (map2 f) h′ inp))
Using Lemma 6.11, we get the following assumptions:
(a) CheckLength inp ⊃ ∀h. (∀m. m ∈ inp ⊃ (length m = length h)) ⊃
∀f i j. swap(i, j)(foldr (map2 f) h inp) =
(foldr (map2 f) (swap(i, j) h) (map(swap(i, j)) inp))
(b) CheckLength(h :: inp)
(c) (length h = length h′)
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(d) ∀f. (length h = length (foldr (map2 f) h′ inp))
(e) map2 f (swap(i, j) h) (swap(i, j) (foldr (map2 f h′ inp)) =
swap(i, j) (map2 f h (foldr (map2 f) h′ inp))
The goal we need to prove is:
swap(i, j) (map2 f h (foldr (map2 f) h′ inp)) =
map2 f (swap(i, j) h) (foldr (map2 f) (swap(i, j) h′) (map(swap(i, j)) inp))
Right hand side of assumption (e) is the same as the left hand side of the goal. After a
rewriting step, and using extensional equality of functions, we get to prove:
swap(i, j) (foldr (map2 f ) h′ inp) =
foldr(map2 f) (swap(i, j) h′)(map(swap(i, j)) inp)
which can be easily proved by using Corollary 6.1, and the assumptions.
The following lemma states that folding the (map2 f) operator onto a tail of a list
of buses, with the base bus h′, will result in a bus whose length is equal to the length
of the first element of the list (h), of the buses, provided the length of bus h is equal to
the length of the bus h′. As we have pointed out, this lemma is needed in the proof of
the previous lemma, and therefore we have presented it here.
Lemma 6.32. Folding (map2 f) preserves the length of the buses
` ∀h inp. CheckLength(h :: inp) ⊃
∀h′ f. (length h = length h′) ⊃
(length h = length (foldr (map2 f) h′ inp))
Proof outline: The proof takes place by induction. The base case is solved trivially by
rewriting the goal with the definition of foldr . The step case is solved by first stripping
the quantifiers and resolving the assumptions with Lemma 6.2 and Lemma 6.4, and
rewriting with the definition of foldr . Thus the goal would look like:
length h = length (map2 f h (foldr (map2 f) h′′ inp))
and the set of assumptions appear as:
(a) ∀h. CheckLength(h :: inp) ⊃
∀h′. (length h) = (length h′) ⊃
∀f. length h = length (foldr (map2 f) h′ inp)
(b) CheckLength(h′ :: h :: inp)
(c) length h′ = length h′′
(d) length h′ = length h
(e) CheckLength(h′ :: inp)
At this stage, the goal is easily proved by using Lemma 6.2.
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6.4.4 Type soundness theorem
Now we are ready to present the type soundness theorem and the proof. We used the
inductive rule definition package in HOL 4 to prove this theorem, here we show the
complete proof.
Theorem 6.3. Symmetry safe circuits have symmetry
` ∀c. SS c ⊃ Sym c
Proof outline. The proof begins by invoking rule induction on the predicate SS . Thus
we have nine cases to prove.
1. Sym Null
Follows from the definitions of Sym and Null .
2. Sym Id
Follows from the definitions of Sym and Id .
3. Assuming (safe c0), we shall prove Sym (map c0 ). Rewriting with the definition
of Sym, we need to prove the following:
∀inp. CheckLength inp ⊃ ∀i j. map(swap(i, j)) (map c0 inp) =
map c0 (map(swap(i, j)) inp)
From Lemma 6.18, we can conclude that the above holds, given we know from our
assumption that (safe c0) holds.
4. Assuming (SS c0), (SS c1), (Sym c0) and (Sym c1), we shall prove (Sym(c0 ◦ c1)).
Rewriting the goal with the definition of Sym, and the serial composition ◦, we
need to prove the following:
map (swap(i, j))(c1(c0 inp)) = c1(c0 (map(swap(i, j)) inp)
From Lemma 6.2 and our assumptions (SS c0), and (SS c1) we know that
CheckLength(c0 inp) and CheckLength(c1 inp) hold. By unfolding the definition
of Sym c0 and Sym c1 in the assumptions, and by subsequent rewriting, we can
deduce our goal.
5. Assuming (SS c0), (SS c1), (Sym c0) and (Sym c1), we shall prove
(Sym(c0 ‖ c1)). By rewriting the goal with the definition of ‖ and Sym, we get
the following sub-goal, under the assumption that CheckLength inp holds for any
arbitrary inp.
map(swap(i, j))(if CheckLength(append(c0 inp)(c1 inp))
then (append(c0 inp)(c1 inp)) else [ ])
=
(if CheckLength(append(c0(map(swap(i, j)) inp))(c1(map(swap(i, j)) inp)))
then (append(c0 (map(swap(i, j)) inp))(c1(map(swap(i, j)) inp)))
else [ ])
The proof now proceeds with a case-split on the conditional, and we get four
sub-cases.
(a) map(swap(i, j))(append(c0 inp)(c1 inp)) =
(append(c0(map(swap(i, j)) inp))(c1(map(swap(i, j)) inp)))
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Unfolding the definition of Sym c0, and Sym c1 in the assumptions, and
rewriting the sub-goal using Lemma 6.3, we can prove this case.
(b) map(swap(i, j))(append (c0 inp)(c1 inp)) = [ ]
This case is discharged using Lemma 6.29, given that we have the following
assumptions:
(i) CheckLength(append (c0 inp)(c1 inp))
(ii) ∼CheckLength(append (c0 (map(swap(i, j)) inp))(c1 (map(swap(i, j)) inp)))
(c) map(swap(i, j)) [ ]
= append(c0(map(swap(i, j)) inp))(c1(map(swap(i, j)) inp))
The proof steps are similar to the above case.
(d) map(swap(i, j)) [ ] = [ ]
By rewriting this goal with the definition of map.
6. Assuming (SS c) and (Sym c), we need to prove (Fork c). By rewriting the
assumption and the goal, using the definition of Sym, and then rewriting the
subsequent goal again with the definition of Fork , we can prove this case.
7. Assuming (SS c) and (Sym c), we need to prove (Select n c). Rewriting the
assumption and the goal, using the definition of Sym, and then rewriting the
subsequent goal again with the definition of Select , we get the following sub-goal
to prove:
map(swap(i, j)) (if (n < length(c inp)) then [ el n (c inp) ]) else [ ]
= if (n < (length (c (map(swap(i, j)) inp)))
then [el n (c (swap(i, j)) inp)])
else [ ]
The proof now proceeds with a case-split on the conditional, if−then−else, and
we get four sub-cases.
(a) map(swap(i, j)) [ el n (c inp) ] = [ el n (c (map(swap(i, j)) inp))]
This case is discharged by using Lemma 6.14.
(b) map(swap(i, j)) [ el n (c inp) ] = [ ]
This case is discharged by using Lemma 6.16, given that we have the following
assumptions:
(i) length (c inp) > n
(ii) ∼(length (c (map(swap(i, j)) inp)) > n)
(c) map(swap(i, j)) [ ] = [ el n (c (map(swap(i, j)) inp)) ]
The proof steps are similar to the above case.
(d) map(swap(i, j)) [ ] = [ ]
The last sub-case follows easily by rewriting the goal with the definition of
map.
8. Assuming (SS c) and (Sym c), we need to prove (Tail c). If we rewrite the goal
with the definition of Tail and Sym, and rewrite the assumption with the definition
of Sym, we get the following sub-goal:
map(swap(i, j)) (if 1 < (length(c inp)) then (tl(c inp)) else [ ])
=
if (1 < length(c (map(swap(i, j)) inp))) then (tl(c map(swap(i, j)) inp)) else [ ]
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The proof now proceeds with a case-split on the conditional, if−then−else, and
we get four sub-cases.
(a) map(swap(i, j)) (tl (c inp)) = tl(c (map(swap(i, j)) inp))
The proof for this sub-goal takes place by rewriting the assumptions using
the definition of Sym and using Lemma 6.13 to rewrite the goal.
(b) map(swap(i, j)) (tl(c inp)) = [ ]
This is proved by using Lemma 6.16, given that we have the following as-
sumptions:
(i) length (c inp) > 1
(ii) ∼(length (c (map(swap(i, j)) inp)) > 1
(c) map(swap(i, j))[ ] = tl(c (map(swap(i, j)) inp))
The proof steps are similar to the above case.
(d) map(swap(i, j)) [ ] = [ ]
Rewriting with the definition of map.
9. Assuming (assoc f), (comm f), (SS c) and (Sym c), we shall prove (Sym (Bitwise f c)).
The proof begins by rewriting the goal and the assumptions with the definition of
Sym, and rewriting the goal with the definition of Bitwise. Thus we need to prove
the following sub-goal:
(map(swap(i, j)) (if ((c inp) 6= [ ]) then
[foldr (map2 f) (hd(c inp))(tl(c inp))] else [ ]))
=
(if ((c (map(swap(i, j)) inp)) 6= [ ]) then
[ foldr (map2 f)(hd(c (map(swap(i, j)) inp)))
(tl(c (map(swap(i, j)) inp))) ] else [ ])
The proof now proceeds with a case-split on the conditional, if−then−else, and
we get four sub-cases.
(a) map(swap(i, j)) [ foldr (map2 f) (hd(c inp)) (tl(c inp)) ]
=
[ foldr (map2 f) (hd(c (map(swap(i, j)) inp))) (tl(c (map(swap(i, j)) inp))) ]
This case is proven by first rewriting the sub-goal with map, and then using
Lemma 6.30 and Lemma 6.2.
(b) map(swap(i, j)) [ foldr (map2 f) (hd(c inp)) (tl(c inp)) ] = [ ]
This case is proven by using Lemma 6.16, given that we have the following
assumptions:
(i) length (c inp) > 0
(ii) ∼(length (c (map(swap(i, j)) inp)) > 0
(c) map(swap(i, j)) [ ] =
[ foldr(map2 f) (hd(c (map(swap(i, j)) inp))) (tl(c (map(swap(i, j)) inp))) ]
The proof steps are similar to the above case.
(d) map(swap(i, j)) [ ] = [ ]
By rewriting with the definition of map.
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Circuits take a non-symmetric input, a symmetric input and give an output. In
the type system above, the symmetric circuit blocks had encapsulated the type of non-
symmetric inputs (bool list list). We showed definitions of functions that let us construct
larger symmetric blocks from smaller ones by using combinators judiciously. The type
judgement rules together with the type soundness theorem guarantees that the resulting
circuit blocks are symmetric. Now we will present what it means generally for a circuit
to have symmetry. This notion is expressed by the predicate Validate.
Definition 6.17. Validating circuits to be symmetric
V alidate (c : bool list list→ bool list list→ bool list list) 4= ∀nsym. SS (c nsym)
Lemma 6.33. Type safe circuits have symmetry
` ∀c. V alidate c ⊃ ∀nsym. Sym (c nsym)
Proof outline: The proof takes place by unfolding the definition of Validate and rewriting
by using Theorem 6.3.
In practice, for each new circuit definition c in question, we use tactics in HOL to prove
that SS c holds. The tactics are usually very simple, made up of the rule definitions and
certain basic simplifications based on the circuit definition. The strength of this proof
oriented approach to type checking is that starting from the most basic gates onwards,
we can re-use the proof results bottom-up building a library of circuits that have been
certified to be symmetric via type checking.
Another advantage of our type checking method is that for different sizes for of a
given circuit (for example memories of different sizes), doing the type checking, requires
constant amount of time, which is usually of the order of few seconds, and there are no
constraints on space.
6.5 Adding time to the combinational circuits
The symmetry we are interested in capturing are the ones that arise due to special
treatment of groups of wires, and the way they are combined with other functional
blocks. In the previous sections, we showed different ways in which combinational
blocks of circuits can be combined to generate symmetry. A key observation here is that
symmetry is a structural property, it arises purely due to the structure of the circuit,
and this precisely why we did not consider the delay elements so far in our presentation
of the abstract data type. Delay elements such as latches and flip-flops do not contribute
explicitly to the symmetry of the circuit. However they can be present in the circuit,
and the overall circuit may or may not have symmetry depending on whether or not
the circuit is type checked according to the typing rules we provided earlier. In other
words, the temporal behaviour of the delay elements does not influence the way the delay
elements are connected with other components to give rise to structural symmetry. This
is why we chose to abstract the temporal aspect of the behaviour in our representation
of delay elements.
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We also do a structural abstraction of the delay elements. We consider each delay
element to take an input, a clock and an output, and leave out the complementary
output and the resets. Since the values that appear at the input, output and the clock
are bit values, we use the type of Boolean to denote this. Thus each delay element has
the following type:
bool→ bool→ bool
Delay elements that we have used in our experiments are the rising-edge latch (RE ),
and an active-high (AH ) latch. The rising-edge latch samples the input value at the
output at every rising edge of the clock, whereas the active-high latch also known as the
level-triggered latch samples the input during the period that the clock is high.
RE (clk : bool)
4
= λinp : bool. inp
AH (clk : bool)
4
= λinp : bool. inp
The definition shown above simply returns the input value at the output, in the same way
as a buffer does. However, the exact interpretation, about when these values appear is
left for a later stage, and will depend on the context. If we wish to simulate the circuits
containing delay elements, in HOL, then we can use an interpreter function written
using functions in ML and HOL, that models the actual behaviour of the device. We
shall explain about this in detail in a later section. If we want to simulate the circuits
containing delay elements in Forte, then they have to be compiled to a flat FSM, and
the interpretation of the delay elements takes place in that process. We shall explain
more about this in Chapter 7.
This idea of using different interpretations, is similar to the notion of alternative base
functions [80] and the non-standard interpretations based circuit analysis [102].
We have shown two different delay elements, so that when we compile the circuits
in FSM∗ to FSMs in Forte, we can interpret these delay elements then, and illustrate
the behavioural differences. We have modelled simple circuits such as a unit-delay
multiplexer, and a comparator using a RE latch while we used the AH latch, to model
SRAM and CAMs later in Chapter 9. If one desires to extend the library of delay
elements, it can be done by adding more definitions, and suitably interpreting them in
the two separate compilation phases later on.
6.6 Examples
In this section we will show examples of modelling circuits using the definitions of
functions shown in Level 0 and Level 1.
Modelling basic circuits
Our first example shows how to model basic gates. The definitions of some simple gates
are shown in Definition 6.19. The definition relies on using functional blocks, which are
presented in Definition 6.18. The functional blocks use the definition of Boolean and,
or and not, already defined in HOL.
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Definition 6.18. Functional blocks
inv
4
= map (∼)
and
4
= fold (∧) id
or
4
= fold (∨) id
nand
4
= inv ◦ and
Definition 6.19. Basic gates
Inv
4
= map inv
And
4
= map and
Or
4
= map or
Nand
4
= map nand
Our next example is the one showing Boolean bitwise operations.
Definition 6.20. Bitwise operations
bAnd
4
= Bitwise (∧) Id
bOr
4
= Bitwise (∨) Id
Now we present the definition of an n-bit comparator. There is nothing in the defi-
nition which restricts the size of the comparator. Figure 6.5 shows a 2-bit comparator
with a unit-delay.
Comparator
a0
b
a
b
0
1
1
i
i
0
1
out
ck
o RE
Figure 6.5: A unit-delay, 2-bit comparator.
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Definition 6.21. Unit-delay comparator
xnor a b = (a ∧ b) ∨ (∼a ∧ ∼b)
Comp ck = let comp = Bitwise xnor Id
in
map(map(RE (hd (hd ck)))) ◦ And ◦ comp
When we get to evaluate the definition of the comparator, we can specify the buses
as a list of Boolean lists. When we say evaluate here, we mean evaluating the function
comparator to produce a flat term in HOL, with no structure any more, just a term
with each node connected to another by Boolean connectors like ∧, ∨, ∼ and so on.
Below we show a HOL session, where we specify the size of the comparator by specifying
the two input buses (a and b, of size 2) and the clock. Note that clock (ck) is a non-
symmetric input, and the buses [a0;a1] and [b0;b1] are symmetric inputs, clubbed
together in a list. A HOL conversion comp conv built from the combinator definitions
and a list simplifier (SIMP CONV list ss), is used to evaluate the comparator definition.
The output of the conversion is a theorem in HOL, the right-hand side of which is the
intended structural flat definition of the comparator. Notice that the semantics of the
delay elements have not been interpreted at all, they appear as a primitive in the output.
In the next section, we shall provide one way to interpret the delay elements, in a manner
that the exact behaviour of the circuit can be simulated at the HOL prompt.
Evaluating the structure
val comp_model_list =
[comparator_def, And_def, and_def, fold_def, xnor_def, toTime_def,
map, Mem, Null_def, Id_def, o_DEF, Foldr, ||_def, id_def, Fork_def, el,
Select_def, toTime_def, Tail_def, Bitwise_def, append, hd, tl];
val comp_conv = SIMP_CONV list_ss (comp_model_list);
`` comparator [[ck]] [[a0; a1];[b0; b1]] ` ;`
comp_conv it;
> val it = `` comparator [[ck]] [[a0; a1]; [b0; b1]] `` : term
- > val it =
|- comparator [[ck]] [[a0; a1]; [b0; b1]] =
[[RE ck ((b1 ∧ a1 ∨ ∼b1 ∧ ∼a1) ∧(b0 ∧ a0 ∨ ∼b0 ∧ ∼a0))]] : thm
Mux
The last example in this section is a unit-delay 2-to-1 multiplexer. Again a particular
size is not specified in the definition; it is left until we are ready to evaluate the particular
instance later. This example shows how more than one non-symmetric input is clubbed
together in a single list of non-symmetric inputs. The definition is self explanatory.
Figure 6.6 shows an n-bit multiplexer.
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Definition 6.22. Unit-delay multiplexer
ctrl and inp = map (∧ (hd inp))
not ctrl and inp = map (∧ (∼(hd inp)))
M1 inp = (map(ctrl and inp)) ◦ Select 0 Id
M2 inp = (map(not ctrl and inp)) ◦ Select 1 Id
Auxmux inp = ((M1 inp) || (M2 inp))
Mux [ck; ctrl] = map(map(RE (hd ck))) ◦ Bitwise (∨) (Auxmux ctrl)
Notice, that the effect of mapping the delay element RE onto the output of the mux
circuitry, is to map an instance of RE onto each element of the output bus. This becomes
visible in the HOL snippet of the Mux example shown next.
a
out
b
ctrl
RE
Figure 6.6: A unit-delay, 2-to-1 multiplexer.
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Evaluating the structure
val mux_model_list = [Mux_def, Auxmux_def, M1_def, M2_def,
ctrl_and_def, not_ctrl_and_def, toTime_def, map, Mem, Null_def,
Id_def, o_DEF, Foldr, ||_def, id_def, Fork_def, el, Select_def,
toTime_def, Tail_def, Bitwise_def, append, hd, tl];
val mux_conv = SIMP_CONV list_ss (mux_model_list);
val MUX_CONV = SIMP_CONV std_ss [DISJ_IMP_THM, FORALL_AND_THM,
UNWIND_FORALL_THM1, length, hd, tl, Foldr, map2]);
`` Mux [[ck]; [ctrl]] [[a0; a1]; [b0; b1]] ` ;`
mux_conv it;
RIGHT_CONV_RULE(SIMP_CONV std_ss [ONE]) it;
RIGHT_CONV_RULE(mux_conv) it;
RIGHT_CONV_RULE(REWRITE_CONV [CheckLength_def, map, append]) it;
RIGHT_CONV_RULE(MUX_CONV) it;
> val it =
` Mux [[ck]; [ctrl]] [[a0; a1]; [b0; b1]] =
[[RE ck (~ctrl ∧ b0 ∨ ctrl ∧ a0);
RE ck (~ctrl ∧ b1 ∨ ctrl ∧ a1)]] : thm
We use conversion (mux conv) designed specifically around the definition of func-
tions used in the Mux definition, and the combinators for circuit construction defined
at Level 1 and Level 0. In the specific example of Mux we also have another conver-
sion MUX CONV that helps to simplify the terms with quantifiers over implications and
connectors, by making use of in-built theorems DISJ IMP THM and FORALL AND THM, and
UNWIND FORALL THM1.
In the next section, we show how to interpret the delay elements and evaluate the
circuits for their behaviour in HOL.
6.7 Simulating models in HOL – interpreting time
So far we have shown how to model circuits using the circuit constructing combinators
and functional blocks in FSM∗, in a type safe manner ensuring that the resulting circuit
model has symmetry. We also showed how we model delay elements, and combine them
to produce circuits that have symmetry and delay as well.
In this section, we will present a method of interpreting these circuits in HOL, for
evaluating their behaviour. This is done by using an ML function that does some pre-
processing, followed by conversions in HOL to complete the simulation.
The task of the ML function is to take a circuit term written in the HOL logic (using
the combinators of FSM∗) and return another term in the HOL logic, which is the
equivalent definition of circuit, but that can be now simulated over streams. Thus the
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ML function looks at the right-hand side of the definition of the circuit, a HOL term
with the HOL type bool list list→ bool list list → bool list list, and returns another
HOL term that is an interpretation of the original circuit definition, with the following
type
(num → (bool list) list)→ (num → (bool list) list)→ (num → (bool list) list)
The ML function works by systematically applying a HOL function toTime, to the
right hand side of the circuit definition, and for a given time point t, delays the sequence
of symmetric and non-symmetric inputs, if they are in the cone of a delay primitive.
Thus the intended behaviour of a delay element is captured by delaying the sequences
of inputs. If there are no delay elements, then the input sequences are not delayed. The
result of applying toTime and delaying the sequence of inputs is another term in HOL
that models the behaviour of the original circuit definition.
For a given sequence of symmetric inputs, non-symmetric inputs, and time, if the
behaviour of the circuit needs to be determined, one can simply rewrite the circuit term
with the definitions of toT ime, definitions of delay primitives such as RE , and AH , and
other circuit combinators. We do not show the implementation of the ML function here,
since it is simply a term processing step which is done easily by using the built-in ML
term construction and destruction functions.
Structured
   Models
    Simulatable 
        models
         in HOL
HOL
function
FSM*
ML preprocessor
+
Equivalent
Figure 6.7: Interpreting structured models for simulation in HOL.
Now we show the definition of the function toTime.
Definition 6.23. Interpreting circuits temporally
toT ime (c : bool list list→ bool list list) σsym (t : num) = c (σsym t)
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One interesting property we want to establish is that all circuits in FSM∗ that have
the symmetry expressed by Sym, their equivalent interpreted version on streams has
symmetry as well. To define a mathematical definition of symmetry of circuits over
streams, we need the concept of applying the permutation on a sequence of Boolean
streams, and the notion of length invariance for the sequence. The latter is needed to
establish that the length of the buses in symmetric inputs, stays equal for all time points.
The function apply applies a permutation (swap) on the sequence of list of buses.
Definition 6.24. Applying a swap on a sequence
apply pi σ t = map pi (σ t)
The predicate length inv states that for all time points the list of buses should have
each bus of equal length.
Definition 6.25. Length invariant of sequence
length inv σ = ∀t. CheckLength(σ t)
Now we can present the definition of symmetry of circuits, interpreted over Boolean
streams. The definition captures the notion of structural symmetry. The behaviour of
the circuit stays constant, under permutations of input and output states, over all time
points.
Definition 6.26. Symmetry for timed versions of circuits
Symτ (c : (num → bool list list)→ (num → bool list list)) =
∀σsym . length inv σsym ⊃
∀t i j. map(swap(i, j))(c σsym t) = c (apply(swap(i, j)) σsym) t
The next lemma articulates the connection between symmetries in the two worlds,
the world of FSM∗, where the time is denoted by delay primitives, and the world where
circuits are interpreted over streams. The merit of this lemma lies in showing that
by interpreting the circuits over streams, using the function toTime, does not destroy
the symmetry of the circuit. Thus the two circuit models with the different type are
equivalent because they both have symmetry. This is shown in Figure 6.7.
Lemma 6.34. Relation between Sym and Symτ
` ∀c. (Sym c) ⊃ Symτ (toT ime c)
Proof outline: Proof takes place by rewriting with the definitions of Sym, Symτ , toTime,
length inv and apply .
Thus having established the relation between two different symmetries, we can state
the following theorem, that says that all type safe circuits validated by the predicate
SS , show symmetry when executed over a sequence of time.
Lemma 6.35. Type safe circuits exhibit Symτ
` ∀c. (SS c) ⊃ Symτ (toT ime c)
Proof outline: Follows from Lemma 6.34.
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Examples
In this section we revisit the comparator and the multiplexer example, and show how
the function toTime turns them to their versions over streams.
Comparator
We presented the example of a unit-delay in the last section. Now we show how to
interpret it using the function toTime. The circuit definition presented in the earlier
section is stripped, and the function toTime is applied consistently onto each sub-term
on the right hand side of the definition. This is because a delay element in the form
of RE was encountered in the definition. The first session shows the output of an ML
interpreter, for the comparator. Notice, that the output of the circuit is delayed by one
time point, asking the value of the output, by executing the circuit at the previous time
point. Thus the effect of mapping a delay element RE is to delay the input sequence
σsym by one time point (t-1).
val CompTimed = `` λσnsymσsym t.(toTime (map (map (RE (hd (hd (ck))))))
◦(toTime (And ◦ comp)) σsym (t-1) `` ;
Now consider two streams of inputs, non-symmetric input nsym, given by a constant
value of a symbolic value ck, and the symmetric input given by sym whose value changes
over time. Thus the values returned by the symmetric input sequence at time points 0,
1, and 2 are all different.
val nsym = `` λt. (ck:bool list list) ` ;`
val sym = `` λt. if (t=0) then ([[a0; a1];[b0; b1]])
else if (t=(SUC 0)) then [[T;T];[T;F]]
else ([[a0; a1];[c0; c1]]) `` ;
We can write the conversion comp conv again using the list simplifier, and the defin-
itions of combinators, but this time adding the definition of toTime.
val comp_model_list =
[comparator_def, And_def, and_def, fold_def, xnor_def, toTime_def,
map, Mem, Null_def, Id_def, o_DEF, Foldr, ||_def, id_def, Fork_def, el,
Select_def, toTime_def, Tail_def, Bitwise_def, append, hd, tl];
val comp_conv = SIMP_CONV list_ss (comp_model_list);
When executed over time points 0, 1 and 2, the trace of the circuit execution can be
seen in the HOL session shown in Table A.1, A.2 and A.3, in the Appendix.
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Mux
The multiplexer example is shown in the HOL session below. This example shows that
both the non-symmetric and symmetric sequence of inputs is delayed by one time point.
The reason is because the value at output is the value that gets computed by the state
of the inputs at the previous time point. In the case of Mux, since control pin is another
non-symmetric input besides the clock, its state has to be delayed by one time point.
val MuxTimed = `` λσnsym σsym t.(toTime(map(map(RE(hd ck)))) ◦
toTime(Bitwise(∨)(Auxmux (el (SUC 0) (σnsym (t-1))))))σsym (t-1) `` ;
Conversions are written in the usual manner using list simplifiers, and using the
conversions shown earlier for reducing the terms with implications, and quantification.
val mux_model_list = [Mux_def, Auxmux_def, M1_def, M2_def,
ctrl_and_def, not_ctrl_and_def, toTime_def, map, Mem, Null_def,
Id_def, o_DEF, Foldr, ||_def, id_def, Fork_def, el, Select_def, toTime_def,
Tail_def, Bitwise_def, append, hd, tl];
val mux_conv = SIMP_CONV list_ss (mux_model_list);
val MUX_CONV = SIMP_CONV std_ss [DISJ_IMP_THM, FORALL_AND_THM,
UNWIND_FORALL_THM1, length, hd, tl, Foldr, map2]);
Now consider the train of input sequences shown in the following HOL session.
val nsym = `` λt. if (t=0) then [ck;[T]] else [ck;[F]] `` ;
val sym = `` λt. [[a0; a1];[b0; b1]] `` ;
The non-symmetric input sequence changes with time, so the control will select the
first bus at time point 1, but will select the second bus at time point 2. The execution
trace in HOL for the two time instances is shown in Table A.4 and Table A.5, in the
Appendix.
6.8 Related Work
The idea to use a type to capture symmetry was first given by Ip and Dill [40]. They
implemented scalarsets in Murφ, to capture symmetry, and verified cache-coherence
protocols. Ken McMillan [64] also used scalarsets to verify several circuits, including
verifying Tomasulo’s out-of-order execution algorithm [87].
Our work on the design of the abstract data type has been inspired by the work done
by Luk et al. [69] on regular circuit design. Luk et al. presented several higher-order
combinators to model circuits in a functional language based on µFP [101]. Some of the
combinators we have used in our work, like map, map2 , and the serial (◦) and parallel
(‖) composition operators, are very similar to the combinators in [69]. Higher-order
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combinators appear regularly in many functional and hardware design languages such
as Hydra [80, 81], Lava [22], and reFLect [75]. Our motivation was to design a subset
of regular circuits, namely the ones that are symmetric, and therefore our set of circuit
construction functions is small compared to the set of combinators proposed in [69].
In principle, an ADT can be implemented in any language, but there are features in
some languages that provide a natural setting for their implementation. For example we
believe that strongly typed, functional languages such as ML, Haskell, Lava and reFLect
are all well suited for implementing the ADT. This is because commonly used data types
such as lists are inductively defined in these languages, and common operations on these
data types such as taking a head of a list, or tail of a list are trivial to implement. If
we implement the ADT in any of the above languages, we do not have to reimplement
many of the basic operations on list, since they already exist.
When we define the circuits using the ADT, we need to guarantee that the circuit
will have the kind of structural symmetry we intend to discover. This cannot be taken
for granted, and we are obligated to prove that this is indeed the case. This is why we
chose a theorem prover so that proofs about the type safety theorem could be done with
full rigour, and this was done within HOL by doing a shallow embedding of our theory.
In our work we took a functional approach to model circuits, given that more recent
advances in HDL designs [22, 75, 80, 100] have advocated use of functional languages.
Also, it is easier to simulate functions than relations, for rapid prototyping in the early
stages of design cycle. The idea to keep structure and the run-time behaviour of circuit
models, is inspired by the work done by John O’Donnell [81], and Satnam Singh [102].
Their idea is to use alternative functions for interpreting circuits as either netlists, or to
evaluate them to check their behaviour.
6.9 Summary
In this chapter we presented our structured modelling language and showed how to
model circuits starting from simple combinational gates to a unit-delay multiplexer and
a comparator.
We presented a type of structured circuit models and presented a set of combina-
tors that can be used for constructing structured symmetric circuits. Since symmetry
detection relies on type checking we presented a novel set of type inference rules that
can be used for type checking. We then formulated the definition of symmetry that we
are interested in and proved a theorem that those circuit models that respect our type
judgement rules have this symmetry. The theory presented in this chapter has been
implemented in HOL 4.
We also showed how to interpret the run-time behaviour of the circuits expressed in
the language of FSM∗.
In the next chapter we will explain the process of compiling structured models to a
flat netlist, that can be simulated in Forte for simulation, or compiled to a flat STE
model that can be simulated in HOL.
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Chapter 7
Compiling Structured Models to STE Models
In the previous chapter we have seen the modelling of circuits at a high level of ab-
straction that allows us to capture structural symmetries in circuits. Once it has been
determined that the circuits have symmetry by way of type checking the circuit’s syn-
tax, we would like to obtain the netlists (FSM) from the structured descriptions, so
that they can be simulated and verified using an STE simulator such as Forte. This
is crucial for our research since without the FSMs we will not be able to illustrate the
complete symmetry reduction approach. So the work presented in this chapter can be
viewed as a bridge from “symmetry identification” (presented in the last chapter) to
“using symmetry for reduction in STE model checking” that we will present in the next
chapter.
Although not a part of our symmetry reduction methodology, we will show in this
chapter a method of obtaining flat STE models in the HOL logic.
7.1 Deriving STE models from structured models
We mentioned in Chapter 3 that we wrote an STE simulator by a deep embedding of the
STE theory in the logic of HOL [47]. This STE simulator is a good tool for understanding
property verification over a three-valued logic of STE and how it is connected to the
Boolean logic. STE circuit models and Boolean relational models have to be written in
the logic of HOL, and then an STE simulator is invoked at the ML-HOL prompt. One
has the choice of using the tool as a stand-alone simulator or use it to derive theorems
in HOL about STE verification runs.
We used that simulator to test several small examples [47]. However, for reasonably
big examples the simulator is very slow. This is because the execution of STE imple-
mentation algorithm, described in Chapter 3, relies on executing conversions in HOL,
a way of execution by forward proofs, which though being transparently sound, is also
very slow. Besides, the use of the HOL type bool to denote Boolean guards in STE,
also slows down the execution speed [10].
For model checking large examples we wish to use Intel’s symbolic simulator Forte.
We mentioned in Chapter 5 that circuit models in Forte are represented as flat FSMs.
An FSM is also known as an exe in Forte. More precisely an exe in Forte is essentially
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a collection of hash tables containing information about the circuit nodes and their
dependencies. Forte builds a three-valued STE model on-the-fly from its FSM.
The FSMs are usually obtained from an exlif representation of a circuit model. Thus
our target is to obtain an exlif from the structured descriptions of circuit models. Once
we obtain an exlif, we can use Intel’s nexlif2exe tool to get an exe of the circuit, that
can used for STE simulation.
7.1.1 Deriving FSM from structured models
The figure below shows our framework, with two different ways to obtain a three-valued
STE model. One leads us to obtain an exe and the other to obtain an STE model
in the HOL logic. We can use Forte to simulate the exe, and use our simulator [47]
to simulate the STE models in the HOL logic. We shall explain in detail both these
approaches in the subsequent sections. Let us begin by explaining the path that enables
Structured
   Models
Netlist term
FSM
STE models
    in HOL
netlist2exlif
nexlif2exe
ckt2netlist
Abs
FSM*
Exlif
Figure 7.1: Compiling structured models to FSMs in Forte, and deriving flat STE models
in HOL.
us to extract exe from the structured models. This is a two step process. The first step
consists of obtaining the netlist term in HOL, using the HOL function ckt2netlist, and
the second step uses an ML function netlist2exlif to turn this netlist term to an exlif
representation. Then using the nexlif2exe tool we obtain an exe. Given a structured
circuit model defined in HOL with the type bool list list → bool list list → bool list list ,
our goal is to obtain a netlist term in HOL, which is a relation on input and output
Boolean states. This is achieved by employing two state functions, the first (sb) that
assigns a Boolean value to each input node in the circuit, and the other (sb
′) that assigns
the Boolean value to output nodes. Node names are represented by the type string , thus
the two state functions have the type: string → bool .
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The definition of ckt2netlist is presented in Definition 7.1. This definition uses a
function flat , which for a given structured circuit c, and non-symmetric and symmetric
inputs, produces an output list of Boolean lists, of values that would be given by c.
The function ckt2netlist needs to know the names of input and output nodes. Since the
inputs are of non-symmetric and symmetric kind, they are specified separately as two
different arguments to ckt2netlist. Each input can have more than one non-symmetric,
symmetric or output buses. Names of nodes that belong to one bus are kept together
in a list of strings, and several such buses are grouped together as a list of string lists
(denoted by nsym, sym and out in the definition below). This is similar to the way
we group Boolean input and output values at the time of designing structured circuits
in the last chapter. We use the positional notation to group corresponding names and
values at corresponding positions in each individual list of string lists and list of Boolean
lists respectively. Thus the function ckt2netlist turns a circuit (a function in FSM∗), into
a relation and changes the positional notation into a named notation.
Definition 7.1. From structured models to netlist terms in HOL
flat c nsym sym (sb : string → bool) 4= c (map(map sb) nsym)(map(map sb) sym)
ckt2netlist c nsym sym out (sb : string → bool) (sb′ : string → bool)
4
= (map(map sb
′) out) = flat c nsym sym sb
An example of how this definition is used in practice is shown below for a 2-to-1,
2-bit unit-delay Mux.
************** Obtaining a netlist from the structured model ***************
- `` ckt2netlist Mux
[["ck"];["ctrl"]][["a0";"a1"];["b0";"b1"]][["out0";"out1"]]
s_b s_b’` `
` ckt2netlist Mux
[["ck"];["ctrl"]] [["a0";"a1"];["b0";"b1"]] [["out0";"out1"]] s b s b’
=
(s b’ "out0"= RE(s b "ck")(∼s b "ctrl" ∧ s b "b0’" ∨ s b "ctrl" ∧ s b "a0"))
∧
(s b’ "out1"= RE(s b "ck")(∼s b "ctrl" ∧ s b "b1" ∨ s b "ctrl" ∧ s b "a1"))
val mux thm = it;
The next step in obtaining an exlif from the netlist term in HOL, relies on an ML
program netlist2exlif, that we have written.
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The program netlist2exlif takes the theorem obtained in the previous step, the name
of a file where exlif has to be written, specified by a string, and whether or not the
circuit has a unit-delay specified by another string. If there is a delay, it is specified by
the string ′′clock′′, else the string is empty, and the resulting exlif has no delay.
The following session shows how we run the netlist2exlif program for the unit-delay
multiplexer circuit at the ML-HOL prompt.
************** Obtaining an exlif from a netlist **********************
- netlist2exlif Mux [mux thm] "mux" "clock"
The result of the above is a mux.exlif file, that can be processed to an exe by running
the nexlif2exe program at the Linux command shell, outside the ML-HOL framework.
************** Obtaining an exe from an exlif **********************
[ashish@localhost ashish] nexlif2exe mux.exlif
The session below shows the mux.exlif file.
.model mux
.inputs a0 a1 b0 b1
.outputs out0
.expr n18 = ctrl `
.expr n16 = a0 `
.expr n15 = ctrl `
.expr n13 = b0 `
.expr n12 = n18 ’
.expr n10 = n15 & n16
.expr n9 = n12 & n13
.expr n5 = n9 + n10
.expr n4 = ck `
.latch n5 out0 re clock
.inputs a0 a1 b0 b1
.outputs out1
.expr n42 = ctrl `
.expr n40 = a1 `
.expr n39 = ctrl `
.expr n37 = b1 `
.expr n36 = n42 `
.expr n34 = n39 & n40
.expr n33 = n36 & n37
.expr n29 = n33 + n34
.expr n28 = ck `
.latch n29 out1 re clock
.end
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7.1.2 Deriving STE Models in HOL from structured models
The notion of a circuit model in the STE theory is the one of excitation function,
as explained in Chapter 3. The excitation function is the flat STE model that gets
constructed on-the-fly by the STE simulators such as Forte. In this section, we shall
show how to derive such an excitation function in the HOL logic from the structured
circuit models described in HOL.
This is accomplished by writing a function in HOL (Abs), that takes a circuit of the
type bool list list → bool list list → bool list list and returns an excitation function that
takes a lattice state and returns a lattice state at the next point in time. The function
Abs needs to derive the excitation function that accurately reflects the behaviour of the
structured circuit (c), which means that the next-state obtained by applying the derived
excitation function on the initial state should be consistent with any Boolean state that
the circuit can drive. The function Abs needs to know the names of all the input and
output node names, the given Boolean state the circuit is in, and it will produce an STE
model that will be consistent with the circuit definition and the initial Boolean state.
Before we formalise the definition of Abs , we will formalise the notion of dropping a
Boolean state and dropping the Booleans.
Definition 7.2. Drop Booleans
F ↓ = 0
T ↓ = 1
The drop of the Boolean value T is the lattice value 1, and the drop of the Boolean false
is 0. This is the same definition that appeared in [7, 47].
The function that drops a Boolean state to a lattice state is slightly more subtle than
simply lifting the definition of drop on Boolean values. We present the definition of this
function below.
Definition 7.3. Dropping Boolean states to lattice states
(dropb [ ] [ ] (s : string → bool × bool) n 4= X)
(dropb [ ] s n
4
= X)
(dropb [ ] s n
4
= X)
(dropb ((a : string) :: alist) (b :: blist) s n
4
= (if (n = a) then ((b ↓) unionsq (s n))
else dropb alist blist s n))
The function dropb needs to know the state of the circuit, before it can drop the
Boolean state to a lattice state. This is provided by passing the list of node names,
and a list of Boolean values at each node, whereby a positional correspondence between
names and the values is assumed. Third argument to the function dropb is a lattice
state function, that describes the initial state of the circuit and is denoted by s. Finally
the last argument denotes the name of a given node n.
This function dropb, has to ensure that the drop of the Boolean value is consistent
with the supplied lattice state. This means that given any Boolean state for a given c,
the next-state obtained by the derived excitation function should be the least-upper-
bound of the drop of the Boolean state, and the initial lattice state. If the initial lattice
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state and the drop of the Boolean state drives the circuit in an inconsistent state, then
the resulting state should be a >.
The function dropb is used to obtain the next-state lattice value for a given bus in
the circuit. To obtain the next-state value for several buses in the circuit, we use the
function bool2ste. The function definition is shown below and it takes a list of bus names
(list of string lists) and a list of Boolean bus values (list of Boolean lists) as arguments,
besides taking the lattice state function s and a node name. If the given node n is
contained in the first bus, the corresponding Boolean value is obtained by using the
function dropb, else recursively this process is repeated on for all the buses in the list. If
the given node n is not contained in any of the buses, then an X is returned. Intuitively
it means that for all nodes that are not in the circuit, the next state is given by X, else
it is the drop of the Boolean state corresponding to the node n.
Definition 7.4. Obtaining the next-state lattice value
(bool2ste [ ] [ ] s n
4
= X)
(bool2ste [ ] s n
4
= X)
(bool2ste [ ] s n
4
= X)
(bool2ste (a :: alist) (b :: blist) s n
4
= if (n ∈ a) then (dropb a b s n)
else (bool2ste alist blist s n)
The function Mem, determines whether or not a given node is a member of the list
of buses. This is needed in the definition of Abs .
Definition 7.5. Membership of an element in a list of lists
Mem elem [x] = (elem ∈ x)
Mem elem (x :: xs) = (Mem elem x) ∨ (Mem elem xs)
The function Abs is defined below. The next-state value is X for all input node
names, and for the output nodes, the lattice value is the one given by bool2ste. The first
two arguments of Abs are a pair of lists. The first argument denotes the state of the
non-symmetric inputs, and the second argument represents the state of the symmetric
inputs. The state in each argument is given by a pair, where the first component in each
pair is the names of input buses (list of string lists), and the second component in each
pair is the Boolean valued state at each node in the bus (list of Boolean lists). Again
we assume the positional notation between names and the Boolean values. Output bus
names are represented by outname , and the initial lattice state by s, and n is used to
represent any given node.
Definition 7.6. Deriving STE models from FSM∗
Abs c (nsymname, nsym) (symname, sym) outname
4
= λs : string → bool × bool. λn.
if ((Mem n nsymname) ∨ (Mem n symname))
then X
else (bool2ste outname (c nsym sym) s n)
Below we show an example of a three-valued STE model for the 2-to-1, 2 bit Mux
circuit. The function Abs MuxConv is a HOL conversion that we wrote.
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- `` Abs Mux ([["ck"];["c"]], [[ck];[c]])
([["a0";"a1"];["b0";"b1"]],[[a0;a1];[b0;b1]]) [["out0";"out1"]] `` ;
- rhs(concl (Abs_MuxConv it);
- > val it =
(λs n.
(if
((n = "clk") ∨ (n = "c")) ∨ ((n = "a0") ∨ (n = "a1")) ∨
(n = "b0") ∨ (n = "b1")
then
X
else
(if (n = "out0") ∨ (n = "out1") then
(if n = "out0" then
(if ~c ∧ b0 ∨ c ∧ a0 then One else Zero) lub (s "out0")
else
(if n = "out1" then
(if ~c ∧ b1 ∨ c ∧ a1 then One else Zero) lub
(s "out1")
else
X))
else
X))) : thm
Consider the following initial lattice state, that simply assigns the lattice value (drop of
the Boolean value) to each input node including the clock (ck) and control (c) and an
X to the output node.
val mux_lattice_st = `` λn.
(if (n="a0") then drop (a0)
else if (n="a1") then drop (a1)
else if (n="b0") then drop (b0)
else if (n="b1") then drop (b1)
else if (n="ck") then drop (ck)
else if (n="c") then drop (c)
else X) `` ;
The result of the execution of mux_lattice on the initial lattice state mux_lattice_st,is
an X for all input nodes. For the output nodes, the calculation in Appendix A-3.
7.2 STE models are monotonic
One very useful property the derived STE models have is that they are monotonic. The
definition of monotonicity is the one presented in Definition 3.7.
Lemma 7.1. Derived STE models are monotonic
` ∀c nsymname symname outname nsym sym.
Monotonic (Abs c (nsymname, nsym) (symname, sym) outname)
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Proof outline: The proof of this theorem relies on simple rewriting with the definition
of Monotonic, Abs , bool2ste, and then using Lemma 7.3. (see below).
Lemma 7.2. Property about dropb
` ∀s s′. (∀n. (s n) v (s′ n)) ⊃
∀outname v n. (dropb outname v s n) v (dropb outname v s′ n)
Proof outline: The proof takes place by induction on outname. For the base case,
given we know that ∀n. s n v s′ n, we have to prove:
(dropb [ ] v s n) v (dropb [ ] v s′ n)
This can be proven by inducting on v. The base case is proven by rewriting with the
definition of dropb, and noting that X v X.
The step case is proven in a similar manner. Given that we know the following:
1. ∀n. s n v s′ n
2. ∀v n. (dropb outname v s n) v (dropb outname v s′ n)
we need to prove:
∀h′ v n. (dropb (h′ :: outname) v s n) v (dropb (h′ :: outname) v s′ n)
Again by induction on v, we get two cases. The base is solved by rewriting with
the definition of dropb, and noting that X v X. The step case we have to solve after
rewriting it with the definition of dropb is:
(dropb h
′′ unionsq s h′) v (dropb h′′ unionsq s′ h′))
We know from assumptions that (s h′ v s′ h′), and since know from Lemma 3.1
that v is reflexive; we can use Lemma 3.6 to conclude the above goal.
Lemma 7.3. Property of bool2ste
` ∀s s′. (∀n. (s n) v (s ′n)) ⊃
∀outname v n. (bool2ste outname v s n) v (bool2ste outn v s′ n)
Proof outline: The proof takes place by induction on outname. The base case is solved
by inducting on v and solving the resulting sub-goals by rewriting with the definition of
bool2ste, and noting that X v X. For the step, given we know the following:
1. ∀n. s n v s′ n
2. ∀v n. (bool2ste outname v s n) v (bool2ste outname v s′ n)
we have to prove the following:
∀h v n. (bool2ste (h :: outname) v s n) v (bool2ste (h :: outname) v s′ n)
This goal can be proved by inducting on v. The base is solved by rewriting with the
definition of bool2ste, and noting that X v X. The last case is solved by rewriting the
goal with the definition of bool2ste, and then using the Lemma 7.2 and Lemma 3.6 to
complete the proof.
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7.3 Symmetry of STE models
In Chapter 6, we presented a definition of structural symmetry. The concept of sym-
metry that we are interested in capturing is that the behaviour of the circuit does not
change under permutations of its input and output states. The states could be Boolean
or lattice valued. We want to relate symmetries of the STE model to the STE property
reduction. Thus we need to define the symmetry of the STE model. Since the STE
model is over the three-valued domain containing an X, we denote the symmetry of the
STE models by Symχ. The definition of Symχ is shown below. It relies on a function
applys. This function applies a swap on node name specified by pi, onto the given state
to give a new permuted state.
Just as the swap function on nodes can be composed serially to obtain arbitrary
permutations, we can compose the function (applys pi), with different values of pi to
obtain a permutation on state. Thus applys lifts the notion of a swap on node names to
a swap on states, and it is then composed serially to obtain a single chosen permutation
on states.
Definition 7.7. Permutation on states
applys pi s
4
= λn. s(pi n)
Definition 7.8. Symmetry preserves excitation function
Symχ M pi 4= ∀s. applys pi (M s) = M (applys pi s)
We know that the STE model represented as FSM has symmetry since its correspond-
ing high-level structured definition using the combinators has symmetry. In the next
chapter, we will present the theory that enables us to connect the property verification
to the fact that the STE model has symmetry. For the moment we shall move on and
discuss the notion of equivalence between different kind of model representations that
we have discussed so far.
7.4 Equivalence
In the previous chapter we explained the equivalence between the block labelled FSM∗
and the block labelled Simulatable models in HOL. This can also be seen in Figure 7.2.
Circuit models obtained by using the function Abs have symmetry whenever the
corresponding structured circuit model has one. This is why we have shown in Figure 7.2,
an equivalence between the block labelled FSM∗ and the block labelled STE models in
HOL. We can observe this equivalence for each instance of the circuit model. We can
conclude that the structured circuit model has symmetry by way of type checking, and
using Lemma 6.33. Then we obtain the corresponding three-valued STE model in HOL
by using the function Abs , and then prove for the specific instance that Symχ holds.
The STE model in HOL, obtained by using the function Abs is equivalent to the
FSM representation in Forte. This means that if we evaluate the run-time behaviour
of a given STE model in HOL and the run-time behaviour of the FSM for the same
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Figure 7.2: Overall framework of circuit modelling.
model, it will be identical on all sets of input and output lattice states. We depict this
equivalence graphically in Figure 7.2.
We showed in the previous chapter, how to interpret the run time behaviour of the
structured models over Boolean streams, by using an ML pre-processing step and the
HOL conversions. The run-time interpretation of those models is equivalent to the run-
time behaviour of the corresponding FSMs. If we evaluate the run-time behaviour of
those models in HOL, and evaluate the corresponding FSMs in Forte, we will get identical
behaviour for all values over the Boolean domain. This is shown in the Figure 7.2 by an
equivalence between the block labelled Simulatable models in HOL and the block labelled
FSM.
7.5 Summary
In this chapter we presented techniques to derive the STE model from the structured
description. We showed two different approaches to doing this. One approach extracts
the STE model in the HOL logic, so it can be simulated using the STE simulator in
HOL, and the other approach derives the Forte’s FSM, where a three-valued model is
constructed on-the-fly by the STE simulator in Forte. This approach enables us to
extract several reasonably large FSMs, thereby enabling STE simulation in Forte. We
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show that the extracted STE models are monotonic, and provide informal notions of
equivalences of the different modelling formats for circuits.
Thus this chapter has provided both a theoretical and practical link between symme-
try identification theory, that we presented in Chapter 6, and the theory of symmetry
reduction that we will present in the next chapter.
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Chapter 8
Reduction Methodology
This chapter examines the other side of our research, which is a strategy of reduction
based on symmetry identification. Once we have diagnosed the presence of symmetries
via type checking of circuit models, we need to carry out a process of property reduction
and use arguments from the symmetry theory to justify a reduction of the verification
problem. In this chapter, we present a novel set of inference rules that can be used
for property decomposition in a tactical manner. We use symmetry based arguments to
justify clustering of symmetric STE properties. Then we can pick one representative STE
property from each equivalence class, verify that property by running an STE simulator,
and conclude because of symmetry that all the other equivalent representatives have
been verified as well. Once we have done this we can use the inference rules in the
forward direction to deduce the overall statement of correctness of the original STE
property. We show how this is done on the multiplexer and the comparator circuit,
whose modelling we showed in the previous chapter.
8.1 Overview of reduction
In Figure 8.1, we show the big picture of the overall property reduction framework. The
framework shows how by modelling circuits using a higher, more abstract and structured
description (shown in Chapter 6) enables us to record that the equivalent FSM has
symmetries (Chapter 7). This information is then used for performing a reduction
based verification of STE properties. The reduction approach is centered around the
use of a set of STE inference rules, and observing that symmetry in circuit models is
mirrored by symmetry in STE properties. This gives us a sound basis for justifying
that verifying reduced properties against the original circuit model (FSM) is sufficient
to guarantee that the original STE properties have been verified against the FSM.
The question we ask in a typical property verification, is whether or not the FSM
satisfies (|=) the STE property. Rather than trying to feed the STE property directly
into an STE simulator to verify it, we decompose the property using the STE inference
rules into smaller properties.
The reduced STE properties are then partitioned into different equivalence classes,
and one representative from each equivalence class is fed into Forte for explicit STE
simulations.
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Figure 8.1: Reduction framework.
The partitioning of the properties is based on having identified the names of circuit
nodes that belong to a bus in the symmetric inputs. Nodes that belong to the symmetric
buses, and whose names appear in the decomposed STE properties, generate the notion
of equivalence on the set of STE properties. Thus if we verify a decomposed STE prop-
erty that talks about a node “a0” and there are other smaller properties that talk about
nodes “a1”, “a2”, and nodes “a0”, “a1” and “a2” form a symmetric bus then, having
verified the property that talks about “a0”, means we have verified the corresponding
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properties that talk about “a1” and “a2”. This is possible because we prove a sound-
ness theorem that justifies the concept that symmetry in circuit models is mirrored by
symmetry in STE properties.
Therefore implicitly, by using the soundness theorem, we prove the existence of the
correctness of the whole class of equivalent STE properties. All we need to do now is to
use the STE inference rules in the forward direction and compose the overall statement
of correctness about the original STE property.
The notion of using STE inference rules [55, 56, 97] for property decomposition is not
new, however they are not used that much in practice. We have increased the scope
of their application significantly by inventing new STE inference rules. The new rules
work in tandem with the known existing STE inference rules.
8.2 Key components
As already explained in the previous section, the two vital components for accomplishing
property reduction are the existence of a soundness theorem, which enables the symme-
try in circuit models to be used to partition the set of STE properties into equivalence
classes, and the novel set of STE inference rules that allow very effective property de-
composition and recomposition. In this section we will discuss the details of each of
these components.
8.2.1 The soundness theorem
Before we present the soundness theorem we need to explain the notion of permuting
lattice valued states, sequences and trajectory formulas. We begin by defining the
permutation on a sequence of lattice values. We do this by providing a function applyσ.
Definition 8.1. Permutation on lattice sequences
applyσ pi σ
4
= λ t n. σ t (pi n)
The function applyσ applies the swap function on node names specified by pi, onto a
given sequence σ and returns a new permuted sequence. This definition is similar to the
definition of applying the swap on states, that we presented in the previous chapter.
Just as the swap function on nodes can be composed serially to obtain arbitrary
permutations, we can compose the function (applyσ pi), with different values of pi to
obtain a permutation on the sequence. Thus applyσ lifts the notion of a swap on node
names to a swap on sequences, and it is then used to get permutation on sequences.
One useful property of a swap function is that of self inverse. If a swap function is
applied twice on a given element, it gives the same element back. This is formalised
below, by the predicate self inverse.
Definition 8.2. Self inverse property
self inverse pi
4
= ∀n. pi(pi n) = n
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As explained in Chapter 3, fundamental to an STE implementation is the computa-
tion of the defining sequence and the defining trajectory, and checking if the information
ordering on lattice values (v) is preserved for all nodes in the consequent of the trajec-
tory formula.
Thus we need to know what happens to the information ordering of two sequences if
a permutation is applied on them. The answer to this is in Lemma 8.1, which says that
the information ordering is preserved under permutation of sequences. As we shall see
later, this lemma becomes very useful in the proof of the soundness theorem, when the
sequences in question become instantiated to defining trajectory of a given STE formula.
Lemma 8.1. Information ordering is preserved under permutation of sequences
` ∀pi. self inverse pi ⊃ ∀σ1 σ2. (σ1 vσ σ2 ≡ (applyσ pi σ1) vσ (applyσ pi σ2))
The proof involves proving both the directions of the equivalence. We first show the
if part.
For any arbitrary pi, if pi is a swap, then we show for any arbitrary σ1 and σ2 the
following holds.
(σ1 vσ σ2) ⊃ (applyσ pi σ1) vσ (applyσ pi σ2)
From the definition of ordering on sequences we get
∀t n. (σ1 t n v σ2 t n)) ⊃ (applyσ pi σ1 t′m) v (applyσ pi σ2 t′m)
By applying the definition of applyσ we have
∀t n. (σ1 t n v σ2 t n)) ⊃ (σ1 t′ (pim)) v (σ2 t′ (pim))
But since the left-hand side of the implication is true for all t and n, it is true for
t′ and (pim), thus we have
(σ1 t
′ (pim) v σ2 t′ (pim)) ⊃ (σ1 t′ (pim)) v (σ2 t′ (pim))
Hence the if part is proved.
We will now prove the other only if direction. We will show that for any arbitrary
pi, if pi is a swap, then for any arbitrary σ1 and σ2 the following holds:
((applyσ pi σ1) vσ (applyσ pi σ2)) ⊃ (σ1 vσ σ2)
Using Definition 3.6, we get
(∀t n. (applyσ pi σ1 t n) v (applyσ pi σ2 t n)) ⊃ (σ1 t′m v σ2 t′m)
From definition of applyσ we get
(∀t n. σ1 t (pi n) v σ2 t (pi n)) ⊃ (σ1 t′m v σ2 t′m)
But since the left-hand side of implication is true for all t and n, it is true for t′
and pim. Since pi is a swap we have the following from Definition 8.2
(σ1 t
′m v σ2 t′m) ⊃ (σ1 t′m v σ2 t′m)
Now we will define an application of permutation on a trajectory formula. This is
done by providing the function applyf that applies a given swap on node names, specified
by pi, onto the structure of the trajectory formula. The function (applyf pi) can then
be composed for different values of pi, to give permutations of trajectory formulas. The
definition of applyf is by recursion on the structure of formulas.
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Definition 8.3. Permutation on formulas
applyf pi (n is 0)
4
= (pi n) is 0
applyf pi (n is 1)
4
= (pi n) is 1
applyf pi (f and g)
4
= (applyf pi f) and (applyf pi g)
applyf pi (f when P )
4
= (applyf pi f) when P
applyf pi (N f)
4
= N (applyf pi f)
We defined the permutation on a lattice sequence earlier. Now we will present an
equivalence between applying a permutation on the defining sequence of a formula and
computing the defining sequence of the permutation of the formula. This is a vital in-
strument in establishing that permuting nodes in the formulas to generate new formulas
will generate an equivalent defining sequence.
Lemma 8.2. Permutation on the defining sequence and trajectory formulas
` ∀pi. self inverse pi ⊃ ∀f φ t n. (applyσ pi [f ]φ t n = [applyf pi f ]φ t n)
Proof. The proof takes place by induction on the structure of f . We show the steps for
the first base case.
applyσ pi [m is 0]
φ t n ≡ ([m is 0]φ) t (pi n) - definition of applyσ
≡ if (m = (pi n) ∧ t = 0) - definition of defining
then Zero else X sequence
≡ [applyf pi (m is 0)]φ - pi is a swap
using Definition 8.2
and definitions of
defining sequence
and applyf
The proof steps for the other base case is very similar to the above case. The case for
conjunction follows from inductive hypothesis and the fact that the swap operation pi
distributes over join (unionsq). The guarded case is proved by doing a case split on the guard
P . If P is F then we get an X and so we prove that part. When P is T, we prove that
case by inductive hypothesis. The last case is proved by case splitting on t. If t 6= 0 then
we get an X and we are done, else we discharge the goal by inductive hypothesis.
We would like to prove a similar result about defining trajectory and trajectory
formulas. Defining trajectories, are sequences of states that the circuit evolves into,
given a stimuli and the behaviour of the circuit model. Thus the role of circuit model
becomes significant here. In order to ensure that the effect of permutation on the
defining trajectory is same as the effect of applying the permutation on the formula and
then computing the defining trajectory, we have to ensure that the circuit model has
symmetry. The definition of symmetry over lattice models is defined in the previous
chapter, page 100.
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Lemma 8.3. Permutation on the defining trajectory and trajectory formulas
` ∀pi. self inverse pi ⊃
∀M. Symχ M pi ⊃
∀f φ t n. (applyσ pi [[ f ]] φM t n = [[ applyf pi f ]] φM t n)
Proof. By unfolding the definition of applyσ we get
applyσ pi [[ f ]]
φ M t n = [[ f ]] φ M t (pi n)
So the goal we will prove is
∀pi f t n. is swap pi ⊃ Symχ M pi ⊃ ([[ f ]] φ M t (pi n) = [[ applyf pi f ]] φM t n)
The proof of this goal is done by induction on t.
Base case: t = 0
We will show that [[ f ]] φ M 0 (pi n) = [f ]φ 0 (pi n). From Lemma 8.2, we know
that [f ]φ t (pi n) = [applyf pi f ]
φ t n for all t and n, so it is true for t = 0.
Step case: Let us assume that [[ f ]] φ M t (pi n) = [[ applyf pi f ]] φ M t n.
We will show that [[ f ]] φ M (t+ 1) (pi n) = [[ applyf pi f ]] φ M (t+ 1) n.
Unfolding the definition of defining trajectory we get
[[ f ]] φ M (t+ 1) (pi n) = [f ]φ (t+ 1) (pi n) unionsq M ([[ f ]] φ M t) (pi n)
By using the definition of applys we can write the following
[[ f ]] φ M (t+ 1) (pi n) = [f ]φ (t+ 1) (pi n) unionsq M (applys pi ([[ f ]] φ M t) n)
But from assumptions we know that the M preserves symmetry, so we have
[[ f ]] φ M (t+ 1) (pi n) = [f ]φ (t+ 1) (pi n) unionsq (applys pi (M ([[ f ]] φ M t)) n)
By applying the definition of applys we can write the following
[[ f ]] φ M (t+ 1) (pi n) = [f ]φ (t+ 1) (pi n) unionsq M ([[ f ]] φ M t) (pi n)
From induction hypothesis we get
[[ f ]] φ M (t+ 1) (pi n) = [applyf pi f ]φ (t+ 1) n)
unionsq M ([[ applyf pi f ]] φ M t n)
Applying the definition of defining trajectory we finally get
[[ f ]] φ M (t+ 1) (pi n) = [[ applyf pi f ]] φ M (t+ 1) n
Theorem 8.1. Soundness Theorem
` ∀pi. self inverse pi ⊃
∀M. Symχ M pi ⊃
∀A C. (M |= A ⇒ C ≡ M |= (applyf pi A) ⇒ (applyf pi C))
Proof. We will show that for any arbitrary model M, pi, A and C, assuming pi is a
swap operation that preserves the semantics of the circuit model (Symχ M pi), then
the following holds:
(M |= A ⇒ C) ≡ (M |= (applyf pi A)⇒ (applyf pi C))
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By definition of STE implementation we have
M |= A ⇒ C ≡ [C]φ vσ [[A ]] φ M
Since the swap operation pi, preserves the vσ relation from Lemma 8.1, we have
[C]φ vσ [[A ]] φ M ≡ (applyσ pi [C]φ) vσ (applyσ pi ([[A ]] φ M))
But from Lemma 8.2 and Lemma 8.3 we have
[C]φ vσ [[A ]] φ M ≡ ([applyf pi C]φ) vσ ( [[ applyf pi A ]] φ M)
But from the definition of STE implementation we have
([applyf pi C]
φ) v ( [[ applyf pi A ]] φ M) ≡M |= (applyf pi A)⇒ (applyf pi C)
Hence we have shown that if pi is a swap and circuit model M is symmetric with
respect to pi then
(M |= A ⇒ C) ≡ (M |= (applyf pi A)⇒ (applyf pi C))
Manish Pandey in his PhD dissertation [82] has also proved the above theorem.
However one aspect which is not clear in his work is if the above theorem holds for
data symmetries as well. These are symmetries that come into being when the circuit
behaviour does not change under the data complement operation of its input and output
states. The symmetry property, we have used in the proof of the soundness theorem is
the structural symmetry in Pandey’s thesis.
We have implemented the above theory of connecting STE theory to symmetries in
HOL. All the proofs shown above have been done in HOL.
8.2.2 STE inference rules
In this section, we will present the STE inference rules and their proofs. Some of these
rules require the circuit model to be monotonic. We showed in Chapter 7 that the
derived STE models in HOL are monotonic. The STE models built on-the-fly from the
FSMs in Forte are also monotonic. We used FSMs in Forte to carry out simulation runs,
and we will use inference rules presented here to first decompose the STE properties
and then re-use them in the reverse direction to re-compose smaller verification results.
Many of the STE inference rules presented here have appeared in past [55, 56, 97].
These are the rules on Reflexivity, Conjunction, Transitivity, Antecedent Strengthening
1 and Consequent Weakening 1. The first of these rules that we show next is Reflexivity.
Reflexivity
M |= A⇒ A
Proof.
M |= A⇒ A 4= ∀t n. [A]φ t n v [[A ]] φ M t n - Theorem 3.1
≡ ∀t n. [A]φ t n v [[A ]] φ M t n - follows from Lemma 3.9
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The rule shown next provides an effective property decomposition strategy. It enables
a conjunction in the antecedent and the consequent of the STE property to be decom-
posed into individual conjuncts, which can be verified separately by running an STE
simulator. An important side condition is that the circuit models must be monotonic.
Conjunction
M |= A1 ⇒ B1 M |= A2 ⇒ B2 MonotonicM
M |= (A1 and A2)⇒ (B1 and B2)
Proof.
1. M |= A1 ⇒ B1 4= ∀t n. [B1]φ t n v [[A1 ]] φ M t n - Theorem 3.1
2. M |= A2 ⇒ B2 4= ∀t n. [B2]φ t n v [[A2 ]] φ M t n - Theorem 3.1
3. ∀t n. [[A1 ]] φ M t n v [[A1 and A2 ]] φ M t n - Lemma 3.13
4. ∀t n. [[A2 ]] φ M t n v [[A1 and A2 ]] φ M t n - Lemma 3.13
5. ∀t n. [[B1 ]] φ M t n v [[A1 and A2 ]] φ M t n - Lemma 3.2, 1, 3
6. ∀t n. [[B2 ]] φ M t n v [[A1 and A2 ]] φ M t n - Lemma 3.2, 2, 4
7. ∀t n. [[B1 and B2 ]] φ M t n v [[A1 and A2 ]] φ M t n - 5, 6, Lemmas 3.3 and 3.6
8. M |= (A1 and A2)⇒ (B1 and B2) - Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.9
Using the transitivity rule allows us to combine together separate correctness results.
It is shown below, it requires the circuit models to be monotonic.
Transitivity
M |= A⇒ B M |= B ⇒ C MonotonicM
M |= A⇒ C
Proof.
1. Monotonic M - assumption
2. M |= A⇒ B - assumption
3. M |= B ⇒ C - assumption
4. ∀t n. [B]φ t n v [[A ]] φ M t n - Theorem 3.1
5. ∀t n. [C]φ t n v [[B ]] φ M t n - Theorem 3.1
6. (∀t n. [B]φ t n v [[A ]] φ M t n)
⊃ (∀t n. [[B ]] φ M t n v [[A ]] φ M t n) - 1 and Lemma 3.10
7. ∀t n. [[B ]] φ M t n v [[A ]] φ M t n - 4 and 6
8. ∀t n. [[C ]] φ t n v [[A ]] φ M t n - Lemma 3.2 on
5 and 7
9. M |= A⇒ C - Theorem 3.1 and
Lemma 3.9
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The following rule allows one to deduce the existence of an STE property with a
stronger antecedent, if we know that a property holds for an antecedent whose defining
sequence is contained in the defining sequence of the stronger antecedent.
Antecedent Strengthening 1
M |= A′ ⇒ C [A′]φ vσ [A]φ MonotonicM
M |= A⇒ C
Proof.
1. Monotonic M - assumption
2. M |= A′ ⇒ C - assumption
3. ∀t n. [C]φ t n v [[A′ ]] φ M t n - Theorem 3.1
4. ∀t n. [A′]φ t n v [A]φ t n - assumption and
Definition 3.6
5. (∀t n. [A′]φ t n v [A]φ t n)
⊃ (∀t n. [[A′ ]] φ M t n v [[A ]] φ M t n) - 1, Lemma 3.15
6. ∀t n. [[A′ ]] φ M t n v [[A ]] φ M t n - 4 and 5
7. ∀t n. [C]φ t n v [[A ]] φ M t n - Lemma 3.2 on 3 and 6
8. M |= A⇒ C - Theorem 3.1
Dual to the antecedent strengthening, the next rule is about weakening the conse-
quent. If a certain STE property is satisfied by a circuit model, and there is a consequent
whose defining sequence is contained in the defining sequence of the consequent of the
property that is satisfied by the circuit model, then the property with the weaker con-
sequent is also satisfiable by the circuit model.
Consequent Weakening 1
M |= A⇒ C ′ [C]φ v [C ′]φ
M |= A⇒ C
Proof.
1. M |= A⇒ C ′ - assumption
2. ∀t n. [C ′]φ t n v [[A ]] φ M t n - Theorem 3.1
3. ∀t n. [C]φ t n v [C ′]φ t n - assumption and Definition 3.6
4. ∀t n. [C]φ t n v [[A ]] φ M t n - Lemma 3.2 on 2 and 3
5. M |= A⇒ C - Theorem 3.1
Now we shall present the new inference rules. We have extended the language of the
existing STE inference rules by adding a layer of propositional logic on top. We have
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done this by pushing the Boolean guards out from the language of the STE property,
and use them as assumptions and asking the question: Is the verification of the STE
property (without guards) true under the assumption of the Boolean guard? Thus we
have lifted the notion of the formula being true if the guard holds (as is the case with
STE logic), to the meta-notion outside the STE logic — Is the STE property going to
be true if the Boolean guard holds?
By having the Boolean guards out and treating them as primitive objects of the
propositional logic, we can develop an inference scheme ensuring sound decomposition of
these Boolean formulas. Of course the challenge is in addressing how the decomposition
of these Boolean formulas relates to the decomposition of the STE properties. We show
how this is done in the new rules. Most of the new inference rules are derived from the
known rules, however the way the new rules work in practice, exposing symmetry in
properties and doing reduction, is new.
The following two Constraint Implication rules make a connection between the lan-
guage of new STE inference rules and the ones that existed in the past. The rule
Constraint Implication 1 states that the Boolean guard in the consequent of the tra-
jectory formula can be taken out and turned into an implication in propositional logic.
The other direction is the one in which the Boolean assumption can be pushed into the
syntax of the STE property. This is given by the rule Constraint Implication 2.
Constraint Implication 1
M |= A⇒ (C when G)
G ⊃ (M |= A⇒ C)
Proof. The proof takes place by a case split on the Boolean guard G.
G is true.
1. M |= A ⇒ (C when T ) - assumption
2. ∀t n. [C when T ]φ v [[A ]] φ M t n - Theorem 3.1
3. ∀t n. [C]φ t n v [[A ]] φ M t n - Definition 3.9
4. M |= (A ⇒ C) - Theorem 3.1
G is false.
Holds immediately.
Constraint Implication 2
G ⊃ (M |= A⇒ C)
M |= A⇒ (C when G)
Proof. The proof takes place again by a case split on G.
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G is true.
1. (M |= A ⇒ C) - assumption
2. ∀t n. [C when T ]φ v [[A ]] φ M t n - Theorem 3.1
3. ∀t n. [C]φ v [[A ]] φ M t n - Definition 3.9
4. M |= (A ⇒ C) - Theorem 3.1
G is false.
1. M |= A ⇒ (C when F ) - to prove
2. X v [[A ]] φ M t n - Theorem 3.1 and Definition 3.9
3. X v [[A ]] φ M t n - ∀a.X v a
Thus we are now able to have an extension of the antecedent strengthening and
consequent weakening rules. These rules indicate that a certain STE property can be
satisfied under a Boolean assumption G.
Antecedent Strengthening 2
G ⊃ (M |= A′ ⇒ C) [A′]φ vσ [A]φ MonotonicM
G ⊃ (M |= A⇒ C)
Proof.
1. G ⊃ (M |= A′ ⇒ C) - assumption
2. [A′]φ vσ [A]φ - assumption
3. G - assumption
4. M |= A′ ⇒ C - 1 and 3
5. M |= A⇒ C - using Antecedent Strengthening 1, 2 and 4
Consequent Weakening 2
G ⊃ (M |= A⇒ C ′) [C]φ vσ [C ′]φ
G ⊃ (M |= A⇒ C)
Proof.
1. G ⊃ (M |= A⇒ C ′) - assumption
2. [C]φ vσ [C ′]φ - assumption
3. G - assumption
4. M |= A⇒ C ′ - 1 and 3.
5. M |= A⇒ C - using Consequent Weakening 1, 2 and 4
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The following rule allows a property with a conjunctive Boolean assumption to be
decomposed into smaller properties with the smaller individual conjuncts. This rule
called Guard Conjunction is very useful for proving STE properties with a Boolean
guard that is a conjunction. The guards can be taken out of the STE formula by using
the Constraint Implication 1 rule, and then split into smaller properties, each property
being smaller in terms of having fewer guards and fewer nodes in the antecedent and
the consequent. As with the Conjunction rule, this rule requires the circuit models to
be monotonic.
Guard Conjunction
G1 ⊃ (M |= A⇒ C) G2 ⊃ (M |= B ⇒ D) Monotonic M
(G1 ∧G2) ⊃ (M |= (A and B)⇒ (C and D))
Proof.
1. G1 ⊃ (M |= (A ⇒ C)) - assumption
2. G2 ⊃ (M |= (B ⇒ D)) - assumption
3. G1 - assumption
4. G2 - assumption
5. M |= (A ⇒ C) - 1 and 3
6. M |= (B ⇒ D) - 2 and 4
7. M |= ((A and B) ⇒ (C and D)) - using the Conjunction Rule
8. (G1 ∧ G2) ⊃ (M |= (A and B) ⇒ (C and D)) - from 3, 4, and 7
The next rule is the Guard Disjunction rule. What this captures is that if we can
verify two STE properties against a given circuit model, with separate antecedents and
separate Boolean assumptions, but identical consequent, then we can do a disjunction
of the Boolean assumptions and the conjunction of the antecedents of the two STE
properties to deduce that the resulting STE property is satisfied by the circuit model.
This rule becomes very useful in decomposing properties that have a Boolean disjunction
in the guard of the STE formula. These properties are some of the more difficult
properties to verify, because of the disjunction in the Boolean guard.
Guard Disjunction
G1 ⊃ (M |= A⇒ C) G2 ⊃ (M |= B ⇒ C) Monotonic M
G1 ∨G2 ⊃ (M |= (A and B)⇒ C)
Proof. Case 1
Assuming G1 holds, we have to prove (M |= (A and B) ⇒ C) by assuming
(G1 ⊃ (M |= A⇒ C)) and assuming (G2 ⊃ (M |= B ⇒ C))
1. G1 ⊃ (M |= A⇒ C) - assumption
2. G2 ⊃ (M |= B ⇒ C) - assumption
3. G1 - assumption
4. M |= A⇒ C - 1 and 3
5. (M |= (A and B) ⇒ C) - Using Lemma 3.13
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Case 2
Assuming G2 holds, we have to prove (M |= (A and B) ⇒ C) by assuming
(G1 ⊃ (M |= A⇒ C)) and assuming (G2 ⊃ (M |= B ⇒ C))
1. G1 ⊃ (M |= A⇒ C) - assumption
2. G2 ⊃ (M |= B ⇒ C) - assumption
3. G2 - assumption
4. M |= B ⇒ C - 2 and 3
5. (M |= (A and B) ⇒ C) - Using Lemma 3.13
The last rule we present here is known as Cut. This is another of the most useful rules
for property decomposition. The reason is that, in practice, the task of verifying an STE
property consisting of more than one antecedent (A1 and A2) and a conjunctive Boolean
guard (G1 ∧ G2) can be done by decomposing the task into two smaller runs. One of
the runs takes place with one of the antecedents (A1) and a weaker consequent (B1),
using a part of the Boolean guard (G1) in the assumption. Weaker formula means one
with fewer symbolic variables or nodes. Then the weaker consequent is used together
with the other half of the antecedent (A2), to verify the property with the consequent
C. Typically, Constraint Implication 1 rule is used first to transform the property with
the conjunctive Boolean guard into a property where the Boolean conjunction appears
as an implication.
Cut
G1 ⊃ (M |= A1 ⇒ B1) G2 ⊃ (M |= (B1 and A2)⇒ C) Monotonic M
(G1 ∧G2) ⊃ (M |= (A1 and A2)⇒ C)
Proof.
1. G1 - assumption
2. G2 - assumption
3. M |= A1 ⇒ B1 - assumption
4. M |= (B1 and A2)⇒ C - assumption
5. M |= A2 ⇒ A2 - Reflexivity
6. M |= (A1 and B1) ⊃ (M |= A2 ⇒ A2)
⊃ (M |= (A1 and A2)⇒ (B1 and A2)) - Conjunction
7. (M |= A2 ⇒ A2)
⊃ (M |= (A1 and A2)⇒ (B1 and A2)) - 3 and 6
8. (M |= (A1 and A2)⇒ (B1 and A2)) - 5 and 7
9. (M |= (A1 and A2)⇒ C) - Transitivity on 4 and 8
10. (G1 ∧G2) ⊃ (M |= (A1 and A2)⇒ C) - from 1, 2 and 9
There are many more derived inference rules that we have found useful in practice,
but all of them can be deduced from the ones we presented in this section.
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8.3 Examples
8.3.1 n bit And-gate
In this section we shall show how to use symmetries and parametric representation
together with STE inference rules to verify the n-bit And gate using only one symbolic
variable. Consider the following property we need to verify for an n-bit And gate. For
simplicity of presentation let us consider the case for a three bit input to the gate. Let
the inputs be called “a0”, “a1” and “a2”. The output node is “out”. Thus we need to
verify
And |= (“a0” is a0) and (“a1” is a1) and (“a2” is a2) ⇒
((“out” is 1) when (a0 ∧ a1 ∧ a2))
and
((“out” is 0) when (∼a0 ∨ ∼a1 ∨ ∼a2))
Decomposing the above property using the Conjunction rule, we get the following two
properties to verify:
I. And |= (“a0” is a0) and (“a1” is a1) and (“a2” is a2) ⇒
((“out” is 1) when (a0 ∧ a1 ∧ a2))
II. And |= (“a0” is a0) and (“a1” is a1) and (“a2” is a2) ⇒
((“out” is 0) when (∼a0 ∨ ∼a1 ∨ ∼a2))
Using parametric representation, we can verify the first case. By verifying the prop-
erty only for the care set of values, which in this case is the set of values where all the
input values are high. The Boolean formula P (~x) in this case is
a0 ∧ a1 ∧ a2
and is satisfied when the Boolean variables a0, a1 and a2 are all true.
Thus we need to verify the following scalar run to deduce the correctness property
stated in (1).
And |= (“a0” is 1) and (“a1” is 1) and (“a2” is 1) ⇒ (“out” is 1)
The above run can be easily done in the STE simulator. In fact the simulator Forte
comes with a built-in param function that computes the care set automatically.
For doing (II), we will exploit the symmetry property of the And gate. First we use
the Constraint Implication 1 rule to move the Boolean guard out of the consequent of
the formula.
Thus we obtain the following:
(∼a0 ∨ ∼a1 ∨ ∼a2) ⊃
And |= (“a0” is a0) and (“a1” is a1) and (“a2” is a2) ⇒ (“out” is 0)
Using the Guard Disjunction rule, we can decompose the above property into the
following:
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1. (∼a0) ⊃ (And |= (“a0” is a0) ⇒ (“out” is 0))
2. (∼a1) ⊃ (And |= (“a1” is a1) ⇒ (“out” is 0))
3. (∼a2) ⊃ (And |= (“a2” is a2) ⇒ (“out” is 0))
We can the use the Constraint Implication 2 rule to push the guards back into the
STE property. Thus we get:
4. And |= (“a0” is a0) ⇒ (“out” is 0) when (∼a0)
5. And |= (“a1” is a1) ⇒ (“out” is 0) when (∼a1)
6. And |= (“a2” is a2) ⇒ (“out” is 0) when (∼a2)
We use the STE simulator to verify (4). This requires using only one variable. Using
Theorem 8.1, with pi being the permutation that obtains “a1” from “a0” and leaves “out”
unchanged, we can deduce the correctness assertion stated in (5), which is a permutation
of (4). Similarly when the pi is the permutation that maps “a0” to “a2” and leaves “out”
unchanged, we deduce the correctness assertion stated in (6).
Once we have deduced the correctness of (4), (5) and (6) by using one explicit STE
run and the symmetry property, we can use the Constraint Implication 1 rule, and then
Guard Disjunction Rule in the forward direction to deduce
(∼a0 ∨ ∼a1 ∨ ∼a2) ⊃
And |= (“a0” is a0) and (“a1” is a1) and (“a2” is a2) ⇒ (“out” is 0)
Finally we use the Constraint Implication 2 rule to deduce the correctness of the
property we wanted to have:
And |= (“a0” is a0) and (“a1” is a1) and (“a2” is a2) ⇒
((“out” is 0) when (∼a0 ∨ ∼a1 ∨ ∼a2))
We could have obtained the final correctness property from the verification results of
(4), (5) and (6) directly by doing a disjunction in the guards. We could have done this
by virtue of a derived inference rule, however we were very pedantic and showed that the
overall process involved going through moving guards out, to doing Guard disjunction
to moving them back in, all of which can be done in one go using the derived inference
rule, which is what we do in practice.
Thus verification of an n-bit And gate can be done using only one symbolic variable.
The cost of verification has been invested in the deductive framework and exploitation
of symmetry.
The example of verifying an n-bit Or gate is completely the dual of the verification of
n-bit And gate, that we have just shown. The verification of these simple gates illustrate
an important point, besides showing the strength of the verification methodology based
on symmetry reduction and use of inference rules. The point is that in many circuit
models simple gates appear, and the Boolean values that appear at the inputs of these
gates can be any Boolean expression. Having a library of verification results in the form
of pre-verified results over these gates, means the Boolean variables a0, a1,and a2 can
be instantiated to any Boolean expression that arises out of other combinational blocks
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in the circuit. In a system where we turn the STE verification results into correctness
theorems in a Boolean logic [47], the instantiation of free Boolean variables is direct and
leads to very powerful gains, since we do not have to verify these gates over and over
again when they are used as components in other bigger circuit models.
At present we do not have access to an integrated verification environment where
STE verification results can be lifted automatically to theorems. So at the moment
the deductive reasoning happens outside the Forte environment. Another possibility
is that we already have an implementation of STE inference rules in HOL, so STE
verification results from Forte can be plugged as theorems into HOL through an external
scripting support, possibly using ML or some other scripting language that needs to be
investigated.
Inference rules are useful because a property about n bits is in effect decomposed into
n properties each talking about 1 bit. Verifying explicitly these n cases will shift the
complexity of verification of a property about n bits needing a BDD built over n Boolean
variables, to the verification of n properties each building a smaller BDD because of a
single variable. However the time needed for verifying these n properties would without
symmetry be of the order n times the complexity of verifying one of them. By exploiting
symmetry properties, we are able to collapse the case of verifying n properties to the
case where we only verify one representative and deduce that other symmetric properties
modulo permutation on trajectory formulas have been verified as well. Notice that using
symmetry based arguments for reduction, appears very similar to induction, since we
deduce the correctness results of n−1 bits from the correctness result of 1 bit. However,
it significantly differs from induction because the case of verifying n + 1 bits does not
depend on the verification of the case with n bits. The reduction argument will apply to
the circuit with n+1 bits, because of the symmetry soundness theorem — Theorem 8.1.
It is this theorem that enables the deduction of the correctness of the entire class of
equivalent STE properties from verification of one representative.
8.3.2 MUX
We have shown in Chapter 6 how to model a unit-delay, 2-to-1 Mux using the combi-
nators of FSM∗. The Mux circuit in Figure 6.6 has symmetry between the output bus
and its input buses a and b. We can use the definition of the Mux given on page 85
to model a 2-to-1 Mux of any size. Let us assume the size of the input buses is 3-bits.
Thus we have to verify the following property to completely characterise the behaviour
of the Mux.
Mux |= (“a0” is a0) and (“a1” is a1) and (“a2” is a2)
and (“b0” is b0) and (“b1” is b1) and (“b2” is b2)
and (“ctrl” is c) ⇒
N((“out0” is a0 when c) and (“out0” is b0 when∼c))
N((“out1” is a1 when c) and (“out1” is b1 when∼c))
N((“out2” is a2 when c) and (“out2” is b2 when∼c))
Note that is binds tighter than when, so we have left out the parentheses and written
(“out0” is a0 when c), instead of ((“out0” is a0) when c), for legibility.
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Verification in the presence of symmetry
Using the Conjunction rule on the antecedent and consequent, we get the following
goals:
I. Mux |= (“a0” is a0) and (“b0” is b0) and (“ctrl” is c) ⇒
N((“out0” is a0 when c) and (“out0” is b0 when∼c))
II. Mux |= (“a1” is a1) and (“b1” is b1) and (“ctrl” is c) ⇒
N((“out1” is a1 when c) and (“out1” is b1 when∼c))
III. Mux |= (“a2” is a2) and (“b2” is b2) and (“ctrl” is c) ⇒
N((“out2” is a2 when c) and (“out2” is b2 when∼c))
We do an STE run to verify (I). It involves two symbolic variables a0 and b0 which is
not a problem at all during the STE verification run. Mux exhibits symmetry; exchange
the first line with the second, where pi is the permutation that swaps the nodes “a0”
with “a1”, “b0” with “b1”, and “out0” with “out1”. Similarly we can swap the first line
with the third with a different pi. In both the cases, Symχ Mux pi holds, and therefore
by using Theorem 8.1, we can conclude that (II) and (III) are verified as well.
Thus verifying an n-bit, 2-to-1 mux entails verifying a 1-bit mux using only two
symbolic variables, and by way of using symmetry arguments, and inference rules, we
can conclude that the n-bit mux is verified as well. In general by exploiting symmetry,
we can verify an n−to−1 Mux with m− bit wide input buses using n distinct symbolic
variables for input buses and (log n) variables for selecting one of the n inputs. Further
if we use symbolic indexing, the requirement of n distinct variables can be reduced to
(log n). Thus instead of having to use mn number of variables without reduction; using
symmetry and symbolic indexing we need 2 (log n) variables. In a nutshell, reduction in
the width of the buses is achieved by exploiting symmetry, and reduction for the number
of buses is done by symbolic indexing.
This brings us to the last example of this chapter. We will show how symmetries can
be exploited for an n-bit wide comparator that does equality comparison.
8.3.3 Comparator
The high level circuit model for the unit-delay comparator circuit is shown in Chapter 6.
We showed that the comparator circuit in Figure 6.5, has symmetry across its two input
buses and the output. We can swap “a0” with “a1” and “b0” with “b1” and the output
with itself, and the behaviour of the circuit will not change. This is the property that
we will exploit in the verification of the STE property.
The property we wish to verify for the comparator is given by the following:
Comp |= (“a0” is a0) and (“b0” is b0) and
(“a1” is a1) and (“b1” is b1)
⇒
N((“out” is 1) when ((a0 = b0) ∧ (a1 = b1))) and
N((“out” is 0) when (∼(a0 = b0) ∨ (∼(a1 = b1))))
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The above property can be decomposed using the Conjunction rule into the following
two cases:
I. Equality case
Comp |= (“a0” is a0) and (“b0” is b0) and
(“a1” is a1) and (“b1” is b1)
⇒ N((“out” is 1) when ((a0 = b0) ∧ (a1 = b1)))
II. Inequality case
Comp |= (“a0” is a0) and (“b0” is b0) and
(“a1” is a1) and (“b1” is b1)
⇒ N((“out” is 0) when (∼(a0 = b0) ∨ (∼(a1 = b1))))
We will show how to verify the equality case first.
Verification in the presence of symmetry – Equality
The goal is to show that
Comp |= (“a0” is a0) and (“b0” is b0) and
(“a1” is a1) and (“b1” is b1)
⇒ N(“out” is 1) when ((a0 = b0) ∧ (a1 = b1))
The verification strategy proceeds as follows. We first use the Cut rule to partition the
verification of a property into two cases, which rely on a weaker trajectory formula. In
the sequel below these weak formulas are given by B0 and B1, and properties where these
formulas appear are known as weak properties. Other trajectory formulas describing
parts of the antecedent and the consequent of the given property are defined.
let B0 = (“i0” is 1)
let B1 = (“i1” is 1)
let A0 = (“a0” is a0) and (“b0” is b0)
let A1 = (“a1” is a1) and (“b1” is b1)
let G0 = (a0 = b0)
let G1 = (a1 = b1)
let C ′ = (“o” is 1)
let C = N(“out” is 1)
All the steps are outlined below. Here is how the verification will proceed once the
trajectory formulas have been defined. It begins by carrying out an STE run verifying
the weaker property i.e., the result of comparing two bit values (the output of the bitwise
comparison of bits “a0” and “b0”) is 1, if the values are equal. This run requires two
symbolic variables. This is shown in Step 1 below.
By symmetry, using Theorem 8.1 we can conclude (Step 2) that the other part of
the bitwise comparison circuitry is also correct. Then the Constraint Implication rules
transform the properties (Steps 3 and 4) such that the guards are moved out of the
consequent of the properties, and a Guard Conjunction rule is used to stitch the cor-
rectness results of the two bitwise comparison cases (Step 5). Then assuming that all
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inputs to the And gate of the comparator are 1, we check if the output is 1 (Step 6).
This run basically uses the weaker formulas B0 and B1 in the antecedent and carries out
the scalar simulation in Forte. Another straightforward scalar run (Step 7) is carried
out to check if the output value appears at “out” one time point later than “o”. Finally
by virtue of Transitivity rule and the Cut (Steps 8 and 9), we deduce the correctness
property that is finally transformed (Step 10) using the Constraint Implication 2 rule,
to make it look exactly what we wanted to verify in the first instance.
1. Comp |= A0 ⇒ (B0 when G0) (STE run using 2 variables)
2. Comp |= A1 ⇒ (B1 when G1) (Symmetry)
3. G0 ⊃ (Comp |= A0 ⇒ B0) (Constraint Implication 1)
4. G1 ⊃ (Comp |= A1 ⇒ B1) (Constraint Implication 1)
5. (G0 ∧ G1) ⊃ (Comp |= (A0 and A1) ⇒ (B0 and B1)) (Guard Conjunction)
6. Comp |= (B0 and B1)⇒ C ′ (Scalar STE run)
7. Comp |= C ′ ⇒ C (Scalar STE run)
8. Comp |= (B0 and B1)⇒ C (Transitivity on 6 and 7)
9. (G0 ∧ G1) ⊃ (Comp |= (A0 and A1)⇒ C) (Cut on 5 and 8)
10. Comp |= (A0 and A1)⇒ (C when (G0 ∧G1)) (Constraint Implication 2)
Replacing the values of A0, A1, C, G0 and G1 we get
Comp |= (“a0” is a0) and (“b0” is b0) and
(“a1” is a1) and (“b1” is b1)
⇒ N(“out” is 1) when ((a0 = b0) ∧ (a1 = b1))
Verification in the presence of symmetry – Inequality
The steps for the inequality case (II) are outlined below. We begin by defining some
trajectory formulas.
let A = (“a0” is a0) and (“b0” is b0) and (“a1” is a1) and (“b1” is b1)
let A0 = (“a0” is a0) and (“b0” is b0)
let A1 = (“a1” is a1) and (“b1” is b1)
let C ′ = (′′o′′ is 0)
let C = N(“out” is 0)
let G0 = ∼(a0 = b0)
let G1 = ∼(a1 = b1)
Now we proceed as follows:
1. Comp |= A0 ⇒ (C ′ when G0) (STE run using 2 variables)
2. Comp |= A1 ⇒ (C ′ when G1) (Symmetry)
3. G0 ⊃ (Comp |= A0 ⇒ C ′) (Constraint Implication 1)
4. G1 ⊃ (Comp |= A1 ⇒ C ′) (Constraint Implication 1)
5. (G0 ∨ G1) ⊃ (Comp |= ((A0 and A1)⇒ C ′)) (Guard Disjunction on 3 and 4)
6. Comp |= C ′ ⇒ C (Scalar STE run)
7. (G0 ∨ G1) ⊃ (Comp |= ((A0 and A1)⇒ C)) (Cut)
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Replacing the values of A0, A1, C, G0 and G1 we get
Comp |= (“a0” is a0) and (“b0” is b0) and
(“a1” is a1) and (“b1” is b1)
⇒ N(“out” is 0) when (∼(a0 = b0) ∨ (∼(a1 = b1)))
Thus the number of variables required in any STE run is 2. By using inference
rules we are able to decompose the properties effectively, and using symmetry collapses
the number of explicit cases to verify to one, and that case needs 2 variables. Thus
variables required for verifying an n-bit comparator remains fixed at 2 and not 2n. So
BDDs always stay small and verification complexity remains constant with respect to
BDD size.
8.4 Related work
One significant piece of research done in this area that closely resembles ours, is Man-
ish Pandey’s work on using symmetries for reduction in STE model checking [82, 83].
Pandey verified transistor level netlist representations of circuit models using STE model
checking. In order to discover symmetry in these models, he had to rely on finding
suitable heuristics for discovering isomorphisms in sub-graphs, a known NP-complete
problem [42]. Other researchers [23, 109], have also taken the approach to discovering
symmetries by having a set of heuristics. The problem with this approach is that, for
each new circuit that is verified, possibly a new set of heuristics are needed. When
the right heuristics are supplied, even then the time needed for discovering symmetry is
proportional to the size of the circuit model [82]. Thus the total time used in verification
is significantly dominated by symmetry checks.
By comparison using our approach, time required to type check circuit models for
discovering symmetry is constant with respect to different sizes of a given circuit, so we
are able to drastically reduce the time factor in symmetry checks.
Pandey also used the idea of property decomposition, using the known set of STE
inference rules. He relied on using STE simulation to find interfaces in transistor level
graphs, whereby he could partition the circuit to expose the names of input and output
nodes that define the symmetry across interfaces. He would then use a strategy similar
to ours which relies on verifying weaker properties (using a Cut like rule) and then
use the weaker properties to build relatively stronger ones, finally verifying the original
property.
Whereas Pandey had to use simulation to discover interfaces across which circuit
models and properties can be partitioned to discover symmetry in models and properties,
we perform better because of the way we model circuits. By recording the inputs and
outputs that give rise to symmetry, at the time of circuit modelling (in FSM∗), we don’t
have to do much at the time of property verification to discover symmetry in models and
properties. Symmetry in models is determined by type checking as explained earlier, and
symmetry amongst properties is exposed by recording the names of inputs and outputs
that give rise to symmetry at the high-level in FSM∗. Using the knowledge that circuits
have been composed using the high-level combinators such as ◦, identifying symmetry
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inside the circuit amounts to simply identifying those circuit blocks that were composed
using ◦, and names across those segments can be easily read off from the FSM. Those
names are used to cluster the decomposed set of smaller properties into symmetric ones.
We believe, discovering symmetry information in a circuit is best accomplished when
the information can be tapped before it gets lost. This means that reading symmetries
in circuit descriptions at a higher level of abstraction is a much better idea, and in this
manner we strongly share Ip and Dill’s approach [40] of modelling circuits using special
types, that explicitly announce the presence of symmetry in the circuit.
8.5 Summary
In this chapter we presented the theory behind our reduction methodology. We presented
a link between the STE theory and symmetry generating swaps. We presented a very
important theorem that justifies leaving out explicit verification of STE properties by
running an STE simulator if they are symmetric modulo permutation. We also offered
a novel set of STE inference rules that enable very effective property decomposition.
We showed several examples to illustrate our methodology of property reduction. In
the next chapter we present case studies on bigger circuit models such as memories.
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Chapter 9
Examples and Case Studies
We will present several examples in this chapter to illustrate the applicability of our
theory we presented in the previous chapters. Examples include a steering circuit, an
n-bit register, a random access memory (RAM), a content addressable memory (CAM)
and finally a circuit that involves two CAMs. We will present comparisons of our work
with other related work wherever applicable.
9.1 Steering circuit
Our first example in this chapter is a steering circuit. This circuit accepts three inputs,
and compares the value of two of them. If the two values are equal then the output is
that value, while if the values are not equal, the third one is the output. This circuit
employs a multiplexer and a comparator, as shown in Figure 9.1.
There are two symmetric blocks connected together in this circuit. The first symmetry
is in the comparator (Comp) and the second is in the multiplexer (Mux ). The symmetry
in the comparator circuit however, doesn’t affect the symmetry in the multiplexer circuit.
In fact the output of the comparator becomes the control input to the multiplexer.
Therefore we made the design choice to group the symmetric inputs of theMux together
and treat them as symmetric inputs to the Steering circuit, and the symmetric inputs
of the comparator circuit are grouped together as non-symmetric inputs to the Steering
circuit even though they are responsible for the symmetry of the comparator. The
comparator circuit itself doesn’t have any non-symmetric inputs, so the first argument
to Comp is the empty list. This is choice that we have made for all circuit modelling,
where an output of one symmetric block behaves as a non-symmetric input to another
symmetric block.
Circuits similar to steering circuit appear in many memory designs, where the in-
coming data a is compared with the stored data b, and if the values are equal then no
change is made to the stored data b, else new data c is written. Of course in this circuit
there is no memory, but it serves well to illustrate how to exploit the symmetries of the
comparator and the multiplexer to do reduction for this circuit.
The model of the circuit in FSM∗ is shown below:
Steer nsym = Mux (Comp([ ] : bool list list) nsym)
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Figure 9.1: Steering circuit.
9.1.1 Property reduction
Steer |= (“a0” is a0) and (“a1” is a1) and
(“b0” is b0) and (“b1” is b1) and
(“c0” is c0) and (“c1” is c1)
⇒
((“out0” is a0) and (“out1” is a1)) when ((a0 = b0) ∧ (a1 = b1)) and
((“out0” is c0) and (“out1” is c1)) when ((∼(a0 = b0)) ∨ (∼(a1 = b1)))
Decompose them into
1. Case I
Steer |= (“a0” is a0) and (“a1” is a1) and
(“b0” is b0) and (“b1” is b1) and
⇒
((“out0” is a0) and (“out1” is a1)) when ((a0 = b0) ∧ (a1 = b1))
2. Case II
Steer |= (“a0” is a0) and (“a1” is a1) and
(“b0” is b0) and (“b1” is b1) and
(“c0” is c0) and (“c1” is c1) and
⇒
((“out0” is c0) and (“out1” is c1)) when ((∼(a0 = b0)) ∨ (∼(a1 = b1)))
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Detailed solution for Case I
We need to verify the following
Steer |= (“a0” is a0) and (“a1” is a1) and
(“b0” is b0) and (“b1” is b1) and
⇒
((“out0” is a0) and (“out1” is a1)) when ((a0 = b0) ∧ (a1 = b1))
Come up with weaker properties
Steer |= (“a0” is a0) and (“a1” is a1) and
(“b0” is b0) and (“b1” is b1) ⇒ (“ctrl” is T ) when ((a0 = b0) ∧ (a1 = b1))
We can use the same reasoning as for the comparator case to verify the above property.
We know from the comparator verification study that we only ever need two symbolic
variables to verify an n-bit comparator. Thus using the same verification flow as that
for a comparator, we can verify the above property, using two variables.
Rewriting it by using pushing guards out of the consequent, we obtain (1) below.
1. ((a0 = b0) ∧ (a1 = b1)) ⊃
(Steer |= ((“a0” is a0) and (“a1” is a1) and
(“b0” is b0) and (“b1” is b1) ⇒ (“ctrl” is T )) (Constraint Implication 1)
2. Steer |= (“ctrl” is T ) and (“a0” is a0) ⇒ (“out0” is a0) (STE run)
3. Steer |= (“ctrl” is T ) and (“a1” is a1) ⇒ (“out1” is a1) (Symmetry)
4. Steer |= (“a0” is a0) and (“a1” is a1) and (“ctrl” is T )
⇒ (“out0” is a0) and (“out1” is a1) (Conjunction)
5. ((a0 = b0) ∧ (a1 = b1)) ⊃
(Steer |= (“a0” is a0) and (“a1” is a1) and
(“b0” is b0) and (“b1” is b1) and
(“a0” is a0) and (“a1” is a1)
⇒
(“out0” is a0) and (“out1” is a1)) (Cut)
6. ((a0 = b0) ∧ (a1 = b1)) ⊃
(Steer |= (“a0” is a0) and (“a1” is a1) and
(“b0” is b0) and (“b1” is b1))
⇒
((“out0” is a0) and (“out1” is a1)) (Antecedent Weakening)
7. ((a0 = b0) ∧ (a1 = b1)) ⊃
(Steer |= (“a0” is a0) and (“a1” is a1) and
(“b0” is b0) and (“b1” is b1))
(“c0” is c0) and (“c1” is c1)
⇒
((“out0” is a0) and (“out1” is a1)) (Antecedent Strengthening 2)
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8. Steer |= (“a0” is a0) and (“a1” is a1) and
(“b0” is b0) and (“b1” is b1)
(“c0” is c0) and (“c1” is c1)
⇒
((“out0” is a0) and (“out1” is a1))
when ((a0 = b0) ∧ (a1 = b1)) (Constraint Implication 2)
Thus we have verified Case I by actually using two symbolic variables. Two were used
for the case when we said we can use the comparator checking results. One of these two
were used again in the verification of the Mux circuitry, see step (2) above.
Detailed solution for Case II
We have to verify the following:
Steer |= (“a0” is a0) and (“a1” is a1) and
(“b0” is b0) and (“b1” is b1) and
(“c0” is c0) and (“c1” is c1) and
⇒
((“out0” is c0) and (“out1” is c1))
when ((∼(a0 = b0)) ∨ (∼(a1 = b1)))
Come up with weaker properties
Steer |= (“a0” is a0) and (“a1” is a1) and
(“b0” is b0) and (“b1” is b1)
⇒
(“ctrl” is F ) when ((∼(a0 = b0)) ∨ (∼(a1 = b1)))
The above property is an instance of the inequality case of the comparator verification
case. Thus we can transfer the same strategy as we used for verifying the comparator
case, using only two symbolic variables.
1. ((∼(a0 = b0)) ∨ (∼(a1 = b1))) ⊃
(Steer |= (“a0” is a0) and (“a1” is a1) and
(“b0” is b0) and (“b1” is b1)
⇒ (“ctrl” is F ) (Constraint Implication 1)
2. Steer |= (“c0” is c0) and (“ctrl” is F ) ⇒ (“out0” is c0) (STE run)
3. Steer |= (“c1” is c1) and (“ctrl” is F ) ⇒ (“out1” is c1) (Symmetry)
4. Steer |= (“c0” is c0) and (“c1” is c1) and (“ctrl” is F )
⇒ (“out0” is c0) and (“out1” is c1) (Conjunction and Ant Weakening)
5. ((∼(a0 = b0)) ∨ (∼(a1 = b1))) ⊃
(Steer |= (“a0” is a0) and (“a1” is a1) and
(“b0” is b0) and (“b1” is b1)
(“c0” is c0) and (“c1” is c1)
⇒
((“out0” is c0) and (“out1” is c1))) (Cut on 1 and 4)
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6. Steer |= (“a0” is a0) and (“a1” is a1) and
(“b0” is b0) and (“b1” is b1))
(“c0” is c0) and (“c1” is c1))
⇒
((“out0” is c0) and (“out1” is c1))
when ((∼(a0 = b0)) ∨ (∼(a1 = b1))) (Constraint Implication 2)
We have verified Case II in this case also using two variables for comparator inequality
case and one for the Mux circuitry. Thus the verification of an n-bit steering circuit,
requires only two symbolic variables. This is no surprise since the verification of its
components, namely the comparator and the multiplexer, also require two symbolic
variables. Actually the multiplexer requires a minimum of just one variable as we have
seen in step (2) above.
9.2 8-bit register
An 8-bit register is shown in Figure 9.2. It uses eight positive level triggered (also known
as active high) latches to store the 8 bits. At time 0, the input data bits “I0” to “I7”
get latched onto the bits “O0” to “O7”. If the data at bits “O0” to “O7” is sampled at
a later time point, the bits return the stored value. The circuit is very simple indeed,
but also illustrates how symmetries are exploited in a register file.
The definition of its circuit model in HOL, using high level combinators, is shown
below. This definition can easily be type checked to ensure that this circuit does indeed
have symmetries.
Reg [ [ ck ] ] = map(map (AH ck))
Let us state the antecedents and the consequent formulas:
let A = (“I0” is I0) and (“I1” is I1) and (“I2” is I2) and (“I3” is I3) and
(“I4” is I4) and (“I5” is I5) and (“I6” is I6) and (“I7” is I7)
let clk = (“ck” is T ) and (N (“ck” is F ))
let C = N ((“O0” is I0) and (“O1” is I1) and (“O2” is I2) and (“O3” is I3)
and (“O4” is I4) and (“O5” is I5) and (“O6” is I6) and (“O7” is I7))
We have to verify the following property to characterise the behaviour of the register
file.
Reg |= (A and clk) ⇒ C
The register has symmetry across the bus I and O. The bits “I0” to “I7” belong
to a single bus in the symmetric inputs, and the bits “O0” to “O7” are the outputs
across which the register circuit exhibits symmetry. Thus the above property can be
decomposed into 8 smaller properties, using the Conjunction rule of inference, and any
of the resulting smaller properties can be chosen and verified. Using the Theorem 8.1,
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Figure 9.2: An 8-bit register.
we can deduce the correctness of the rest of the smaller properties. The Conjunction
rule is used in the forward direction to combine the overall correctness property.
We can verify the following property, and conclude by symmetry arguments that the
rest of the equivalent cases have been verified as well using the Theorem 8.1.
Reg |= ((“I0” is I0) and clk) ⇒ N(“O” is I0)
Thus generally an n-bit register can be verified using only one symbolic variable using
symmetry based reduction.
9.3 Random Access Memories
Random access memories come in two modes, static and dynamic. The static RAM
(SRAM) consists of internal latches that store the binary information. The stored
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Figure 9.3: Binary storage cell (BC) of an SRAM. Taken from [72].
information remains intact as long as the power is applied to the unit. The dynamic
RAM (DRAM) stores the information in the form of electric charges on capacitors. The
stored charge on the capacitors tends to discharge with time and must be periodically
charged by refreshing the dynamic memory. Refreshing is done by cycling through the
words every few milliseconds to restore decaying charge. DRAM offers reduced power
consumption and larger storage capacity in a single memory chip, while SRAM is easier
to use, it has shorter read and write cycles. SRAMs are usually costlier, and more
reliable, and hence are used in several other memory based circuits, such as caches. In
our approach we do not model the RAMs at this level of electrical detail, since the goal
is to check the logic function of the memory, which is best done at the high level.
The internal construction of an SRAM consists of m× n binary storage cells, where
m words can be stored in the memory with n bits per word. A binary storage cell (BC)
is the basic building block of a memory unit, as shown in Figure 9.3. The storage part
of the cell is modelled by an active high latch (AH ). Actually the cell is an electronic
circuit with 4 to 6 transistors. However for our purposes of modelling we consider it to
be an active high latch with a read/write control logic surrounding the latch.
The logical construction of a small 4 word RAM is shown in Figure 9.4. This RAM
stores 2 bits per word. A memory with 4 word lines needs two address inputs. The
address inputs are also known as the address bus. The address bus is an input to the
decoder circuit that generates the four address lines for each of the four words. With
the memory select asserted high, one of the four address lines are selected depending
upon the input to the decoder. Once an address line is selected, the read/write input
determines whether the data is read or written from the corresponding address location.
For our purpose we choose the level of abstraction such that we leave out the decoder
bit of the circuitry, and assume that the address lines are present as primary inputs
to the memory. The other primary inputs to the memory are the data to be written,
and the read/write signal. The output of the memory is a data port, from where the
data is read out. The input and the output data bits form the symmetric inputs and
outputs respectively. The address lines, and the read/write enabled signals are the
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Figure 9.4: Logical construction of a 4 × 2 SRAM. The Or gates are shown according
to the array logic. The state holding nodes are n4 to n7 and n55 to n58. Note that we
have not shown quotes around the node names for the sake of clarity in the drawing.
Adapted from [72].
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non-symmetric inputs to the circuit.
9.3.1 Modelling
In this section we will explain how we model the SRAM circuit shown in Figure 9.4
in FSM∗. Incoming data bits are symmetric inputs, where each data bus in the input
corresponds to row of data bits that would be written to a unique address. This is done
by the function Nbits which maps each incoming data bus in the symmetric input to
a unique address location specified by the first argument of the Nbits function. The
function Nbits accepts an address bus of m lines, and for each of the m words, generates
a line of n data bits, where n is the number of data bits stored per word. Note that
there is nothing in the definition of Nbits function to suggest that the width of the data
bus is n. The width of the data bus is determined at the time of evaluating the function
Nbits , where the data bus is also specified as an explicit argument to the Nbits function.
(Nbits [ ] = Null)
(Nbits ([ ] :: xs) = Null)
(Nbits [a :: addrlist] =
let cand inp = map (∧ (hd inp)) in
let m = (length (a :: addrlist) − 1) in
(Nbits [ addrlist ]) ‖ (map (cand [a]) ◦ (Select m Id)))
(Nbits ((x :: y) :: xs) = Null
The m-word memory is defined in terms of one word of memory, which is defined by the
function oneline. This function generates one line of memory with arbitrary number of
data bits, with the read and the write control logic surrounding each storage element in
that line. The storage element itself is specified by mapping an active-high latch over
the incoming data bits.
oneline [ [en] ] [ [addr] ] =
let cand inp = map (∧ (hd inp)) in
map (cand [addr]) ◦ (map (cand [en])) ◦
(map (map (AH (∼en)))) ◦ Nbits [ [addr] ]
Data will be read from this line when the read/write signal (en) is asserted high, and
will be written to the line when the en enable is asserted low. The line also has a unique
address addr , specified as a second argument to the function oneline.
The function Lines generates m lines of memory with n data bits per word.
(Lines en [ [ ] ] = Null)
(Lines en [(x :: xs)] =
let n = (length (x :: xs) − 1) in
(((oneline en [ [x] ]) ◦ (Select n Id)) ‖ (Lines en [xs])))
Finally the function memory defines anm×n memory grid. The output data is read out
by doing a bitwise or operation on the bits of each of the address words. For example
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the Boolean value at “out0” in Figure 9.4, can come from any of the stored 0
th bit, which
of course gets specified by the address location of the word.
memory en addr = (Bitwise ∨ (Lines en addr))
The following session shows how we generate the circuit FSMs for the memory in
practice. The example below shows a 4 word memory, with 2 data bits per word.
Although this example is kept deliberately small in terms of word and data size to keep
the presentation simple and clear, we have implemented several large sized FSMs.
(********** Evaluate the Structure --- obtain the netlist *********)
`ckt2netlist (memory [[s "en"]])[["addr3"; "addr2";"addr1"; "addr0"]]
[["d00"; "d01"];["d10";"d11"];
["d20";"d21"];["d30";"d31"]]
[["out0"; "out1"]] s s’ =
(s’ "out0" =
s "addr0" ∧ s "en" ∧ AH (~s "en") (s "addr0" ∧ s "d00") ∨
s "addr1" ∧ s "en" ∧ AH (~s "en") (s "addr1" ∧ s "d10")) ∨
s "addr2" ∧ s "en" ∧ AH (~s "en") (s "addr2" ∧ s "d20")) ∨
s "addr3" ∧ s "en" ∧ AH (~s "en") (s "addr3" ∧ s "d30")) ∧
(s’ "out1" =
s "addr0" ∧ s "en" ∧ AH (~s "en") (s "addr0" ∧ s "d01") ∨
s "addr1" ∧ s "en" ∧ AH (~s "en") (s "addr1" ∧ s "d11")) ∨
s "addr2" ∧ s "en" ∧ AH (~s "en") (s "addr2" ∧ s "d21")) ∨
s "addr3" ∧ s "en" ∧ AH (~s "en") (s "addr3" ∧ s "d31")) : thm
val mem_thm = it;
- netlist2exlif memory [mem thm] "4X2mem" "";
9.3.2 Verification
We first illustrate that the memory functions correctly. We do this by verifying it
in Forte, running simulations to check the read and the write properties. Since the
example has only a few word lines and data bits, running the STE simulations is very
easy and poses no significant challenge. However once we scale the number of address
lines even to a moderately large number, such as 64, for a 32 bit data word, we soon
realise the limit of explicit full scale simulation in STE. So we will present the symmetry
based reduction strategy later to show how we can get a handle on the complexity of
verification. Interestingly, symmetry reduction by itself is not sufficient to keep the size
of the BDDs small, and we will subsequently show how we can leverage the symmetry
reduction with symbolic indexing to get fast and efficient verification strategy for SRAM
verification. We will also make comparisons to Pandey’s work on SRAM verification.
We wish to verify the following properties about the memory [26]:
1. Read after write is correct — if the memory is written at an address, and then
read later from the same location, it should give the correct data.
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2. Read is non-destructive — by reading the data from a certain address, we do not
erase the data. In other words the state of the memory stays intact after a read
operation.
We begin by stating the following antecedents and consequents, and subsequently
run STE simulation runs in Forte. Note we use the convenient from and to, explained
in Section 3.4, for expressing trajectory formulas that hold over several units of time.
(∗ symbolic address values are assigned to the address nodes ∗)
let A = ((“addr0” is a0) and (“addr1” is a1) and
(“addr2” is a2) and (“addr3” is a3)) from 0 to 2
(∗ formulas that state the data values to be written ∗)
let D0 = ((“d00” is d00) and (“d10” is d10) and
(“d20” is d20) and (“d30” is d30)) from 0 to 1
let D1 = ((“d01” is d01) and (“d11” is d11) and
(“d21” is d21) and (“d31” is d31)) from 0 to 1
(∗ read and write take place in alternate clock cycles ∗)
let en = (“en” is F from 0 to 1) and (“en” is T from 1 to 2)
(∗ data written at the previous cycle appears at the output ∗)
let C0 = (“out0” is (a0 ∧ d00) ∨ (a1 ∧ d10) ∨
(a2 ∧ d20) ∨ (a3 ∧ d30)) from 1 to 2
let C1 = (“out1” is (a0 ∧ d01) ∨ (a1 ∧ d11) ∨
(a2 ∧ d21) ∨ (a3 ∧ d31)) from 1 to 2
(∗ the state of the memory is intact ∗)
let M = ((“n4” is (a0 ∧ d00)) and
(“n5” is (a1 ∧ d10)) and
(“n6” is (a2 ∧ d20)) and
(“n7” is (a3 ∧ d30)) and
(“n55” is (a0 ∧ d01)) and
(“n56” is (a1 ∧ d11)) and
(“n57” is (a2 ∧ d21)) and
(“n58” is (a3 ∧ d31))) from 1 to 2
The antecedent A simply asserts distinct symbolic values at different address lines.
Since we have four word lines, we need four unique BDD variables (a0 to a3). Similarly,
we need to assert distinct data variables dij at the incoming data ports of the memory,
where i denotes the word location at which the jth bit is written. For this example i
ranges between 0 and 3, and j is either 0 or 1. We do this by giving the formulas D0 and
D1. The names for state nodes (“n4”, “n5”, “n6”, “n7”, “n55”, “n56”, “n57” and “n58”)
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are generated internally by the netlist2exlif program that produces the exlif from the
netlist as explained in Chapter 7.
We have paired up the 0th bits of each address location together in the formula D0,
and the 1st bits of each word locations in D1. By using the convenient from and to
functions, we can say that the incoming data bits are asserted the symbolic values at
time point 0. The address nodes take on the symbolic values for 2 time points, long
enough to complete the read and the write operations. The enable signal is asserted
low at time point 0 to allow a data write to word locations, and then asserted high to
enable the data read. This is given by the trajectory formula given by en. We construct
the trajectory formulas C0 and C1, that states the expected values to arrive at the
output data ports “out0” and “out1”, from time point 1 onwards. Finally we provide
the formula M , that states that the memory state specified by the state of the internal
nodes is intact.
Once we have stated the trajectory formulas, we can start the Forte simulator, and
open the file “4X2mem.exe” for reading the circuit FSM; we assign the file pointer to the
variable memory in Forte. Then we can run the following simulation in Forte to verify
that read after write is correct, and the read is non-destructive.
memory |= (A and D0 and D1 and en) ⇒ (C0 and C1 and M)
The output of the above run is the BDD true in Forte. Had there been an error in the
run, a counterexample would have appeared at the output in the form of a BDD which
will have variables mentioned at the address locations and data bits.
In total, we use 12 variables, 4 for address lines, and 8 for the data bits (2 for each
address line). For an m× n memory, the number of variables required is mn, which for
a memory of even modest size like an 8K bit, is 210 — a large number. An attempt
to verify the read operation for such a memory would result in such a big BDD, that
simulation in Forte cannot complete without BDD variable orderings.
Clearly there is a strong need for a reduction strategy in order to manage the com-
plexity of the memory verification. In the sequel below we show a symmetry based
reduction methodology. This relies on observing that there is symmetry amongst data
bits. What this means is that data bits within each bus (row of the memory) have
symmetry. Thus if we permute bits 0 and 1 of the stored data, we will generate a per-
mutation on the columns 0 and 1 of the memory, shown in Figure 9.4. This holds for all
the bits between 0 and the bit size of the data. This is good, because it means we can
verify one column of the memory and infer by way of symmetry that the other columns
have been verified as well.
Verification with symmetry reduction
The symmetry based reduction strategy relies on effective property decomposition using
the inference rules shown in Chapter 8. We show our methodology step by step, for the
read after write property. The methodology is very similar for verifying other properties,
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and so we will not present it here. Let us begin by stating the antecedents.
let A = ((“addr0” is a0) and (“addr1” is a1) and
(“addr2” is a2) and (“addr3” is a3)) from 0 to 2
let D0 = ((“d00” is d00) and (“d10” is d10) and
(“d20” is d20) and (“d30” is d30)) from 0 to 1
let en = (“en” is F from 0 to 1) and (“en” is T from 1 to 2)
The formulas A, D0 and en are the same as shown earlier for the read after write
property. Data gets written in first cycle and is read in second cycle. We also devise
intermediate properties so that we can decompose the overall correctness property in
terms of these properties, and deduce the overall correctness statement by composing
the verification runs in two steps.
let B0 = (“n4” is (a0 ∧ d00) from 1 to 2) and
(“n5” is (a1 ∧ d10) from 1 to 2) and
(“n6” is (a2 ∧ d20) from 1 to 2) and
(“n7” is (a3 ∧ d30) from 1 to 2)
let C0 = (“out0” is (a0 ∧ d00) ∨ (a1 ∧ d10) ∨
(a2 ∧ d20) ∨ (a3 ∧ d30)) from 1 to 2
The weaker property B0 simply identifies desirable values at intermediate points in
the memory circuit. These are not difficult to identify in practice since the memory
definition itself explicitly exposes the interfaces of the memory, and allows possibilities
to slice the memory into several parts. The consequent C simply states the expected
value at the output nodes.
Once all the formulas have been stated, the following three steps help us deduce a
statement of correctness that says that the value at the output node “out0” is either the
0th bit value stored at locations “addr0”, or “addr1” or “addr2” or “addr3”.
1. memory |= (A and D0 and en) ⇒ B0 (STE run)
2. memory |= B0 ⇒ C0 (STE run)
3. memory |= (A and D0 and en) ⇒ C0 (Cut on 1 and 2)
We have verified the property using two STE runs, and using a Cut inference rule. The
total number of variables required is 8. The number of variables required to verify scales
linearly with the increase in the number of address lines.
Consider the following permutation pi. The permutation generate the second column
of the memory from the first.
pi = {“d00” → “d01”, “d10” → “d11”,
“d20” → “d21”, “d30” → “d31”,
“n4” → “n55”, “n5” → “n56”,
“n6” → “n57”, “n7” → “n58”,
“out0” → “out1”}
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This pi when applied to D0, B0 and C0 gives the properties given by D1, B1 and C1
respectively. The antecedent A and en remains unchanged.
let D1 = ((“d01” is d01) and (“d11” is d11) and
(“d21” is d21) and (“d31” is d31)) from 0 to 1
let B1 = (“n55” is (a0 ∧ d01) from 1 to 2) and
(“n56” is (a1 ∧ d11) from 1 to 2) and
(“n57” is (a2 ∧ d21) from 1 to 2) and
(“n58” is (a3 ∧ d31) from 1 to 2)
let C1 = (“out1” is (a0 ∧ d01) ∨ (a1 ∧ d11) ∨
(a2 ∧ d21) ∨ (a3 ∧ d31)) from 1 to 2
We do not have to do the following step, but infer the overall statement of correctness
shown below from symmetry based reduction argument, using the symmetry soundness
theorem (Theorem 8.1).
memory |= (A and D1 and en) ⇒ C1 (II)
Thus the overall correctness statement can be deduced by using the Conjunction rule
of inference. Thus we obtain the overall correctness statement shown below:
memory |= (A and D0 and D1 and en) ⇒ (C0 and C1) (III)
Thus, irrespective of the size of the data bits in the RAM, we always require a fixed
number of BDD variables. However the requirement scales linearly with number of
address lines. Thus for an address bus of width 16, with 64K address lines, 32 bit
data bus, size of the memory is 2M bits, the number of variable required to verify the
memory is 2 × 64K BDD variables. This is a large number of BDD variables and in
fact we cannot complete the simulation runs for this size of memory in Forte even using
symmetry based reduction. We therefore need to use symbolic indexing based reduction
technique on top of symmetry based reduction. Note that symmetry offers a reduction
in the number of columns that need to be verified. By verifying only one column, we are
able to deduce correctness statements about other columns. For each column, we need
m distinct address variables for m address lines, and m distinct data variables, one for
each data bit stored in each of the m locations.
By using symbolic indexing, we can collapse the number of BDD variables required in
a single column verification from 2m to (2 log2 m). In the sequel below we show how to
verify our memory example by exploiting symmetry reduction and symbolic indexing.
Verification with symmetry reduction and symbolic indexing
We will show how to verify the read after write property by using symbolic indexing
with symmetry reduction. Verifying other properties is similar, so will not be shown
here.
We assume the existence of new symbolic variables p, q, r and s. The four distinct
address locations can be indexed by a combination of two symbolic variables p and
q. The distinct variables stored at the four different locations can be indexed by the
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combination of r and s. The antecedent A specifies the assignment of address variables
to address nodes in the usual way. Similarly data variables are assigned to the data
input nodes of the first column.
let A = ((“addr0” is (p ∧ q)) and (“addr1” is (∼p ∧ q)) and
(“addr2” is (p ∧ ∼q)) and (“addr3” is (∼p ∧ ∼q))) from 0 to 2
let D0 = ((“d00” is (r ∧ s)) and (“d10” is (∼r ∧ s)) and
(“d20” is (r ∧ ∼s)) and (“d30” is (∼r ∧ ∼s))) from 0 to 1
Read and write is enabled by stating the formula en.
let en = (“en” is F from 0 to 1) and (“en” is T from 1 to 2)
Formula assigning symbolic vlaues to state nodes is stated next.
let B0 = (“n4” is ((p ∧ q) ∧ (r ∧ s)) from 1 to 2) and
(“n5” is ((∼p ∧ q) ∧ (∼r ∧ s)) from 1 to 2) and
(“n6” is ((p ∧ ∼q) ∧ (r ∧ ∼s)) from 1 to 2) and
(“n7” is ((∼p ∧ ∼q) ∧ (∼r ∧ ∼s)) from 1 to 2)
Finally the expected output values are stated as another formula C0.
let C0 = (“out0” is ((p ∧ q) ∧ (r ∧ s)) ∨
((∼p ∧ q) ∧ (∼r ∧ s)) ∨
((p ∧ ∼q) ∧ (r ∧ s)) ∨
((∼p ∧ ∼q) ∧ (∼r ∧ ∼s))) from 1 to 2
The verification steps are outlined below.
1. memory |= (A and D0 and en) ⇒ B0 (STE run)
2. memory |= B0 ⇒ C0 (STE run)
3. memory |= (A and D0 and en) ⇒ C0 (Cut on 1 and 2)
Thus we have verified the following property, running two STE runs, using 4 BDD
variables, rather than 8 as it was the case with the symmetry reduction approach shown
above.
memory |= (A and D0 and en) ⇒ C0 (IV)
By symmetry we can deduce the correctness statement for the second column of the
memory, using 2(log2 m) BDD variables, which in this case is 4. By permutation pi we
obtain the following properties:
let A = ((“addr0” is (p ∧ q)) and (“addr1” is (∼p ∧ q)) and
(“addr2” is (p ∧ ∼q)) and (“addr3” is (∼p ∧ ∼q))) from 0 to 2
let D1 = ((“d01” is (r ∧ s)) and (“d11” is (∼r ∧ s)) and
(“d21” is (r ∧ ∼s)) and (“d31” is (∼r ∧ ∼s))) from 0 to 1
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let en = (“en” is F from 0 to 1) and (“en” is T from 1 to 2)
let B1 = (“n55” is ((p ∧ q) ∧ (r ∧ s)) from 1 to 2) and
(“n56” is ((∼p ∧ q) ∧ (∼r ∧ s)) from 1 to 2) and
(“n57” is ((p ∧ ∼q) ∧ (r ∧ ∼s)) from 1 to 2) and
(“n58” is ((∼p ∧ ∼q) ∧ (∼r ∧ ∼s)) from 1 to 2)
let C1 = (“out1” is ((p ∧ q) ∧ (r ∧ s)) ∨
((∼p ∧ q) ∧ (∼r ∧ s)) ∨
((p ∧ ∼q) ∧ (r ∧ s)) ∨
((∼p ∧ ∼q) ∧ (∼r ∧ ∼s))) from 1 to 2
and using Theorem 8.1, we can obtain the following correctness statement, without
having to explicitly run the property in the STE simulator.
memory |= (A and D1 and en) ⇒ C1 (V)
Now by doing a Conjunction we obtain:
memory |= (A and D0 and D1 and en) ⇒ (C0 and C1) (VI)
9.3.3 Discussion
We have shown that using symbolic indexing, we are able to get a logarithmic reduction
in the number of variables required to complete the verification of one column, and by
way of symmetry, memory of any number of data bits requires only a fixed number of
BDD variables, which is given by (log2m), for m address lines. Thus a memory that
stores 32 bit data words requires the same number of BDD variables as the one that
stores 8-bit or 16-bit words. The table shown in Figure 9.5, shows the variable require-
ment with the increase in the number of address lines, using symmetry and symbolic
indexing. Notice that we can verify a 2M bit memory using only 32 symbolic vari-
ables, which means the resulting BDDS stay very compact. Figure 9.6, shows how the
BDD variable requirement scales with different size of the memory, using our approach
combining symmetry and symbolic indexing.
Pandey verified SRAMS using STE and symmetry based reduction [82]. Figure 9.6
shows the variable requirement for different SRAM configurations using our approach,
while Figure 9.7 shows the verification memory requirement using Pandey’s approach [82].
Note that Pandey did not specify the metrics in terms of BDD variables used, but spec-
ified the memory used in verification which he refers to as verification memory. From
the graph shown in Figure 9.6, Pandey’s verification memory requirement seems to scale
nearly linearly for smaller sizes of SRAMS, but the verification memory used, grows non-
linearly as the size of SRAMS increases.
Pandey modelled SRAMS using a transistor level netlist representation, and used
data symmetries besides using structural symmetries. He argued that decoder has data
symmetries and some reduction can be obtained by using that. We only use structural
symmetry amongst data bits, and augment it with symbolic indexing, to achieve a fast
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width of addr bus address lines memory sz (bits) variables reqd
data=32 bits  (symmetry + symb indexing)
1 2 64 2
2 4 128 4
3 8 256 6
4 16 512 8
5 32 1k 10
6 64 2k 12
7 128 4k 14
8 256 8k 16
9 512 16k 18
10 1k 32k 20
11 2k 64k 22
12 4k 128k 24
13 8k 256k 26
14 16k 512k 28
15 32k 1M 30
16 64k 2M 32
Figure 9.5: Table showing number of variables required for memory verification of 32 bit
data word and varying number of word lines, using our approach, combining symmetry
reduction and symbolic indexing.
and efficient verification methodology. We do rely on using deductive inference rules
to handle property decomposition and composing overall correctness statements; which
one can argue adds to the cost of overall verification, and this cost scales linearly with
the size of SRAM. Pandey also used some deductive support in his verification case
studies.
Most significant difference in our approach and that of Pandey’s is in identifying
symmetries in circuits. Pandey used subgraph-isomorphism to discover symmetry in
flat netlists, which meant he had to rely on special heuristics to help him solve an NP-
complete problem. This meant that enormous amount of time was required consuming
plenty of memory and having to discover different heuristics for different circuits (see
page 76-78, Chapter 3, Pandey’s thesis [82]).
Our method of symmetry detection is fast since type checking is independent of the
size of the RAM. Besides, structured model design, gives us a general method of circuit
design which encourages re-use of circuit component definitions.
9.4 Content Addressable Memories
Most memory devices store and retrieve data by addressing specific memory locations.
As a result, this path often becomes the limiting factor for systems that rely on fast
memory access. The time required to find an item stored in memory can be reduced
considerably if the stored data item can be identified for access by the content of the data
itself rather than by its address. Memory that is accessed in this way is called content-
addressable memory (CAM). CAM is ideally suited for several functions, including ether-
net address lookup, data compression, pattern-recognition, cache tags, high-bandwidth
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Figure 9.6: Graph showing BDD variable requirement for verifying different sizes of
memory, using our approach, combining symmetry and symbolic indexing.
address filtering, fast lookup in routers. In the next section we show the modelling of a
CAM in HOL using the abstract data type functions we presented in Chapter 6.
9.4.1 Modelling
At the heart of any CAM is a tag comparison unit. This is very different from any
regular memory designs, since the incoming address is compared in parallel with all the
all the stored addresses, which are called tags. As we mentioned above, in case of a
CAM the tags themselves are a part of the stored data, and in fact we look for the
content by looking for the stored data rather than the address in the conventional sense
as in the case of a SRAM. Since the incoming tags are compared in parallel with the
stored tags of n lines, we require n comparators. The stored tag themselves can be m
bit wide, and the associated data to be fetched at any corresponding tag can be d bit
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Pandey’s approach, taken from [82].
wide. Thus CAM is three-dimensional in this sense.
(tcomparator 0 [ [en] ] = Null)
(tcomparator (n+ 1) [ [en] ] =
let cand inp = map (∧ (hd inp)) in
let comp = Bitwise xnor Id in
let intags = (Select 0 Id) in
let storedtags = ((map(cand [en])) ◦ (map(map(AH ∼en))) ◦
(Select (n+ 1) Id))
in
(And ◦ comp ◦ (intags ‖ storedtags)) ‖ (tcomparator n [ [en] ]))
The function tcomparator builds the comparison circuitry in parallel, using the ‖
combinator. It fetches the first line containing stored tags and build the circuitry that
compares it with the incoming tags and then recursively walks down the list of remaining
stored tags and compares it with them.
The match outcome from each line, is the logically or-ed to obtain the hit from the
tags match. This is given by the function hit .
hit n nsym = Bitwise (∨) (tcomparator n nsym)
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The function camLines generates the lines of the CAM given the address lines that are
generated from the tag match circuitry.
(camLines [ ] = Null)
(camLines(a :: addrlist) =
let cand inp = map (∧ (hd inp)) in
let n = (length (a :: addrlist) − 1)
in
(camLines addrlist) ‖ (map (cand a) ◦ (Select n Id)))
The CAM circuit model is given by the function cam below. It obtains the tag enable
and data enable inputs, and given the output from the tag match circuitry, it wires the
complete CAM from the data lines and tag lines.
cam nsym =
let tagen = (hd ◦ hd) ((Select 0 Id) nsym) in
let cand inp = map (∧ (hd inp)) in
let dataen = (hd ◦ hd) ((Select 1 Id) nsym) in
let n = length (Id nsym) − 3 in
let match = tcomparator n [ [tagen] ] (((Tail ◦ Tail) Id) nsym) in
let data = (camLines match) ◦ (map(cand [dataen])) ◦
(map(map(AH (∼dataen)))) ◦ Id
in (Bitwise (∨) data)
In Figure 9.8 (see next page), we show an n line CAM with m bit tag and d bit data.
The figure shows an abstract functional version of CAM where we have hidden the tag
and data enable signals. Figure 9.9 (see next page) shows the tag comparison circuitry
and shows how the hit is obtained from the match of the incoming tag with any of the
stored tags.
The exlif and the exe files are obtained by using the flow explained for the SRAM
circuit and other examples. The output of this flow is an exe that can be loaded in Forte
for simulation.
We will now explain how we carry out the verification of CAM using symmetry
reduction, and inference rules.
9.4.2 Verification
The verification session begins by declaring the symbolic (BDD) variables in a Forte
session. We therefore assume the existence of BDD variables for the tag and data lines.
We assume that the CAM has two lines, with two bit tag and two bit data. This is
sufficient to show the principle involved in the verification using symmetry; any larger
CAM can be verified using exactly the same principle.
Having declared the tag and data variables, we state the basic antecedent assertion
that assigns the symbolic incoming tag values to the incoming tag nodes and defines how
the tag and data enable signal waveforms determine the read and the write operations.
To enable a write operation to take place, we assert the tagen and dataen low, and
when they are asserted high the CAM read takes place. The CAM read operation is
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Figure 9.8: An n line CAM with m bit wide tag and d bit data.
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Figure 9.9: An n line CAM showing the hit circuitry.
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also known as the associative read operation, since the tags are compared in parallel.
We also assume that if the tags match, they match at most one line in the CAM. This
is an invariant that is often desired in many CAMs [85].
(∗ read enabled and incoming tag takes on symbolic values ∗)
let base ant = (((“Tag [0]” is Tag0) and (“Tag [1]” is Tag1)) from 0 to 2) and
(“tagen” is F from 0 to 1) and (“tagen” is T from 1 to 2) and
(“dataen” is F from 0 to 1) and (“dataen” is T from 1 to 2)
We then state that the first and second lines are initialised with the symbolic values,
and the expected value at the output nodes can be from any of the two lines.
(∗ populate the first line ∗)
let A0 = (((“T0[0]” is t00) and (“T0[1]” is t01) and
(“D0[0]” is d00) and (“D0[1]” is d01)) from 0 to 1)
and base ant
(∗ populate the second line ∗)
let A1 = (((“T1[0]” is t10) and (“T1[1]” is t11) and
(“D1[0]” is d10) and (“D1[1]” is d11)) from 0 to 1)
and base ant
Formulas stating that the stored data appears from the 1st and the 2nd line is given
below.
(∗ data stored at the 1st line appears at the output∗ )
let C0 = ((“out[0]” is d00) and (“out[1]” is d01)) from 1 to 2
(∗ data stored at the 2nd line appears at the output ∗)
let C1 = ((“out[0]” is d10) and (“out[1]” is d11)) from 1 to 2
The incoming tags match at the first line, or the tags match at the second line. We
state this by defining the symbolic formula below. The case when the tags do not match
is similarly stated.
(∗ incoming tags match the tags stored at the 1st line ∗)
let G0 = (Tag0 = t00) ∧ (Tag1 = t01)
(∗ incoming tags match the tags stored at the 2nd line ∗)
let G1 = (Tag0 = t10) ∧ (Tag1 = t11)
(∗ incoming tags do not match the tags stored at the 1st line ∗)
let nG0 = ∼G0
(∗ incoming tags do not match the tags stored at the 2nd line ∗)
let nG1 = ∼G1
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Then we state the final formula that the hit from each line stays low.
(∗ hit[0] is 0 ∗)
let B0 = “hit[0]” is F from 1 to 2
(∗ hit[1] is 0 ∗)
let B1 = “hit[1]” is F from 1 to 2
Correct Data is read
In this section we outline the steps involved in verifying the read property.
1. nG0 ⊃ (cam |= A0 ⇒ B0) (STE run, comparator verification
strategy, 2 variables for tag
and 1 for data)
2. G1 ⊃ (cam |= (B0 and A1) ⇒ C1) (STE run, using one data variable)
at a time)
3. (nG0 ∧ G1) ⊃ (cam |= (A0 and A1) ⇒ C1) (Cut on 1 and 2)
4. cam |= (A0 and A1) ⇒ (C1 when (nG0 ∧ G1)) (Constraint Implication 2)
Major reduction in the BDD size comes from identifying that the tag comparison cir-
cuitry is an instance of the comparator circuit, and we can apply the reduction strategy
of the comparator to the tag comparison property stated in (1). Thus we only ever need
to use 2 BDD variables as it was the case with the comparator, and because tags have
symmetry, we can use the symmetry soundness theorem and inference rules to deduce
the overall correctness statement stated in (1). We have not shown the micro steps
involved in this since they are merely the repetition of the comparator case. Similarly
the data bits have symmetry, so verifying (2) also entails verifying a property with just
one data variable and using symmetry soundness theorem and inference rules to deduce
(2). Using Cut, we are able to deal with only one line at a time. Thus we can prove the
weaker property that if tags don’t match at the first line, then hit stays low at the first
line (1), and then if it is so and tags match at the second line, then the output nodes
carry the data values stored at the second line (2). Constraint Implication 2 finally
transforms the property into a shape we are want to verify.
We repeat the above steps for the second line (Steps 5-8, see below), now maintaining
the invariant that the data only matches at the first line. This process is repeated for as
many lines as there are in the CAM, and in fact a script in FL (the language of Forte)
easily automates this.
5. nG1 ⊃ (cam |= A1 ⇒ B1) (STE run, comparator verification
strategy, 2 variables for tag
and 1 for data)
6. G0 ⊃ (cam |= (B1 and A0) ⇒ C0) (STE run, using one data variable)
at a time)
7. (nG1 ∧ G0) ⊃ (cam |= (A0 and A1) ⇒ C0) (Cut on 5 and 6)
8. cam |= (A0 and A1) ⇒ (C0 when (nG1 ∧ G0)) (Constraint Implication 2)
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Finally, we use the Conjunction rule to combine the correctness statements of (4) and
(8) to deduce the correct data read property of the CAM that we wish to verify.
cam |= (A0 and A1) ⇒
((C0 when (nG1 ∧ G0)) and
(C1 when (nG0 ∧ G1))) (Conjunction rule on 4 and 8)
Hit rises if there is a match
Now we explain how we verify the property that hit rises if there is a match at any of
the tag lines. The strategy is similar to the comparator verification case. We first state
the assertion that hit rises.
(∗ hit is 1 ∗)
let C = “hit” is T from 1 to 2
Then the steps are as follows:
9. G0 ⊃ (cam |= A0 ⇒ C) (STE run, comparator verification
strategy, 2 variables for tag)
10. G1 ⊃ (cam |= A1 ⇒ C) (STE run, comparator verification
strategy, 2 variables for tag)
11. (G0 ∨ G1) ⊃ (cam |= (A0 and A1) ⇒ C) (Guard Disjunction)
12. (cam |= (A0 and A1) ⇒ (C when (G0 ∨ G1))) (Constraint Implication 2)
Thus (9) and (10) can be verified using 2 variables for tag. Using Guard Disjunction
rule we can compose the overall statement of correctness in (11). We can then transform
(11) to a shape of the property (12) we wish to verify, using the Constraint Implication
2 rule. Thus hit rises if there is a match at any of the lines.
Hit stays low if there is no match
Finally, we want to establish that the hit stays low if there is no match. We begin by
defining new assertions below.
(∗ hit[0] is 0 ∗)
let hit0 = “hit[0]” is F from 1 to 2
(∗ hit[1] is 0 ∗)
let hit1 = “hit[1]” is F from 1 to 2
(∗ hit is 0 ∗)
let C = “hit” is F from 1 to 2
We verify the property that if the tags don’t match at the first line then the corre-
sponding hit at that line “hit[0]” stays low. Similar property is verified for the other
hit “hit[1]”. Both of these require only two variables, since they are gain an instance of
the comparator case. Using Guard Conjunction, we prove the weaker property that the
hits from each line stays low when there is no match found at either locations. Then a
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scalar run stating that if the hit from each line stays low, the final outcome is that the
hit signal “hit” stays low. This is of course very fast since it has no BDD variables.
13. nG0 ⊃ (cam |= A0 ⇒ hit0) (STE run, comparator verification
strategy, 2 variables for tag)
14. nG1 ⊃ (cam |= A1 ⇒ hit1) (STE run, comparator verification
strategy, 2 variables for tag)
15. (nG0 ∧ nG1) ⊃
(cam |= (A0 and A1) ⇒
(hit0 and hit1)) (Guard Conjunction on 12 and 13)
16. cam |= (hit0 and hit1) ⇒ C (Scalar STE run)
17. (nG0 ∧ nG1) ⊃
(cam |= (A0 and A1) ⇒ C) (Cut on 15 and 16)
18. cam |= (A0 and A1) ⇒
(C when (nG0 ∧ nG1)) (Constraint Implication 2)
Usage of the Cut rule allows us to combine the properties so that we can deduce that
“hit” stays low when the tags don’t match at any line. As a last step using Constraint
Implication 2 rule, we deduce the property we wish to verify.
9.4.3 Discussion
Our memory and time requirement
For the correct data read property a CAM with n lines, with tag width t and data width
d, we need to use only two variables at any one time for tag comparison and one extra
variable for data bit, to verify the correct data read property. The space complexity is
reduced from n ∗ (t+ d)+ t to 3. However, the time complexity is linear with respect to
the number of CAM lines.
For verifying the hit logic, we exploit the symmetries amongst the tags, and we need
only two variables at any point of time, for any number of CAM lines, tag entries and
data entries! The time complexity is linear with respect to the number of CAM lines.
Pandey’s CAM encoding requires log2 n+n∗ log2 t+ t+d variables for verification of
data read and hit logic. Symmetry is not used at all, only symbolic indexing is used. For
a 64 line CAM with 32 bit tags and 32 bit data, he would need 6+(64*5)+32+32=390
variables, whereas we would need 3 for correct data read property (2 for tags, and 1 for
data), and 2 for just verifying the hit logic. Figure 9.10 shows the comparison of the
number of BDD variables needed by Pandey, and by our approach, for varying number
of CAM lines, for 4 bit wide tag and data. Figure 9.11 shows the comparison of the
number of BDD variables needed by Pandey, and by our approach, when the tag size
is varied, when the number of CAM lines is 4, and 4 bit wide data. Figure 9.12 shows
the comparison of BDD variables needed by Pandey, and by our approach, when the
data bits are varied for a CAM of 4 lines and 4 bit wide data. Notice that our variable
requirement stays fixed at 3 for data read property (2 for tags, and 1 for data), and 2
for hit verification property.
The efficiency we gain through our approach comes at the cost of incorporating
deduction with STE model checking. This can be seen as a limiting effect of our approach
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Figure 9.10: BDD variables required with respect to CAM lines. Our requirement stays
fixed at 3, whereas Pandey’s scales logarithmically.
since compared to fully automated model checking, our approach is an interactive one.
The efficiency in our case depends on effective property decomposition. If we decompose
them in a manner that does not expose the symmetric properties, then we cannot do
much with the symmetry reduction method. The circuit model design often gives very
useful insights into how to decompose the properties, and how to identify internal node
names that are crucial in defining weaker properties, that are used when we use the Cut
rule. As it was the case with the SRAM, detection of symmetry in the case of CAM
was easily done by type checking the cam definition.
Although we are able to use property decomposition, and symmetry in tag and data
bits to reduce the BDD variable requirement significantly, our time requirement has not
reduced that much. Notice that we have to repeat the Steps 1-4 for the first line again
for the second line in Steps 5-8. For a CAM with n lines, n repetitions are needed.
This is however not a limiting factor in our approach, since automation of these steps
is trivial, and the computation time and variable requirement in each repetition is low,
due to symmetry exploitation in tags and data. It would be good to achieve a reduction
in the number of times we have to repeat the steps for n lines. This is possible if we
can record the symmetries amongst CAM lines as well, by structured modelling. At the
moment our modelling framework does not support these symmetries. We call these
symmetries hierarchical symmetries.
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Figure 9.11: BDD variables with respect to tag size. Our requirement stays fixed at 3,
whereas Pandey’s scales logarithmically.
9.5 Circuit with multiple CAMs
Our final case study is that of a circuit that contains two CAMs. The property we
wish to verify about this CAM is that the incoming tag can only be found in at most
one CAM. If a tag is found in more than one, hit stays low. Figure 9.13 shows the
circuit. Although this example is a contrived one, it illustrates an important feature —
comparing incomings in parallel with multiple CAMs. Circuits with multiple CAMs are
found in a cache. The associativity in a cache determines the number of CAMs used in
the cache, and the number of comparators used in parallel for comparing the incoming
tag address with the stored tags in different CAMs. We believe that the principle we
illustrate in the verification of the circuit in this section, can be applied to a verification
of a cache.
9.5.1 Modelling
The function Hit determines whether or not a hit is obtained from the circuit. As we
said earlier, the hit rises if the tags match in at most one CAM but not both. This
function uses the definition of the cam model we defined in the previous section, and
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Figure 9.12: BDD variables with respect to data size. Our requirement stays fixed at 3,
whereas Pandey’s scales logarithmically.
employs two auxiliary functions camTake and camDrop.
(camTake 0 = (Select 0 Id))
(camTake (n+ 1) = (camTake n) ‖ (Select (n+ 1) Id))
(camDrop 0 = Id)
(camDrop (n+ 1) = (camDrop n) ◦ (Tail Id))
The function camTake takes out n elements from a list of inputs that contains enable
inputs for tag and data, and stored tags for both the CAMs, to give the stored tags of
the first cam. The function camDrop similarly obtains the tags of the second CAM.
Hit n nsym =
let hit0 = Bitwise (∨) ((tcomparator n nsym) ◦ (camTake n)) in
let hit1 = Bitwise (∨) ((tcomparator n nsym) ◦
((Select 0 Id) ‖ (camDrop (n+ 1))))
in
Bitwise xor (hit0 ‖ hit1)
The value of hit0 determines if the match was found in the first CAM, and that of hit1
determines if the tag was found in the second CAM. Note that we used the tcomparator
function we had used in the design of the CAM model in the previous section. The
circuit consisting of multiple CAMs is modelled by the function cam xor . This function
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builds the circuit that stores the tag and data in two CAMs and is responsible for the
tag and data read and write operations.
cam xor nsym =
let n = length nsym − 3 in
let tagen = (el 0 nsym) in
let dataen = (el 1 nsym) in
let tagin = (el 2 nsym) in
let tags = (tl (tl nsym)) in
let nsym0 = camTake n tags in
let nsym1 = (tagin :: (camDrop (n+ 1) tags)) in
let cam1 = (cam (tagen :: (dataen :: nsym0))) ◦ (camTake (n− 1)) in
let cam2 = (cam (tagen :: (dataen :: nsym1))) ◦ (camDrop n)
in
Bitwise xor (cam1 ‖ cam2)
9.5.2 Verification
In this section we show how to carry out the verification of the property that we wish
to verify using symmetry based reduction and inference rules. The property of interest
is that the output of the circuit (hit) rises when the query tag is found only in one of
the CAMs but not in both.
We begin by initialising the BDD variables for the tags stored in both the CAMs. We
choose to denote the tags stored in the first CAM by the letter T and the ones stored in
the other CAM by U . For example, the node “Ti[j]” denotes the j
th bit of the tag stored
in the ith line of the first CAM (T ). Similarly the variable tij denotes the symbolic value
stored at the location “Ti[j]”, where i denotes the line of the CAM T and the j denotes
the bit, inside the line i.
Incoming tag variables are denoted by Tag0 and Tag1, and are assigned to nodes
“Tag [0]” and “Tag [1]” respectively. We assume that we have declared symbolic variables
in a Forte session for each of the lines for both the CAMs.
The base antecedent is set up to write the CAMs with the initial values in the first
cycle and read them in the second cycle.
(∗ read enabled and incoming tag takes on symbolic values ∗)
let base ant = (((“Tag [0]” is Tag0) and (“Tag [1]” is Tag1)) from 0 to 2) and
(“tagen” is F from 0 to 1) and (“tagen” is T from 1 to 2)
Antecedents stating that the tag nodes take on the values in both the CAMs are shown
below.
(∗ populate the 1st line of the 1st CAM ∗)
let A0 = (((“T0[0]” is t00) and (“T0[1]” is t01)) from 0 to 2) and base ant
(∗ populate the 2nd line of the 1st CAM ∗)
let A1 = (((“T1[0]” is t10) and (“T1[1]” is t11)) from 0 to 2) and base ant
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Figure 9.13: A circuit with two CAMs, hit only rises if the tag is found in at most one
of the CAMs but not both.
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(∗ populate the 1st line of the 2nd CAM ∗)
let B0 = (((“U0[0]” is u00) and (“U0[1]” is u01)) from 0 to 2) and base ant
(∗ populate the 2nd line of the 2nd CAM ∗)
let B1 = (((“U1[0]” is u10) and (“U1[1]” is u11)) from 0 to 2) and base ant
The following trajectory formulas state that the hit from each of the CAMs can be
either low or high.
(∗ hit found in the 1st CAM ∗)
let C0 = “hit0” is T from 1 to 2
(∗ hit not found in the 1st CAM ∗)
let D0 = “hit0” is F from 1 to 2
(∗ hit found in the 2nd CAM ∗)
let C1 = “hit1” is T from 1 to 2
(∗ hit not found in the 2nd CAM ∗)
let D1 = “hit1” is F from 1 to 2
The following Boolean formulas state when the incoming tags match the stored tags of
the CAM lines. We use the letter G to denote the Boolean formulas that state that
the tags match at the lines of the first CAM, while we use the letter H to denote the
Boolean formula that states that tags match at the lines of the second CAM. The suffixes
distinguish where in each CAM, the tags are found.
(∗ tags match at 1st line of 1st CAM ∗)
let G0 = (Tag0 = t00) ∧ (Tag1 = t01)
(∗ tags match at 2nd line of 1st CAM ∗)
let G1 = (Tag0 = t10) ∧ (Tag1 = t11)
(∗ tags match at 1st line of 2nd CAM ∗)
let H0 = (Tag0 = u00) ∧ (Tag1 = u01)
(∗ tags match at 2nd line of 2nd CAM ∗)
let H1 = (Tag0 = u10) ∧ (Tag1 = u11)
We now outline the steps involved in verifying the property of interest. We begin by
verifying properties given in (1) and (2). Property (1) states that if the incoming tag
was found in the first CAM (G0 ∨ G1), then the hit from the first CAM (“hit0”) is high.
This property corresponds to the property we verified in the previous section, and it can
be done using two variables as we explained. Thus we have written CAM verification
strategy to mean that the flow we used in verifying the property for the CAM will be
used here. We do not show the steps again, since they are merely a repetition.
1. (G0 ∨ G1) ⊃ (cam xor |= (A0 and A1) ⇒ C0) (CAM strategy, using 2 variables)
2. (H0 ∨ H1) ⊃ (cam xor |= (B0 and B1) ⇒ C1) (CAM strategy, using 2 variables)
Similarly we can verify (2). Then we proceed to verify (3), which states that if the
match was found in both the CAMs then the output “out” of the circuit with both the
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CAMs is low. This weaker property is actually the verification of the xor gate, and is
scalar.
3. cam xor |= (C0 and C1) ⇒ (“out” is F ) (Scalar STE run)
4. (G0 ∨ G1) ∧ (H0 ∨ H1) ⊃
(cam xor |= (A0 and A1) and (B0 and B1)
⇒
(C0 and C1)) (Guard Conjunction on 1 and 2)
5. (G0 ∨ G1) ∧ (H0 ∨ H1) ⊃
(cam xor |= (A0 and A1) and (B0 and B1)
⇒ (“out” is F ) (Cut on 3 and 4)
We then employ the Guard Conjunction rule on (1) and (2) to compose the correctness
statement that states that if the tag was found in any line of the first CAM (G0 ∨ G1),
and in any line of the second CAM (H0 ∨ H1), then the hit values from both the CAMs
will be high (C0 and C1). This step is done in (4). Then a Cut is done on (3) and (4)
to deduce (5) which states, that if the tag was found in both the CAMs then the output
(“out”) stays low. This is one part of the property that we wanted to verify. Now we
will show how to verify the other part that states that the output becomes high only
when the tags are found in at most one CAM. Property (6) and (7) state that the hits
from each of the CAMs stay low if the incoming tag is not found in either of the CAMs.
6. (nG0 ∧ nG1) ⊃
(cam xor |= (A0 and A1) ⇒ D0) (CAM strategy, using two variables)
7. (nH0 ∧ nH1) ⊃
(cam xor |= (B0 and B1) ⇒ D1) (CAM strategy, using two variables)
Guard Conjunction on (2) and (6) gives the correctness of the property (8), that states
that the hit from the second CAM is high and the hit from the first CAM is low when
the tag was found in the second CAM and not in the first one. Guard Conjunction on
(1) and (7) gives the correctness of the property (9), that states that the hit from the
first CAM is high and the hit from the second CAM is low when the tag was found in
the first CAM and not in the second one.
8. ((nG0 ∧ nG1) ∧ (H0 ∨ H1)) ⊃
(cam xor |= (A0 and A1) and (B0 and B1)
⇒ (D0 and C1)) (Guard Conjunction on 2 and 6)
9. ((nH0 ∧ nH1) ∧ (G0 ∨ G1)) ⊃
(cam xor |= (A0 and A1) and (B0 and B1)
⇒ (D1 and C0)) (Guard Conjunction on 1 and 7)
Statements (10) and (11) are scalar runs checking again a property of the xor gate, that
the output is only high if only one of the inputs is low.
10. cam xor |= (D0 and C1) ⇒ (“out” is T ) (Scalar STE run)
11. cam xor |= (D1 and C0) ⇒ (“out” is T ) (Scalar STE run)
A cut on (8) and (10) gives the correctness statement (12), that when the tags are found
in the second CAM, and not in the first then the output is high, and a cut on (9) and
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(11), gives (13) which states that when tags are found in the first CAM and not in the
second, then the output is high.
12. ((nG0 ∧ nG1) ∧ (H0 ∨ H1)) ⊃
(cam xor |= (A0 and A1) and (B0 and B1)
⇒ (“out” is T )) (Cut on 8 and 10)
13. ((nH0 ∧ nH1) ∧ (G0 ∨ G1)) ⊃
(cam xor |= (A0 and A1) and (B0 and B1)
⇒ (“out” is T )) (Cut on 9 and 11)
Thus overall we only ever need the same number of variables as we needed for verifying
the property about the hit logic of a CAM, which is 2. The symmetry in tags means
that we don’t have to use 5m variables for the verification of the tag comparison circuit,
if m is the width of the tag bits (4m distinct tag variables would be required for the two
lines of the two CAMs, and m for incoming tags). Thus symmetry becomes useful there,
while inference rules help split the verification task into smaller ones that are verified
separately and then the overall results composed from the smaller results.
9.6 Related Work
Even though Pandey invests substantial time in symmetry identification phase he suc-
cessfully demonstrated [82, 83] that symmetry can be used to a very good effect in
verification of memory arrays, specifically he showed that SRAMs could be verified in
linear time and space using symmetry. Our work corroborates much of what he showed
for SRAMS, but also offers extra reduction possibilities for memories with large number
of data bits. We showed that using our argument and approach, for a given number of
address lines in SRAM, one can verify different sizes of SRAM that differ in number
of data bits stored in a data word, using constant number of variables that is propor-
tional to the log of the number of address lines. In this respect our work renders an
improvement over existing work done by Pandey for SRAM verification.
For CAMs, Pandey did not use symmetries, but used symbolic indexing and devised
the CAM encoding to verify arbitrary sized CAMs [82, 85]. We show that by our ap-
proach we can perform significantly better in terms of variable requirement, since we
only have to verify one line at a time, and during verification of a single line, usage
of symmetry reduction in the tag comparison bit of circuitry, and symmetry amongst
data bits, renders significant reductions in the variable requirement. However as we
explained earlier, the time required to verify CAM using our approach scales linearly
with the number of lines. This is due to the fact that using property decomposition,
we have to repeat the verification steps for each CAM line. Although not a seriously
limiting factor, because each repetition of steps exploits symmetry, and therefore does
not require much time, it would be good to capture hierarchical symmetries, such as the
symmetries amongst CAM lines to avoid repetition for each CAM line.
For circuit with multiple CAMs, using property decomposition and then using sym-
metry amongst tag bits offers a powerful reduction strategy. Without property decom-
position, we conjecture, that even using symbolic indexing is not enough, since typically
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caches have many more multiple CAMs, and thereby the number of parallel comparisons
increase beyond the scope of symbolic indexing based reduction.
9.7 Summary
In this chapter we showed several examples and case studies to illustrate our method-
ology and compare it to the best known work in the field, which has a strong overlap
with us. Overall we believe that our approach offers significant theoretical and practical
benefits because we take the approach of symmetry detection via type checking and
our use of inference rules has shown that we can do very effective property reductions.
Also we have shown a way to connect high level structured models to the theory of
STE, offering valuable insights on how the property reduction is justifiable by designing
structured models.
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Chapter 10
Conclusion
This dissertation has shown a new and efficient methodology of doing symmetry based
reduction for STE model checking. Efficiency comes due to two reasons. Firstly, by using
structured modelling, symmetries in the circuit are recorded in the syntax of the circuit
models, and are inferred by type checking. Thus we don’t have to find symmetries in
graph representation of models using NP-complete sub-graph isomorphism techniques.
Secondly, new STE inference rules together with Theorem 8.1, provide an effective
reduction strategy.
For the first contribution, we have proposed a small set of circuit construction com-
binators that are used in the design of circuit models. A set of typing rules that we
provide, becomes the basis for judicious use of the combinators to construct symmet-
ric circuits. We showed the proof of the type soundness theorem (Theorem 6.3) that
guarantees this. A side contribution is the mechanisation of the complete theory in
HOL.
The strength of our approach is that just by using such a small set of combinators
and a type system based on only nine rules, we are able to model a variety of symmetric
circuits, starting from the very basic combinational gates to large SRAMs, CAMs and
cache like circuits. The approach is modular and encourages component re-use.
There are two perspectives on our approach. The first perspective is that for a keen
functional programmer interested in circuit modelling, our implementation of combina-
tors provides a front end to the circuit design. We have provided a system to generate
netlists from these designs, and therefore one can use our functions to design circuit
models in HOL, and simulate them in Forte, or for smaller designs use the STE simu-
lator in HOL.
The second perspective is that our theory and the proof of the type soundness theorem
can be used as a blue-print by other HDL designers. Most of the circuit construction
combinators defined by us are simple, and if one prefers can be easily ported to other
functional hardware design languages for example reFLect, Lava or even imperative
ones like VHDL or Verilog. The message is that by using those combinators (in any
incarnation) by a systematic way (guided by the type system), one can ensure that
symmetric circuit blocks are designed — correct by construction.
The other major contribution has been the invention of new STE inference rules,
that increase the expressiveness of the known STE inference system. The new STE
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inference rules, provide an effective property reduction strategy. The rules are used first
to decompose the given original STE properties into smaller properties. Symmetry in
circuit models is then used as a basis to cluster equivalent symmetric STE properties
together, and a representative property from the equivalence class is verified in the STE
simulator. Then the deduction of the correctness of the entire class of equivalent STE
properties is made by using a soundness theorem that we have presented. Once all the
smaller properties have been verified either by explicit STE runs, or by deducing their
correctness by using the soundness theorem, we use the inference rules in the forward
direction to compose the overall correctness statement of the original STE property.
Inference rules thus become an enabler in decomposing properties effectively so as to
help expose the symmetric set. As another side contribution, the proof of the soundness
theorem and the inference rules, has been completely mechanised in HOL.
We have shown several examples that illustrate the strength of our reduction strategy,
and we compared our approach with Pandey’s work since it has possibly the biggest
overlap in terms of using STE model checking, using symmetries for reduction.
Overall we believe that our approach offers significant theoretical and practical ben-
efits because we take the approach of symmetry detection via type checking and our
use of inference rules has shown that we can do effective property reductions. Also we
have shown a way to connect high level structured models to the theory of STE, offering
valuable insights on how the property reduction is justifiable by designing structured
models.
10.1 Future directions
We described symmetries that come into being when groups of wires, kept together as
a bus are treated in a special way. These symmetries are characterised by an invariant
function under permutations of the bits in each bus of the symmetric inputs and outputs.
There is however, another class of symmetries that are also interesting, and can lead
to even further significant reductions. These are the symmetries that arise when one
bus as a whole is swapped with another one. For example if we swapped the bus a with
the bus b in a two bit comparator where the buses a and b are the symmetric inputs,
the resulting circuit still has symmetry. Consider the example of the CAM. We have
shown that symmetries in tag bits and data bits lead to reductions in the number of
properties that have to be explicitly verified using a simulator. But if we could also
characterise the symmetries in the lines of the CAM, then we wouldn’t have to repeat
the verification flow for every line, as we proposed in the CAM verification study in the
last chapter.
Although, very visible, these symmetries pose a considerable challenge when it comes
to modelling circuits. Consider the Select combinator which selects any one of the n
buses from an input. If we swapped the ith bus with the jth, then the Select i Id will
give the jth input rather than the ith one. This problem appears with other combinators
like Tail , Fork and ‖ as well. It was clear to us that if we needed to accommodate
this symmetry, substantial changes would have to be made to the present framework,
perhaps even the base type of bool list list → bool list list → bool list list is not
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adequate, we need the type to be more general:
((bool list) list) list→ ((bool list) list) list→ ((bool list) list) list
We could not investigate these hierarchical symmetries, since we did not have enough
time.
Also it would be useful to see how data symmetries [82] in Pandey’s research fit
into our framework. Pandey has advocated the usage of these symmetries [82], but
the connection between these symmetries and the logic of STE is not clear to us. We
understand how to connect the structural symmetries presented in our work to the logic
of STE in the form of symmetry soundness theorem (Theorem 8.1), but what would
be the connection between data symmetries and the STE logic is a topic for further
research.
We used the theorem prover to do the proof of the type soundness theorem by shal-
lowly defining the combinators and embedding the type system using rule induction.
This also paved the way for modelling circuits, and using the built-in libraries in HOL
for dealing with arithmetic, strings, Booleans and combinators. We used the proof-as-
computation strategy in HOL, by using conversions in HOL to advance computation of
circuit’s structure and behaviour. While the simulation of circuits using conversions was
satisfactory in terms of speed, for small and medium sized CAMs, generating netlists for
large SRAMs and CAMs was infeasible. Speed of execution became a crucial limiting
factor.
The reason was the underlying proofs that needed to be done to ensure that the sym-
metric inputs had all the buses of equal length. Although by optimizing the conversions,
some orders of magnitude speed-up were obtained, we could not proceed much further
with this approach.
It would be good to investigate if by embedding the combinators in other languages
such as reFLect or Lava, we can do better in terms of speed. Although these languages
do not have the proof support, it is not so critical since the major proof, about the type
soundness theorem has been done in HOL, and it can be used as certificate to design
the combinators exactly in the same way in reFLect and Lava.
We have shown how to obtain flat STE models in HOL, and the flat FSMs in Forte
from the structured circuit models. We also showed how we could simulate the struc-
tured circuit models by interpreting them by using the toTime function in HOL. Also
we mentioned in Chapter 7 that the notion of equivalences between different models, is
informal. Formalisation of this, would be a good theoretical contribution.
We showed how property decomposition together with the symmetry soundness the-
orem provides an effective reduction strategy. However, the reduction on the whole is
interactive rather than being automatic. Future work should look into ways of automat-
ing the reduction flow.
We showed several examples involving sequential delay elements like registers, SRAMs,
CAMs and so on, but we have not dealt with circuits with feedback loops. It would be
good to characterise a few of those examples as well. This requires defining a loop prim-
itive that can be used to connect some of the output buses to some of the input buses,
assuming there is always a unit delay in the loop. This merits future investigation.
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Appendix A
A-1 Evaluating the behaviour of comparator
We show the execution traces for evaluating the behaviour of the comparator circuit,
we presented in Chapter 6. For the definition of the circuit, please refer to that chapter,
here we only show the output values returned by the circuit at time points 1, 2 and 3.
- `` ^CompTimed ^nsym ^sym (SUC 0) `` ;
- comp conv it;
- RIGHT_CONV_RULE(SIMP_CONV std_ss [RE_def]) it;
> val it =
` (λnsym sym t.
(toTime (map (map (RE (hd (hd (nsym (t - 1))))))) o
toTime (And o comp)) sym (t - 1)) (λt. ck)
(λt.
(if t = 0 then
[[a0; a1]; [b0; b1]]
else
(if t = SUC 0 then
[[T; T]; [T; F]]
else
[[a0; a1]; [c0; c1]]))) (SUC 0) =
[[(b1 ∧ a1 ∨ ~b1 ∧ ~a1) ∧ (b0 ∧ a0 ∨ ~b0 ∧ ~a0)]] : thm
Table A.1: Comparator output at time point 1.
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- `` ^CompTimed ^nsym ^sym (SUC(SUC 0)) `` ;
- comp conv it;;
- RIGHT_CONV_RULE(SIMP_CONV std_ss [RE_def]) it;;
> val it =
` (λnsym sym t.
(toTime (map (map (RE (hd (hd (nsym (t - 1))))))) o
toTime (And o comp)) sym (t - 1)) (λt. ck)
(λt.
(if t = 0 then
[[a0; a1]; [b0; b1]]
else
(if t = SUC 0 then
[[T; T]; [T; F]]
else
[[a0; a1]; [c0; c1]]))) (SUC (SUC 0)) =
[[F]] : thm
Table A.2: Comparator output at time point 2.
- `` ^CompTimed ^nsym ^sym (SUC(SUC(SUC 0))) `` ;
- comp conv it;;
- RIGHT_CONV_RULE(SIMP_CONV std_ss [RE_def]) it;;
- > val it =
` (λnsym sym t.
(toTime (map (map (RE (hd (hd (nsym (t - 1))))))) o
toTime (And o comp)) sym (t - 1)) (λt. ck)
(λt.
(if t = 0 then
[[a0; a1]; [b0; b1]]
else
(if t = SUC 0 then
[[T; T]; [T; F]]
else
[[a0; a1]; [c0; c1]]))) (SUC (SUC (SUC 0))) =
[[(c1 ∧ a1 ∨ ~c1 ∧ ~a1) ∧ (c0 ∧ a0 ∨ ~c0 ∧ ~a0)]] : thm
Table A.3: Comparator output at time point 3.
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A-2 Evaluating the behaviour of Mux
`` ^MuxTimed (^nsym)(^sym) ((SUC 0)) `` ;
(MUX_CONV) it;
RIGHT_CONV_RULE(mux_conv) it;
RIGHT_CONV_RULE(REWRITE_CONV [CheckLength_def, map, append]) it;
RIGHT_CONV_RULE(SIMP_CONV std_ss [ONE]) it;
RIGHT_CONV_RULE(MUX_CONV) it;
RIGHT_CONV_RULE(EVAL) it;
> val it =
` (λnsym sym t.
(toTime (map (map (RE (hd ck)))) ◦
toTime (Bitwise (∨) (Auxmux (el (SUC 0) (nsym (t - 1))))))
sym (t - 1))
(λt. (if t = 0 then [ck; [T]] else [ck; [F]]))
(λt. [[a0; a1]; [b0; b1]]) (SUC 0) = [[a0; a1]] : thm
Table A.4: Mux execution for time point 1.
`` ^MuxTimed (^nsym)(^sym) ((SUC(SUC 0))) `` ;
(MUX_CONV) it;
RIGHT_CONV_RULE(mux_conv) it;
RIGHT_CONV_RULE(REWRITE_CONV [CheckLength_def, map, append]) it;
RIGHT_CONV_RULE(SIMP_CONV std_ss [ONE]) it;
RIGHT_CONV_RULE(MUX_CONV) it;
RIGHT_CONV_RULE(EVAL) it;
> val it =
` (λnsym sym t.
(toTime (map (map (RE (hd ck)))) ◦
toTime (Bitwise (∨) (Auxmux (el (SUC 0) (nsym (t - 1))))))
sym (t - 1))
(λt. (if t = 0 then [ck; [T]] else [ck; [F]]))
(λt. [[a0; a1]; [b0; b1]]) (SUC(SUC 0)) = [[b0; b1]] : thm
Table A.5: Mux execution for time point 1.
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A-3 Evaluating the derived STE model of Mux
> val it =
` (λs n.
(if
((n = "ck") ∨ (n = "c")) ∨ ((n = "a0") ∨ (n = "a1")) ∨
(n = "b0") ∨ (n = "b1") then X
else (if (n = "out0") ∨ (n = "out1") then
(if n = "out0" then
(if ~c ∧ b0 ∨ c ∧ a0 then
One else Zero) lub s "out0" else
(if n = "out1" then
(if ~c ∧ b1 ∨ c ∧ a1 then One else Zero) lub s "out1"
else X))
else X)))
(λn.
(if n = "a0" then DROP a0
else (if n = "a1" then DROP a1
else (if n = "b0" then DROP b0 else
(if n = "b1" then
DROP b1 else
(if n = "c" then DROP c else X)))))) "out0" =
(if ~c ∧ b0 ∨ c ∧ a0 then (T,F) else (F,T)) : thm
Table A.6: Value for node “out0”.
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> val it =
` (λs n.
(if
((n = "ck") ∨ (n = "c")) ∨ ((n = "a0") ∨ (n = "a1")) ∨
(n = "b0") ∨ (n = "b1") then X
else (if (n = "out0") ∨ (n = "out1") then
(if n = "out0" then
(if ~c ∧ b0 ∨ c ∧ a0 then
One else Zero) lub s "out0" else
(if n = "out1" then
(if ~c ∧ b1 ∨ c ∧ a1 then One else Zero) lub s "out1"
else X))
else X)))
(λn.
(if n = "a0" then DROP a0
else (if n = "a1" then DROP a1
else (if n = "b0" then DROP b0 else
(if n = "b1" then
DROP b1 else
(if n = "c" then DROP c else X)))))) "out1" =
(if ~c ∧ b1 ∨ c ∧ a1 then (T,F) else (F,T)) : thm
Table A.7: Value for node “out1”.
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::, list constructor, 52
F , Boolean false, 20
T , Boolean true, 20
, partial order abstract states, 12
⇒, STE implication, 25
Mem, membership in a list of lists, 97
◦, function composition, 13
Level 0, 56
when, STE connective, 23
⊃, Boolean implication, 24
∈, list membership, 52
vσ, lattice ordering on sequences, 22
vs,lattice ordering on state, 22∼v, partial order concrete states, 12
CheckLength, buses of equal length, 63
append , list append, 53
drop, drop elements from list, 53
el , nth element of a list, 53
foldr , fold on list, 53
fold , fold function, Level 0, 56
hd , head of a list, 52
id , identity function, Level 0, 56
length, length of a list, 52
map2 , list map2, 53
map, list map, 53
take, take elements from list, 53
tl , tail of a list, 52
FSM, flat STE model, 46
FSM∗, structured model, 46
|=, STE entailment, 24
µ-calculus, 11
∼, Boolean not, 83
u, glb, 12
unionsq, lub, 12
v, STE lattice ordering, 19
>, lattice value ’top’, 20
∨, Boolean or, 52
∧, Boolean and, 16
0, lattice value 0, 20
1, lattice value 1, 20
abstract data type, 46, 50
abstract model, 10
abstraction, 10
approximate, 16
behavioural, 15
bisimulation, 11, 13
canonical, 16
counter example based, CEGAR, 17
data abstraction, 15
Galois Connection, 11
Galois connection
definition, 12
homomorphism, 11
definition, 11
homomorphism see also morphism, 11
monotonic, 13
refinement, 17
simulation, 11, 13
simulation relation, 14
structural, 15
symmetry, 40
temporal, 15
ADT, see abstract data type, 46
algebra, 11
arity, 11
language, 11
type, 11
universal algebra, 11
universe, 11
associativity, 56
BDD, 26
category theory, 11
circuit model
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ADT, 46
deriving STE model in HOL, 96
bool2ste, 97
Abs , 96
monotonic, 98
multiplexer, 98
equivalences, 100
flat, 5
exe, 93
exlif, 93
FSM, 11, 93
monotonic, 22
netlist term
multiplexer, 94
next-state function, 22
STE model, 22, 93
structured model, 6, 45, 50
Bitwise, 71
Fork , 70
Id , 70
Null , 70
Select , 70
Tail , 71
◦, 72
map, 70
‖, 70
adding time, 81
basic examples, 82
comparator, 83
compiling, 46, 92
flat, 94
length preservation, 73
Level 0, 51, 52
multiplexer, 84
simulating, 46
simulating in HOL, 86
steering circuit, 87, 125
to netlist terms, 94
towards a language, 50
type checking circuits, 81
type judgement rules, 72
type safe circuits, 81
type soundness theorem, 78
transistor netlists, 122
CMOS transistors, 15
commutativity, 56
complete lattice, 12
greatest lower bound, 12
least upper bound, 12
concrete model, 10
connection
structured models and STE, 8
conversion, 46
CTL∗, 10, 16
data independence, 38, 39
drop
Boolean states, 96
Boolean values, 96
equivalence class, 7, 35
formal hardware verification, 2
formal verification, 1
glb, see greatest lower bound, 12
group theory, 11
automorphism group, 34
group, 34
definition, 34
permutation group, 35
subgroup, 35
group generators, 35
higher-order logic, 11
higher-order logic, 52
shallow embedding, 52
homomorphic image, 12
homomorphism
approximation, 16
CTL model checking, 15
exact, 16
join, see lub, 20
Kripke model, 37
Kripke structure, 10
language containment, 17
LTL, 10
lub
also see least upper bound, 12
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meet, see glb, 20
model checking, 15
morphism
automorphism, 12
definition, 36
endomorphism, 12
epimorphism, 12
isomorphism, 12
orbit, 37
permutation
on defining sequence, 107
on defining trajectory, 108
on lattice states, 100
on lattice valued sequences, 105
preserves information ordering, 106
on STE formulas, 107
STE property, 7
poset, 12
quotient model, 36
reduction
cone-of-influence, 43, 44
data type, 39
parametric representation, 32
path splitting, 39
property decomposition, 48
symmetry, 39
relation
symmetric models and STE, 48
sequence, 5
defining trajectory, 25, 107
information ordering, 22
suffix, 22
trajectory, 23
simulation, 1
state
abstract state, 16
concrete state, 16
CTL model checking, 16
lattice state, 21
information ordering, 22
STE, see symbolic trajectory evaluation, 7,
19
assertion, 25
implementation algorithm, 26
Inference Rules
Antecedent Strengthening, 111
Antecedent Strengthening 2, 113
Conjunction, 110
Consequent Weakening 1, 111
Consequent Weakening 2, 113
Constraint Implication 1, 112
Constraint Implication 2, 112
Cut, 115
Guard Conjunction, 114
Guard Disjunction, 114
Reflexivity, 109
Transitivity, 110
STE lattice, 19
definition of lub, 20
dual-rail encoding, 20
information ordering, 20
ordering on sequence, 22
ordering on states, 22
STE simulator
Forte, 92
in HOL, 92
swap
on lists, 58
sequence of list of Boolean lists, 88
symbolic simulation, 4, 19
symbolic trajectory evaluation, 4, 19
symmetry, 5
automorphism, 36
circuit models
mirrored by STE property, 103
concept of symmetry, 34
data symmetry, 41
functional blocks, 60
mathematical definition, 73
mathematical foundation, 34
mixed, 41
of STE models, 100
preserves STE excitation function, 100
relation between Sym and Symχ, 88
structural, 40, 46
timed version of circuits, 88
symmetry reduction
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8-bit register, 128
n-bit And-gate, 116
for CTL∗ model checking, 36
CAM, 140
circuit with mutiple CAMs, 151
comparator, 119
discovering symmetries, 5
heuristics, 122
NP-complete, 44
sub-graph isomorphism, 41
for STE
key issues, 44
problem, 42
proposed solution, 44
reduction philosophy, 43
in Murφ, 38
multiplexer, 118
soundness theorem, 108
SRAM, 129
STE model checking, 40
steering circuit, 124
using scalarsets, 38
ternary modelling, 4, 19
trajectory formula, 4, 23
properties, 27
semantics, 24
syntax, 23
transition relation, 13
transition system, 12
LTS, 10, 39
type, 46
for structured circuits, 51
judgement rules, 50
type system, 6
UNITY, 38
verification
equivalence checking, 4
implementation, 2
language containment, also see language
containment, 4
model checking, 4
property reduction
inference rules, 103, 109
key components, 105
overview of methodology, 103
soundness theorem, 105
satisfaction, 3
satisfaction in STE, 5
specification, 2, 3
specification in STE, 4
theorem proving, 4
ACL2, 8
HOL 4, 7
inference rules, 7, 48
PVS, 8
X, denotes unknown value, 20
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